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Abstract 

The input coupler is an important component for a microwave amplifier. A sidewall 

single-hole input coupler for a W-band gyrotron travelling-wave amplifier that operates at 

the frequency range of 90–100 GHz was designed and measured. Instead of using a cutoff 

waveguide, a broadband Bragg-type reflector with a small spread in phase was optimized for 

use as part of the input coupler. The minimum radius of the reflector was two times the size 

of a cutoff waveguide, which reduced the possibility for some of the beam electrons being 

collected in this section and lost to the amplifier interaction region. The design, simulation, 

construction and measurement of a W-band waveguide input coupler that used a backstop 

Bragg reflector that allowed for high electron beam transmission from a cusp electron beam 

source into a 3-fold helically corrugated interaction waveguide (HCIW) of a gyrotron 

travelling wave amplifier is presented. Experimental results are reported of a broadband, 

high power, gyrotron traveling wave amplifier (gyro-TWA) operating in the 75-110 GHz 

frequency band. The second harmonic cyclotron mode of a 55 keV, 1.5 A, axis-encircling 

electron beam was used to resonantly interact with a traveling TE21-like eigenwave, 

achieving broadband amplification. The gyro-TWA demonstrated a 3 dB gain bandwidth of at 

least 5.5 GHz in the experimental measurement with 9 GHz predicted for a wideband drive 

source with a measured unsaturated output power of 3.4 kW and gain of 36-38 dB. The 

inclusion of the Bragg reflector in the W-band waveguide input coupler enabled efficient 

(4.4%) beam-wave interaction to be achieved within the gyro-TWA. 

The design of 1) a T-junction fundamental mode rectangular to- circular waveguide 

input coupler, 2) a multiple-hole input coupler and 3) a higher order mode (HOM) input 

coupler for a low-terahertz gyrotron travelling wave amplifier were studied. The T-junction 

input coupler with a Bragg reflector and a multiple-hole directional coupler were optimized 

for operation between 360 and 384 GHz, the proposed bandwidth of a low THz gyro TWA. 

The T-junction coupler and the multiple-hole coupler achieved the respective bandwidths of 

10% and 35%.  

A higher order mode (HOM) two-branch waveguide coupler based on the even 

distribution of incident power was designed to couple the rectangular TE10 mode to the 

circular TE61 mode. The optimised tapered waveguide input coupler achieved an operating 

frequency range of 359–385 GHz, equating to a bandwidth of 7%. A prototype waveguide 
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coupler scaled to W-band (75–110 GHz) was manufactured. The vector network analyser 

measured return loss of the HOM coupler was shown to be <10 dB at 90–96 GHz. A 

transmission and phase measurement is presented to analyse TE61 mode conversion in the 

HOM coupler. 
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waveguide coupler based on the even distribution of incident power was designed to couple 

the rectangular TE10 mode to the circular TE61 mode. The optimised tapered waveguide input 

coupler achieved an operating frequency range of 359–385 GHz, equating to a bandwidth of 

7%. A prototype waveguide coupler scaled to W-band (75–110 GHz) was manufactured with 

its performance measured using a VNA. The author fully analysed the data presented in this 

chapter writing up the results as first author in a refereed journal publication. 
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 1. Introduction 

 1.1. Introduction to Gyro-Travelling Wave Amplifiers 

 1.1.1. Principle of Operation 

Gyro-travelling wave amplifiers (gyro-TWA) are sources of coherent electromagnetic 

radiation based on a beam wave energy share cycle which serves to deliver high power 

microwave signals at high frequencies. Electromagnetic (EM) radiation is amplified as a 

result of Bremsstrahlung emission, an emission mechanism caused by abrupt variation in 

charged particle velocity and direction, from velocity modulated electron bunches in an 

annular beam of gyrating electrons. The emission of microwave radiation from electrons 

following a rotating around an axial magnetic field is known as cyclotron resonance maser 

(CRM) emission. Early investigation into the CRM instability was carried out between 1958 

and 1959. Twiss [1.1] and Schneider [1.2] postulated their understanding of the CRM 

emission process with quantum mechanics. Gaponov [1.3] used a classical approach to 

explain the emission process, stating that the dependence of the electron cyclotron 

frequency (ωce) on electron energy (eV) leads to orbital electron bunching. Axial bunching of 

electrons is described by Weibel [1.4], a process which also contributes to EM wave emission 

in a gyro-device. However, the contribution of axial bunching to wave growth is considerably 

less than the contribution from azimuthal bunching. 

In CRM devices, electromagnetic energy is radiated from an electron beam gyrating 

in an externally applied magnetic field. The applied magnetic field (B) is induced 

longitudinally with respect to the direction of electron motion, with electrons travelling at 

velocity (ve). The charged particles experience a ve x B force and follow a helical path, either 

small or large orbit, around the lines of the magnetic field. For a net energy exchange from 

the electron beam to an electromagnetic wave, the electrons must become bunched in 

phase within their cyclotron orbital path [1.5]. Amplification of an incident wave is achieved 

if a resonance condition between the periodic motion of the electrons and the microwaves 

exist. The resonance condition is defined as 
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             (1.1)  

 

where ω is the wave angular frequency, kz is the axial wavenumber, vz is the longitudinal 

electron velocity in the interaction region and s is an integer harmonic number. The electron 

cyclotron frequency (ωce) is defined as 

 

 
    

   

   
 

(1.2)  

 

where B0 is the magnetic field at the centre of the hollow electron beam. The relativistic 

correction factor (γ) is dependent on the electron beam energy (eV), given by 

 

 
    

  

    
 

(1.3)  

 

where V is the accelerating voltage. The relativistic correction factor plays a role for beam 

voltages of ~40 kV and greater. The electrons orbit the beam guiding centre at the Larmor 

radius (rL) which is defined by 

 

    
  

   
 (1.4)  

 

where v⊥ is the perpendicular velocity of the electron beam. For large orbit electron beams, 

typical of a cusp electron gun (Section 2.2.4), rL is equal to the beam radius (rb). If a 

Magnetron Injection (MIG) Gun (Section 2.2.3) is employed, the vacuum device operates 

with a small orbit electron beam (rL << rb).  
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The CRM instability, which causes the growth of the electromagnetic signal, will be 

analysed by considering a single beamlet of large orbit electrons in the presence of a 

variable electric field. To understand the azimuthal bunching of electrons within their orbital 

paths, two assumptions about the electron motion are made: 

1. the electrons rotate anti-clockwise about the beam guiding centre and, 

2. the electrons have zero longitudinal velocity (vz). 

 

Fig. 1-1: Electron orbital distribution for (a) ω = ωce and (b) ω > ωce, leading to electron bunching in the 

microwave decelerating phase and energy extraction. 

A gyro-device typically operates with v⊥ > vz. The large perpendicular velocity 

component allows for maximum beam-wave energy share due to the transverse 

components of the microwave field interacting solely with the orbital momentum of the 

electron beam [1.6]. A schematic of the initial electron orbital distribution is shown in Fig. 1-

1(a). Fig. 1.1(a) shows the electrons being initially in random phase within their orbital paths, 

experiencing an RF electric field with equal oscillatory frequency (ω = ωce). The result of this 

is that there is no net energy transfer between the microwave field and the electron beam. 

Bunching of the electrons may be achieved in two discrete regimes. In the first regime, the 

wave frequency is less than the electron cyclotron frequency (ω < ωce) and, in the second 

regime, the wave frequency exceeds the electron cyclotron frequency (ω > ωce) [1.7]. Under 

the conditions of the first regime, the electron bunches are formed in the accelerating phase 

and, hence, no energy is transferred from the electrons to the wave. In the second regime, 

(a) (b) 
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initially decelerated electrons remain in the decelerating phase of the microwave field 

throughout the beam-wave interaction period. The decelerated electrons experience an 

increasing value of orbital frequency and move closer to exact resonance with the 

microwave field. As a result, the electrons lose an increasing amount of energy on each 

successive wave cycle and form bunches in the decelerating phase of the microwave field. 

The charged particles which are initially accelerated by the wave, experience a decrease in 

gyrofrequency and fall farther from resonance, gaining less energy on each successive cycle. 

The decrease in electron bunch velocity allows for the transfer of electron orbital kinetic 

energy to the wave. A convective instability develops which allows for the growth of the 

microwave signal over time as the electrons bunch in phase within their respective cyclotron 

orbits (Fig. 1-1(b)). Fig. 1-1(b) highlights a decrease in the Larmor radius of the decelerated 

electrons with electron bunches forming in the microwave deceleration phase. Accelerated 

electrons are shown to increase their orbital distance. The convective CRM instability is 

responsible for energy generation and amplification in gyro-devices. 

A gyro-TWA is a broadband source because of beam-wave interaction at a position 

known as the ‘grazing point’ [1.8]. Fig. 1-2 shows the dispersion diagram of a gyro-TWA 

compared to a gyrotron and a gyro-backward wave oscillator (gyro-BWO) with smooth-bore 

interaction cavities. The electron beam dispersion is given by Eqn. 1.1 with the cavity mode 

defined by 

 

   √(  
      

 ) (1.5)  

 

where ωc is the mode cut-off frequency in the waveguide. The gyrotron is shown to operate 

close to cut-off with a monochromatic output. The gyro-BWO has a single frequency output 

for a fixed B-field; however, a broad tuning bandwidth is achievable with variation of the 

magnetic field within the interaction cavity. A gyro-TWA is shown to interact with the cavity 

mode over a wide frequency range without the required adjustment of the beam 
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parameters and/or B-field amplitude. The instantaneous bandwidth of a gyro-TWA allows 

for high gain amplification of a feed signal without the added complexity of field tuning.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1-2: Dispersion of (a) gyrotron, (b) gyro-BWO and (c) gyro-TWA for a smooth bore interaction waveguide. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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 1.1.2. Historical Review 

The generation of high power microwave signals from vacuum electronic devices 

began with the construction of the magnetron [1.9 – 1.11] in 1921. A magnetron is a 

crossed-field device consisting of a central cylindrical cathode with a coaxial anode 

configuration. The static cathode – anode electric field causes initial electron trajectories 

propagating towards the anode structure. A magnetic field is induced parallel to the cathode 

resulting in the electrons experiencing a Lorentz force, resulting in the formation of rotating 

electron spokes. As the electrons traverse the anode cavities, a high frequency RF field is 

generated within the resonant structures. The magnetron is an efficient device (~ 85%) due 

to its ability to extract energy both from the ac and dc fields. 

The Heil tube (1935) [1.12] is credited as being the primary linear beam tube to 

utilise the effect of electron velocity modulation and spatial electron bunching. The vacuum 

tube consists of an electron gun which produces a linear electron beam with a dominant 

axial velocity component. The beam is propagated through a drift region and into an 

electron collector. A variable voltage supply is applied at the entrance of the drift tube which 

results in the velocity modulation of the electron beam. The acceleration and deceleration of 

electrons leads to the formation of electron bunches. A resonant microwave circuit [1.13] is 

positioned at the drift tube exit with the oscillations of the charged particle bunches 

resulting in the generation of an RF signal.  

The demonstration of velocity modulation of an electron beam in a linear beam 

device provided the basis upon which the klystron amplifier [1.14] was developed. A klystron 

amplifier [1.15 – 1.17] propagates a linear electron beam through a resonant circuit 

consisting of at least two resonant cavities. The first resonant cavity acts as the RF input 

within which a high frequency signal is excited. The cavity field extends over the interaction 

gap, which separates the resonant structure from the beam tube, with both axial and 

transverse field variations. The excited electric field in the gap varies sinusoidally allowing 

the propagating electrons to encounter either an accelerating or decelerating field. The 

electron bunches interact with the subsequent resonant cavities, exciting a cavity RF signal 
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as the electron beam traverses the interaction gap. A method of cavity coupling is employed 

in the final resonant structure to extract an amplified output signal.  

The travelling wave tube (TWT) was developed during the Second World War in a bid 

to improve Allied Force communications and radar systems. Investigations into the 

manufacture of a TWT were being carried out simultaneously on each side of the Atlantic 

Ocean [1.18 – 1.19] with Rudolf Kompfner being the first to publish his research (1943). 

However, the use of dielectric support rods and solenoid focussing employed on J. R. Pierce’s 

design is symptomatic of modern day TWT’s. The active components of a TWT are similar in 

nature to a klystron amplifier. However, the microwave signal is propagated along a slow 

wave structure within the TWT cavity. A periodic slow wave structure, typically a helical 

[1.20], ring loop [1.21] or folded waveguide structure [1.22], is used to reduce the axial 

phase velocity of the wave. If the electron bunches are located in regions of the microwave 

decelerating field, the electron velocities are reduced and the electron energy is transferred 

to the wave. The microwave signal is amplified during synchronous operation as the wave 

traverses the TWT cavity; however, increased length can result in saturated gain. 

 

Table I-I: Timeline of Historical Vacuum Tube Development. 

Year Milestone 

1921 Hull introduces the magnetron 

1935 Heil tube is developed 

1937 Varian klystron amplifier 

1943 Travelling wave tube development 

1959 CRM instability is described 

1964 “Bott’s Bottle” 

1967 Gyroton oscillator based on CRM instability 
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The formulation of the CRM instability (Section 1.1.1) led to the development of vacuum 

devices with gyrating electron beams. The first gyro-device published was ‘Bott’s Bottle’ 

(1964) [1.23 – 1.24]. The vacuum device consists of a triode-like electron gun where the 

three electrodes are placed at 12° from the normal with both the control grid and anode 

meshed to allow for electron transport. A region of magnetic compression is employed to 

initiate the electron orbital motion. A name more familiar to the vacuum electronic 

community was associated with a gyro-device designed in 1967; the gyrotron [1.25 – 1.27]. 

The vacuum device comprised components which are employed on modern day gyro-

devices; a MIG gun (Section 2.2.3) produced an annular electron beam, electron 

confinement was provided through solenoid focussing (Section 2.3.2) and a smooth-bore 

cylindrical waveguide (Section 2.4.1) was employed as the interaction cavity. The 

development of the gyrotron led to the design of various gyro-devices including the gyro-

BWO, gyro-TWA and gyro-klystron which offer different operating characteristics based on 

CRM interaction [1.28]. An overview of the vacuum device historical timeline is shown in 

Table I-I. 

 

1.1.3. Applications of the gyro-TWA 

Vacuum devices have a broad range of applications in the defence, scientific and 

commercial industries. Radar system developers often employ vacuum electronic devices as 

final stage amplifiers [1.29 – 1.31] before transmission of the microwave signal into free 

space. The development of vacuum electronics was expedited by the requirement for 

improved security during the First and Second World Wars. The application of vacuum 

devices in modern day air surveillance and missile tracking surveillance highlights the 

continued strong links between vacuum electronics and military applications. However, 

radar systems have also been used for weather monitoring and cloud profiling. In the 

scientific community, as well as extensive research projects focussed on the development of 

vacuum electronics, high power amplifiers and oscillators are used as drivers for RF cavities 

[1.32 – 1.33]. The RF accelerator cavities provide the energy required to generate beam 
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energy levels of 6.5 TeV within the Large Hadron Collider. Also involved in large scale 

scientific experiments, high power, single frequency gyrotrons are used as the final stage 

heating in fusion plasma reactors [1.34 – 1.39]. High power vacuum electronic devices are 

employed in materials processing [1.40 – 1.42] which serve to alter the physical properties of 

the raw material or generate the energy required for plasma discharge cutting. 

 1.2. Strathclyde Gyro-Device Progression 

Linear beam tubes and gyro-devices operate over a broad frequency range with 

varying levels of output power. Fig. 1-3 provides a comparison of output power from vacuum 

devices varying with the frequency of operation for microwave and mm-wave radiation. The 

progression of gyro-device research at the University of Strathclyde will be outlined. The red 

line (Fig. 1-3) indicates the achieved operating characteristics of gyro-devices operating at X-

band and W-band with the dashed red line indicating the future progression into low-THz 

amplifier design. Research at Strathclyde has focussed on broadband amplifiers in recent 

years. Therefore, although the maximum output power of the devices is less than a gyrotron, 

the devices are capable of operation over a broad bandwidth. The centre frequency output 

power for broadband gyro-devices is plotted in Fig. 1-3.  

Research interest into high power gyro-devices at the University of Strathclyde began 

with investigations into gyrotron oscillators [1.43 – 1.47]. The gyrotron system included an 

11 T superconducting magnet allowing for a tuneable microwave output spectrum of 20 – 

100 GHz operating at cavity modes from TE12 to TE14,2. The peak output power from the 

gyrotron cavity ranged from 450 kW at 20 GHz to 300 kW at 100 GHz. The tuneable gyrotron, 

however, requires precise beam coupling to the operating mode to achieve a high power 

microwave output signal with the operation of the device dependant on the interaction 

cavity supporting higher order modes. Hence, the overmoded cavity is liable to parasitic 

oscillation and multi-mode coupling. Therefore, a high power source operating at the 

fundamental mode is desirable. 
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Fig. 1-3: Comparison of vacuum tube power at microwave and mm-wave frequencies. 

Gyro-device research developments progressed to the investigation of fundamental 

mode X-band microwave sources. A 9.4 GHz gyro-TWA with a helically corrugated 

interaction waveguide (Section 2.4.2) [1.48 – 1.50] produced a 1.1 MW output power over a 

20% instantaneous bandwidth (8.4 GHz – 10.4 GHz). The gyro-TWA exhibited a saturated 

gain of 37 dB with a 185 kV, 25 A electron beam. A competing X-band gyro-TWA from a 

research project conducted at UC Davis operated at a centre frequency of 9.3 GHz [1.51 – 

1.52] with a bandwidth of 11%. The output power achieved from the UC Davies gyro-

amplifier, operating at the fundamental harmonic, was 55 kW with a maximum output 

power of 207 kW exhibited at the second harmonic. The 9.4 GHz gyro-TWA based on 3-fold 

helical corrugated interactions is shown to have a larger maximum output power over a 

broader bandwidth compared to competing gyro-amplifiers. 

The research into gyro-devices extended into the W-band due to potential 

application of the device in weather monitoring radar systems and as a millimetre wave 

source required for Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. The design of W-band 

sources can be split into devices which maximise the power output at a single frequency or 

over a bandwidth on the order of ~ MHz, or broad 3dB bandwidth sources with limited 
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power output. A tuneable W-band gyrotron Backward Wave Oscillator (gyro-BWO) was 

developed at the University of Strathclyde with a unique broadband, high power output 

spectrum. The gyro-BWO design [1.53 – 1.57] with a cusp electron gun (Section 2.2.4) 

yielded a mm-wave signal of 5 kW maximum power over a 10% bandwidth (90 – 100 GHz) 

when driven with a 40 kV, 1.5 A electron beam.  

In general, fast-wave W-band vacuum devices can be designated to one of the 

aforementioned categories. A comprehensive review of W-band sources can be found in 

[1.28]. Single frequency gyrotrons have been designed for 90 – 100 GHz operation with CPI 

operating a CW gyrotron with an output power of 120 kW at ~ 95 GHz [1.58]. Also at CPI, a 

95 GHz gyro-TWA with a 6 kW pulsed output signal has been demonstrated [1.59]. The 

bandwidth of the device was ~ 3%. Other fast wave devices, which are defined as vacuum 

tubes which do not employ a resonant structure to reduce the wave velocity, based on the 

CRM instability are also capable of generating microwave radiation in the W-band. A gyro-

klystron, which uses bunching cavities to modulate the axial velocity of a gyrating electron 

beam, has been developed by NRL. The W-band device operates around a centre frequency 

of 94 GHz with a bandwidth of 420 MHz (0.004% bandwidth) [1.60 – 1.61]. Although the 

device is narrowband, the peak output power is 92 kW whilst operating in the TE01 mode. A 

W-band TE02 gyro-klystron was demonstrated by IAP in Nizhny Novgorod which had a peak 

output power of 342 kW [1.62] driven by a 75 kV, 18.3 A electron beam. A gyrotwystron, 

which combines the operating characteristics of a gyro-klystron with an extended drift 

region for travelling wave interaction in a bid to improve the cavity bandwidth, was 

developed at NRL [1.63]. The device achieved a maximum output power of 50 kW at ~ 94 

GHz with a bandwidth of ~ 1%. The results show the ability of the gyrotwystron to operate in 

a ‘middle-ground’ between the operating characteristics of the gyro-klystron and the gyro-

TWA. 
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Table I-II: Target performance of 372 GHz gyro-TWA. 

Frequency (GHz) 360 – 384 

Output Power (W) 200 W 

Gain (dB) 40 

Run Time  > CW 

Beam Voltage (kV) 40 

Beam Current (A) 1.5 

 

A low-THz gyro-TWA is under development at the University of Strathclyde with a 

view to application on a 600 MHz Dynamic Nuclear Polarisation Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

(DNP-NMR) system. Current final-stage solid state amplifiers used in DNP-NMR systems 

output mW of average power resulting in high resolution images lasting for upwards of 12 

hours. The amplifiers are much less powerful than the proposed low-THz gyro-TWA (Fig. 1-

3). The DNP enhancement of proton-NMR can produce an improvement in spectral 

resolution by a factor of 600 [1.64] by transferring the high polarization electron spin 

reservoir to the much smaller nuclei spin reservoir.  NMR relies on the Zeeman interaction 

between nuclear spins and external magnetic field. The measurable NMR signal is 

proportional to the nuclear magnetization, i.e., for spin 1/2 nuclei, the population difference 

between the two Zeeman levels. Since the energy separation between such levels is very 

small with respect to thermal energy, only a few spins contribute to the signal. For instance, 

under a magnetic field strength of 1 Tesla, at room temperature, hydrogen nuclei are 

polarized to only 3 x 10-6%. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), one of the most relevant 

applications of NMR, is able to provide highly resolved images only because this sensitivity 

issue is circumvented by the huge number of hydrogen nuclei (more than 1019 per mm3). 

However, such a poor polarization remains the main limitation for in-vivo detection of drugs 

administered to the patient at milli-molar concentrations (less than 108 per mm3). DNP is 

nowadays the most promising strategy to overcome this sensitivity limitation. In a DNP 
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procedure, the compound, doped with free radicals (i.e. molecules with unpaired electrons 

[1.65] is subjected to a strong magnetic field (~1 T), at low temperature (~1 K) and is 

irradiated with microwaves. When the microwaves are off the unpaired electrons are 

strongly polarized because the electron Zeeman gap is thousands times larger than the 

nuclear one. When the microwaves are on, at a frequency close to the electron Zeeman gap, 

the interacting spin system of electron and nuclei re-organizes itself in a new out-of-

equilibrium steady state characterized by an enhanced nuclear polarization, of up to 40%.  

Higher magnetic field DNP-NMR systems are being developed and hence the irradiance of an 

electron polarising agent with THz radiation, which causes the transfer of the electron spin 

polarisation to the nucleus, will result in much higher signal intensities removing the 

requirement for extensive signal averaging. A THz source used for DNP-NMR experiments 

should be able to produce power outputs of > 10 W over a run time of 1.5 days. Linear beam 

tubes and semiconductor amplifiers suffer from scalability problems which result in a limited 

output power. A gyrotron [1.66] has been designed for DNP-NMR at 600 MHz with an 8 T 

superconducting magnet. The device outputs a 30 W pulse operating in the TE06 mode. A 

372 GHz gyro-TWA is under investigation with a view to producing a proof of principle 

vacuum tube which can be scaled to 394 GHz. The use of a gyro-TWA on DNP-NMR 

experiments has the potential to provide a further improvement in spectral resolution due 

to the tunability of the device [1.67 – 1.68]. The target operating characteristics of the  

372 GHz gyro-TWA are shown in Table I-II. 

 1.3. Outline of the PhD Thesis 

The aim of the PhD thesis is to design and manufacture passive waveguide input 

couplers for two gyro-TWA projects at W-band and 372 GHz respectively. The design of a 94 

GHz fundamental mode rectangular-to-circular input coupler is presented and is 

subsequently implemented on a W-band gyro-TWA. Experimental analysis of the gyro-TWA 

is performed. The design of input couplers for a 372 GHz gyro-TWA, operating with a 3-fold 

and 8-fold helically corrugated interaction waveguide (HCIW) respectively, is presented. An 

analysis of two fundamental mode input couplers, operating within the 360 – 384 GHz 

bandwidth of the proposed gyro-amplifier, is made alongside a discussion based on the 
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effect of manufacturing tolerance discrepancies on the coupler performance. The design of a 

higher order mode (HOM) coupler for a low-THz gyro-TWA is presented. A tolerance study is 

also performed on the 372 GHz TE61 input coupler with a W-band prototype of the coupler 

made and experimentally examined.  

An overview of the thesis chapter contents is presented. 

Chapter 2: The theory chapter presents an overview of the passive and active gyro-TWA 

components and the physical processes which govern the beam-wave interaction within a 

gyro-amplifier. The generation of the electron beam is discussed with electron gun 

topologies which are applicable to a gyro-amplifier setup. The transport of the electron 

beam through the interaction waveguide is discussed, commenting on the internal beam 

forces and the electron beam guidance. The passive interaction waveguide and the output 

collector are also discussed. 

Chapter 3: The design of a rectangular-to-circular side-wall input coupler for a W-band gyro-

amplifier is presented. The numerical simulation and optimisation of the coupler is included. 

A comment on the manufacture of the input coupler is made and the input coupler is tested 

using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA). The transmission and reflection of the input coupler 

is measured and compared to numerical results. 

Chapter 4: The input coupler is implemented alongside existing W-band gyro-device 

components and an experimental investigation of the device is performed. The passive 

components are measured using a Vector Network Analyser.  A discussion of the power 

supply configuration and the solenoid focussing field is presented. The experimental 

investigation allows for the documentation of the time-dependant electron beam voltage 

and current and the magnitude of the microwave signal for a W-band gyro-BWO (backward 

wave oscillator).  

Chapter 5: The design of two fundamental mode rectangular-to-circular input couplers for a 

372 GHz gyro-TWA is presented. The design and numerical simulation of a T-junction input 

coupler with a waveguide reflector, similar to the W-band design of Chapter 3, and a 

multiple hole input coupler is presented. A comparison of the coupler topologies is made 
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and a selection of a coupler for a 372 GHz gyro-TWA with a 3-fold HCIW is presented. A 

numerical study of the effect of component parameter discrepancies on the waveguide 

coupler performance is included. 

Chapter 6: A High Order Mode (HOM) input coupler for a 372 GHz gyro-amplifier is designed. 

The waveguide coupler design is based upon a waveguide power splitter with two potential 

topologies of the signal divider discussed. The passive components of the coupler design are 

numerically modelled individually. A coupler topology is chosen and a tolerance study is 

performed. The manufacture of a prototype HOM input coupler operating at 90 – 96 GHz is 

discussed and VNA testing of the component is presented. 

Chapter 7: An overview of the main results gained from the W-band and low-THz projects is 

presented alongside the future work which will be undertaken on the respective project.  
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2. Theory 

2.1. Introduction A gyro-TWA is a complex vacuum device constructed of a number of 

active and passive microwave components. The schematic of Fig. 2-1 shows the 

configuration of a gyro-TWA with an axial output. An electron beam, generated from a gun 

diode, interacts with an incident electromagnetic (EM) wave, coupled into the cavity through 

a passive input coupler. The electron beam and the propagating EM-wave interact and, as a 

result of the ECM instability (Section 1.1.1), electron energy is transferred to wave energy. If 

synchronous operation is achieved, the resultant EM-wave will be increased in magnitude 

compared to the incident wave. The spent electron beam is then deposited on the 

waveguide wall after the beam has transcended the magnetic field region. The amplified EM 

signal is extracted from the cavity through a microwave window. 

 

Fig. 2-1: Gyro-TWA schematic with 1- Electron gun, 2- Reverse coil for magnetic cusp, 3- Solenoid, 4- Pillbox 
window, 5- Input coupler feed to interaction cavity, 6- Vacuum window at output horn and electron collector. 

This chapter will introduce the physical phenomena governing the operation of a 

gyro-TWA. The electron beam production from a cathode and the subsequent focussing 

forces will be discussed in Section 2.2, highlighting the Pierce, Magnetron Injection and Cusp 

electron gun topologies which can be used to generate the charged particles. A discussion of 

the electron beam focussing in the vacuum device and collection of the spent electron beam 

will also be introduced in Section 2.3 and Section 2.5 respectively. An overview of a smooth 

bore waveguide and a helically corrugated interaction region is presented in Section 2.4. The 
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output window, which allows high transmission of the amplified signal whilst sealing the 

vacuum alongside the pillbox window at the input coupler, will be discussed in Section 2.6. 

 2.2. Electron Gun 

 2.2.1. Cathode 

J.R Pierce [2.1] stated four characteristics that an ideal cathode should possess;  

1. able to emit electrons freely without any form of persuasion such as heating or 

bombardment, 

2. supply an unlimited current density,  

3. last forever without the electron emission being compromised and, 

4. emission at every point on the cathode surface should be uniform, with the electrons 

travelling at zero velocity.  

Although fanciful in a real vacuum electronic device, the four ideal characteristics highlight 

the important parameters for electron emission from a cathode. The mechanisms which 

result in the release of electrons from a cathode surface are discussed followed by the 

electron gun topologies within which the cathodes are employed. 

 2.2.1.1. Thermionic Emission 

Fig. 2-2, adapted from [2.2], highlights the progression of electron current densities emitted 

from a thermionic cathode, the phenomenon of electron emission from a cathode surface as 

a result of a temperature (T) increase. The rate at which electrons are emitted from a 

cathode surface is strongly dependent on temperature as well as the properties of the 

material, mainly the material work function, from which the cathode is constructed. Figure 

2-3 depicts an energy level diagram, representing the cathode-vacuum interface. Electrons 

with energies at the Fermi level (Ee = E0) must acquire an energy equal to or greater than the 

work function (eφ) to enter the vacuum. At T = 0 K, no electron has energy greater than E0 

[2.3], hence the requirement for heating to effectively boil electrons from the cathode 

surface. The current density (J) of the electrons that are emitted from the cathode surface is 

given by 
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         (2-1)  

 

where e is the electronic charge, ne is the number density of electrons emitted from the 

cathode surface and vz is the velocity of the electrons in the z-direction at the cathode 

surface. The axial velocity (vz) can be found from  

 

  

 
            

(2-2)  

 

where me is the rest mass of the electron and φ is the applied voltage. The number density 

of the emitted electrons is not easily measured. A computation of the number density can 

be performed by analysing the density of energy states in the cathode and the probability 

that they are occupied [2.4]. This process equates a current density which is given by 

 

          (
   

  
) (2-3)  

 

where T is the cathode temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant and A0 is the theoretical 

emission constant, equal to 1.20x106 Am-2K-2. Equation (2-3) is known as the Richardson-

Dushman equation and this relationship governs the temperature limited regime of electron 

emission. It is shown in (2-3) that the current density released by the cathode is 

exponentially dependant on the cathode temperature and work function. Hence, for 

maximum electron emission it is desirable to maximise the temperature and minimise the 

work function. In practice, the measured emission constant varies from the theoretical 

value; however, the numerical value stated is an effective approximation for calculating 

cathode emission response with varying temperature. The derivation performed to define 
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the Richardson-Dushman equation assumes that the work function is independent of 

temperature. In reality, this is not generally the case. 

 

Fig. 2-2: Development of thermionic cathode technology over the past century [2.2]. 

 

Fig. 2-3: Energy levels near the cathode-vacuum tube interface [2.4]. 

 

 2.2.1.2. Schottky Effect 

The derivation of (2-3) does not take into consideration the effect of an electric field 

at the cathode surface on the emission current density. When an electron leaves the 
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cathode surface, the particle experiences an accelerating force from a positive potential. The 

source of this positive potential is the anode. The anode potential results in the application 

of an electric field in the region between the cathode and the anode. The field close to the 

cathode reduces the potential barrier which the electrons have to cross to enter the vacuum 

level, as shown in Fig. 2-4, hence resulting in more electrons escaping the conduction band. 

Fig. 2-4(a) shows the potential barrier at the cathode-vacuum interface with no cathode-

anode potential. Fig. 2-4(b) shows that the required electron energy to enter the vacuum 

level decreases upon the introduction of a potential at the cathode surface. The reduction in 

apparent cathode work function and hence increase in emission current caused by the onset 

of the electric potential in the cathode region is known as the Schottky effect [2.5]. 

 

Fig. 2-4: Schottky effect shown to reduce the cathode-vacuum potential barrier.  

The Schottky effect causes an effective reduction in the cathode material work 

function. The amount by which the work function is reduced, Δφ, is given by 
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where EK is the electric field in the cathode-anode region and ε0 is the permittivity of free 

space. Using (2-4), the Richardson-Dushman equation (2-3) can be modified; 

Reduced potential barrier 

resulting from applied electric 

field 
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which can be re-written as 
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where J0 is the zero-field current density [2.6]. 

 2.2.1.3. Field Emission 

Electron emission from a cathode surface can be split into three regimes; in a regime 

with high temperature and relatively low field strength, electrons with sufficient energy to 

overcome the potential barrier are emitted from the cathode surface. The temperature 

dependence of the distribution function (2-3) is largely responsible for the variation in 

emitted current. This is known as thermionic emission, discussed in section 2.2.1.1. An 

increase in electric field strength serves to effectively reduce the cathode work function and 

hence increase the emitted current, an effect described by Schottky (section 2.2.1.2). If the 

electric field were to be increased further, electron emission from a cathode would occur in 

a regime with relatively low temperature. This is known as field emission. 

Field emission of electrons from a cathode surface occurs if the electric field at the 

interface of the cathode is increased to approximately 109 – 1010 Vm-1 [2.7]. For a surface 

electric field of this magnitude, electron emission is largely independent of temperature. The 

density of current emitted through field emission is governed by the Fowler-Nordheim 

equation [2.8], given by  
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where E is the electric field at the cathode, φ is the electric potential, h is Planck’s constant 

and me is the electron rest mass. The electric field serves to reduce the potential barrier 

which the electrons must cross to leave the cathode surface and enter the system vacuum, 

an effect similar to that shown in Fig. 2-4. However, due to the applied field at the cathode 

surface being significantly larger than the field required for the effective reduction of the 

cathode work function, the potential barrier at the cathode is narrow in comparison. A 

schematic of potential barrier reduction is shown in Fig. 2-5. Due to the wave nature of the 

electron [2.9], it is possible for the electron to cross the potential barrier without possessing 

the kinetic energy required to enter the vacuum level. The electron may be assumed to 

leave the cathode surface, quantum tunnel through the potential barrier and enter the 

system vacuum. This phenomenon is known as the tunnelling effect. 

 

Fig. 2-5: Potential barrier reduction caused by increasing electric potential allowing for electron tunnelling. 

 

 2.2.1.4. Space Charge Limitation 

The effect of the negatively charged electrons released from a cathode is to reduce 

the potential in the cathode-anode gap with respect to the potential in the absence of 
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electrons. As electron emission from the cathode increases, a space charge cloud begins to 

form in the cathode-anode gap.  In the region close to the cathode surface, the electron 

density is greatest and, hence, the voltage depression is at maximum. Fig. 2-6 demonstrates 

the idea of voltage depression whilst traversing the cathode-anode gap. With no space 

charge effects, the voltage increases linearly between the cathode and the anode. When an 

electron cloud is present, the potential is reduced, with maximum reduction occurring in a 

region close to the cathode. As electron emission increases, the electron cloud potential 

becomes negative with respect to the cathode and, hence, electrons are repelled. Therefore, 

the temperature dependence on electron emission is saturated and the cathode is said to be 

operating in the space charge limited regime. In this regime the uniformity of electron 

emission from a cathode is not dependent on the uniformity of the temperature across the 

cathode area, meaning that cathode current and voltage do not have to be precisely 

controlled [2.10]. The space charge limited regime of a cathode is governed by the Child-

Langmuir Law, which states that  

 

      
    (2-8)  

 

where I is the emission current, VK is the gap potential and P is the perveance, which is a 

function of the cathode geometry.  
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Fig. 2-6: Potential reduction caused by electron cloud in the cathode-anode gap [2.11]. 

An example of a thermionic cathode current emission varying with temperature at 

different anode potentials is shown in Fig. 2-7. When the cathode is operating in the 

temperature limited regime, the emission current density increases with temperature. As 

temperature increases, the emitted current density begins to saturate and becomes 

independent of temperature. The cathode is said to be operating in the space charge limited 

regime. An increase in voltage is shown to move the transition between temperature limited 

and space charge limited cathode operation to higher temperatures, corresponding to an 

increase in emission current. The steady state current emission for cathode operation in the 

space charge limited regime is apparent in Fig. 2-7. An optimum point of operation for a 

thermionic cathode would be at a temperature just above the space charge limited 

transition temperature to achieve a steady emission current whilst minimising energy loss 

due to excess heat in the cathode. However, the emitted electrons are susceptible to a large 

velocity spread under space-charge limited conditions. 
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Fig. 2-7: Current emission from a thermionic cathode for varying temperature [2.12]. 

2.2.2. Pierce Gun 

The cathode, discussed in section 2.2.1, plays a pivotal role in the operation of an 

electron gun. A common and highly effective design for an electron gun was set out in 1954 

by J.R Pierce. The manufacture of a gun based on the design principles laid out by Pierce is 

known as a ‘Pierce’ gun. The derivation of a Pierce gun stems from the current flow from an 

outer spherical cathode to an inner spherical anode, shown in Fig. 2-8. Current will freely 

flow from the cathode to the anode in a laminar fashion. The anode surface area is less than 

the cathode surface area; therefore, the electron density at the anode is greater than the 

electron density at the cathode. The space charge limited current flowing from the cathode 

to the anode is given by (Child-Langmuir law) [2.13] 
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where VK is the potential in the anode-cathode gap and αp is a geometric parameter 

dependant on the relative sizes of the cathode, RK, and the anode, RA, defined by 
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(2-10)  

 

This is an idealised model from which no current can be released and is, therefore, 

impractical. However, the concept of this model is used in the design of a Pierce gun 

typically operating with a cathode in the full space charge limited regime. 

 

Fig. 2-8: Theoretical cathode-anode spheres used in the deduction of a Pierce gun. 

A practical Pierce gun, such as that shown in Fig. 2-9 [2.14], has a part-spherical 

cathode surface from which electrons are emitted. The spherical anode from the model 

discussed previously has a drift tube insertion to allow for the electron beam to pass. The 

Pierce gun topology can be split into three distinct regions to highlight the physical processes 

governing the beam as the electrons traverse the cathode-anode gap. In Region 1, the 

focussing electrodes produce equipotential surface lines which act to form an electrostatic 

lens, similar in effect to an optical convex lens, which serves to focus the electrons into a 

beam of circular cross section. However, the equipotential surfaces are distorted by the gap 
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E-field. This results in a defocussing of the electron beam as it passes through the anode, 

shown in Region 2. In Region 3, the electron beam has left the accelerating electric field and 

the beam is free to propagate under its self-contained electrostatic forces, which will be 

discussed in section 2.3. Should the electron beam be allowed to propagate without any 

restoring force, the beam energy would be lost to the vacuum boundary wall due to beam 

spread caused by internal forces. Hence, a focussing force is required. 

 

Fig. 2-9: Three-region schematic of a Pierce electron gun [2.14]. 

A Pierce electron gun generates a solid pencil-shaped beam with charged particles 

propagating at all points across a beam cross-section. Therefore, the linear electron beam is 

applicable to linear beam tubes such as the travelling wave tube or klystron. However, for a 

gyro-device, the Pierce gun would require an additional ‘kicker’ magnet in the design to 

generate a large orbit electron beam. The kicker magnet can operate with a pulsed power 

supply driving sets of Helmholtz coils to generate a transverse magnetic field or can be 

achieved by the use of adjacent periodic magnets of different polarity. With periodic 

magnets careful design of the Pierce gun is required to enable continuous wave (CW) 

operation. In addition, the large orbit pencil beam will result in localised power dissipation at 

the electron collector, adding complexities to the cavity and collector cooling. It was decided 

not to use a Pierce gun for gyro-amplifier operation.  
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 2.2.3. Magnetron Injection GunUnlike the part-spherical cathode shape typical of 

a Pierce gun, a magnetron injection gun (MIG), shown in Fig. 2-10, has a canonical emitting 

surface in the shape of a ring with a non-uniform radius. Therefore, a MIG gun can generate 

a hollow-centred annular electron beam. The MIG cathode typically emits electrons through 

thermionic emission allowing the beam current to be varied by adjusting the cathode 

temperature. A MIG used in a gyro-device operates in the temperature limited regime to 

minimise the electron velocity spread at the cathode surface. The gun topology is immersed 

in an axially symmetric magnetic field and, due to the azimuthal position of the anode with 

respect to the cathode surface, the initial electron motion occurs in crossed electric and 

magnetic fields. The cross product of the cathode electric, EK, and magnetic, BK, fields (EK x 

BK) determines the initial velocity of electrons at the emitting surface in the azimuthal 

direction. The initial velocity of the electrons in the azimuthal direction, vφ, is given by [2.15] 

 

 
   

        

   
 

(2-11)  

 

where θEB is the angle between the electric and the magnetic field at the emitting surface. 

Depending on the θEB angle, a consequence of the gun design, the electron beam emitted 

from a MIG gun can be either quasi-laminar, where the electron trajectories will never 

intersect, or quasi-non-laminar, a regime in which the electron trajectories are likely to 

intersect. 

 

Fig. 2-10: MIG gun cathode-anode layout with overlaid magnetic field profile. 
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MIGs can be designed with two different cathode-anode configurations; the first 

configuration includes a single anode and is known as a diode MIG whereas the second 

design includes a second modulating anode with a variable potential, different to the main 

anode. This design is known as a triode MIG. The modulating anode allows for extra beam 

property control, including the tuning of the velocity ratio (α) and control over variations in 

the beam current density. The velocity ratio is defined by  

   
  

  
 (2-12)  

 

where v⊥ is the perpendicular electron velocity and vz is the axial electron velocity. The 

current intercepted by the modulation anode must be negligibly small to guarantee reliable 

operation [2.16]. However, the inclusion of a second anode, although allowing for enhanced 

beam control, requires a second power supply which incurs extra technical complexities. The 

main anode, included in both the diode and triode MIG topologies, serves to accelerate the 

electrons to the final beam energy. 

Upon reaching the final accelerating energy, the electron beam enters a drift region 

within which the electrons experience a steady increase in magnetic field. The magnetic field 

profile of Fig. 2-10 demonstrates the increasing magnetic field magnitude after the electrons 

pass the anode. The increasing magnetic field results in an increase in the cyclotron 

frequency of the electrons and, hence, a decrease in the Larmor orbital radius. The reduction 

in the electron orbital radius results in a reduction in the radial beam thickness. The 

reduction in beam radius is described through Bush Theorem [2.17]. The increased magnetic 

flux experienced by the electron beam results in an increase in angular momentum and, 

therefore, a reduction in the beam diameter. The beam, in this region, is said to undergo 

magnetic compression. Magnetic compression serves to increase the gyration velocity of the 

electron beam [2.18], hence increasing the component of electron velocity perpendicular to 

the axial magnetic field. The effect of energy conservation means that the beam guiding 

centres axial drift velocity is subsequently reduced, resulting in an increase in velocity ratio, 
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α. A velocity ratio of ~ 1 is commonly used for millimetre and sub-millimetre gyro-devices 

[2.19 - 2.21]. 

MIG guns are commonly used in high power gyro-devices because of their ability to 

produce annular electron beams in which individual electron beamlets perform helical orbits 

around the applied magnetic field. The cyclotron orbits occur at a fundamental frequency, 

the electron cyclotron frequency, which can be tuned to allow for CRM interaction. The MIG 

electron gun can be employed in a high frequency gyro-device to excite the mode of a large 

diameter cavity operating just above cut-off, and can also operate at harmonics of the 

fundamental frequency. Therefore, a gyro-device with a MIG electron gun is able to operate 

at a harmonic of the fundamental frequency for the same value of magnetic field. The 

electron beam produced by a MIG bunches best at the fundamental cyclotron frequency and 

couples strongly to a cavity mode operating just above cut-off. It is advantageous for an 

electron gun to generate a mode selective beam, limiting parasitic oscillations through 

coupling to unwanted modes.  

 2.2.4. Cusp Electron Gun 

The design of a magnetic cusp gun is founded on the dynamics of charged particles in 

non-adiabatic magnetic field transitions, known as magnetic cusp fields. A beam of electrons 

incident on a carefully modelled magnetic cusp field will create an axis-encircling electron 

beam with individual electron orbital trajectories [2.22]. Fig. 2-11 shows an idealised 

magnetic cusp transition [2.23] with the electron beam trajectory before and after the cusp 

magnetic field. The effect of the magnetic cusp, a transition from a negative to a positive B-

field or vice-versa, is shown to convert the annular electron beam to an axis-encircling 

electron beam. Fig. 2-11 shows a cusp transition with an infinitely small magnitude which is a 

not achievable in practice. 
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Fig. 2-11: Idealised magnetic cusp field with infinitely small transition region [2.22]. 

The topology of a cusp electron gun enables the magnetic cusp field to be varied to 

suit the system requirements. Variations in cusp gun operation are a result of the 

employment of a sharp cusp transition or a smooth cusp transition in the design. A sharp 

transition of the magnetic field, after the electron beam is accelerated to maximum energy, 

has been demonstrated. The configuration of a sharp cusp transition requires a magnetic 

pole piece to ensure that the magnetic field in the cathode-anode region is shorted at the 

anode, allowing for field reversal in the region post anode. A threshold beam radius, ρcrit, is 

defined where an electron trajectory positioned at a radius from the beam guiding centre 

greater than the defined threshold would not transmit through the cusp field. This threshold 

radius is equated as [2.24] 

 

       
    

  
 (2-13)  

 

A smooth cusp transition has also been demonstrated. Unlike the sharp transition which 

occurs when the beam is at maximum energy, hence a necessity for large magnetic field 
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amplitude to create the axis-encircling beam, the smooth cusp transition occurs just after 

the electron emission from the cathode. The electrons are, therefore, at a relatively low 

energy meaning that a reduced magnetic field magnitude is required to form an annular 

beam. A gradual magnetic field transition phase from negative to positive for a gun 

configuration with the cusp transition before the anode is sufficient to create an axis-

encircling electron beam [2.25]. The smooth cusp region also eliminates the requirement for 

a magnetic pole piece, reducing the technical complexity of the configuration. Either 

technique employed for electron cusp gun configuration can also include a magnetic 

compression region after electron acceleration to increase the velocity ratio, α. 

Interactions in gyro-devices at high frequency often occur at harmonics of the 

electron cyclotron frequency to minimise the magnetic field required for electron cyclotron 

motion. Consequently, the interaction cavity operates with a higher order mode (HOM). The 

use of an axis-encircling electron beam produced by a magnetic cusp in high frequency gyro-

devices is beneficial because, unlike MIGs, the generated electron beam will readily interact 

with HOM’s. For high efficiency beam-wave interaction, the electron cyclotron harmonic 

number, s, must equal the azimuthal index of the waveguide mode, m [2.26], hence, limiting 

the coupling to unwanted cavity modes. Therefore, a cusp electron gun provides a novel 

method of generating an electron beam in a high efficiency gyro-device. 

 2.3. Electron Beam Transport 

The mechanisms of electron beam production have been discussed in section 2.2. A 

travelling beam of charged particles is subject to internal forces which serve to spread the 

beam, resulting in the energy carried by the particles being lost to the cavity wall in the 

absence of a focussing force. Therefore, a method of beam confinement is required to 

prevent a low efficiency beam-wave coupling. The space charge forces experienced by a 

travelling charged particle beam will be introduced, alongside practical methods used to 

confine electron beams in the interaction region of a high power vacuum cavity.  
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 2.3.1. Space Charge Effects in Cylindrical Electron Beams 

The forces between two electrons of equal charge are considered. At rest, the 

particles experience a Coulomb force which results in a repulsive force serving to increase 

the gap between the two resting electrons. Should the particles be travelling at an initial 

velocity, vz, they represent two parallel currents which experience a magnetic attractive 

force. However, for beam velocities below the speed of light, c, the repulsive forces are 

dominant meaning that the natural regime of the electron beam is to diverge. If the electron 

beam were travelling at the speed of light, the forces would balance and the electron beam 

would be self-confined. Figure 2-12 [2.27] depicts the forces acting between two travelling 

electrons and the overall repulsive force dominated by the Coulomb repulsion. 

 

Fig. 2-12: Forces experienced by electrons at rest and at velocities < c. 

The same forces exerted between two particles can be attributed to a bunch of 

charged particles; in this case a beam of electrons. For a cylindrical beam of electrons, the 

repulsive force will serve to drive electrons from the beam centre, with the force increasing 

with distance from the centre of the beam. The magnetic attractive force will attempt to 

confine the beam, with the corresponding force vector directed towards the beam centre. 

The self-electric field of the particle beam can be calculated by applying the divergence 

theorem to Gauss’ law which states that  
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where ρ is the beam charge density. The application of the divergence theorem leads to 
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(2-15)  

 

where lB is the length of the electron beam, re is the electron distance from the beam centre 

and Er is the radial electric field magnitude. The number density of a cross section of the 

cylindrical electron beam is defined as 

 

 
   

  

      
  

 

(2-16)  

where Ib is the beam current and rb is the beam radius. By inserting the number density, ne, 

into equation (2-15) and rearranging, a definition of the self-electric field of a beam of 

electrons is derived; 
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Therefore, the repulsive force experienced by an electron at a distance r from the centre of 

the cylindrical electron beam is given by 
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The repulsive force, Fr, is a result of the Lorentz force acting on the charged particles and will 

cause a defocussing of the beam. From (2-18), it is shown that Fr increases with increasing 

current density and the force experienced by an electron increases linearly with distance 

from the beam centre. However, the repulsive force experienced within the beam envelope 

may be reduced by having a large beam radius rb and a high beam energy. 

The magnetic attraction force can be derived in a similar manner. By applying Stokes’ 

theorem to Ampere’s Law, defined as; 
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the self-magnetic field of the electron beam can be found.  The azimuthal magnetic field, Bθ, 

is responsible for the radial electron attraction. The application of Stokes theorem to 

Ampere’s law results in  
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The azimuthal magnetic field can therefore be written as 
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The internal magnetic force, Fz, acting on the electron beam can then be found using the 

Lorentz equation ( ⃗    ⃗⃗   ⃗⃗). Hence, the attraction force of an electron at a position r 

from the centre of the beam is given by 
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(2-22)  

 

In contrast to Fr, Fz increases with beam velocity and, therefore, beam confinement is 

improved with high beam energy. However, the repulsive force (Fr) is significantly greater 

than the attractive force (Fz) for all beam velocities < c and, therefore, an external magnetic 

confinement field is used to prevent beam divergence. 

 2.3.2. Electron Beam Guidance 

Electron beam confinement can be achieved through magnetostatic or electrostatic 

techniques. In vacuum devices, it is uncommon for an electrostatic technique, involving the 

focussing of an electron beam through an aperture lens with negative potential, to be used. 

Two magnetostatic techniques are employed on high power mm-wave devices; a periodic 

permanent magnet (PPM) stack or a solenoid magnet.  

A PPM [2.28] acts as a series of magnetic lenses which cause the beam to converge. 

The rings are magnetised in the axial direction with alternating polarity to prevent beam 

spread. A PPM stack, once baked, has a fixed magnetic field strength with no tunability and 

achieving the desired field strength can be problematic due to the anisotropic nature of a 

magnetic material. Therefore, a PPM stack involves a design process which is both complex 

and delicate. 

A solenoid magnet focussing array is based upon Ampere’s law which states that a 

current carrying loop induces a magnetic field, B (B = µ0nI), where µ0 is the permeability of 

free space, n is the number of turns per unit length and I is the current. A strong axial 

magnetic field generated by a solenoid, coupled with the azimuthal electron beam rotational 

motion serves to balance the transverse defocussing forces resulting from space charge 
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effects. This technique is known as solenoid focussing. The cusp electron gun, discussed in 

section 2.2.4, imparts rotational motion to the electron beam; therefore, the combination of 

the solenoid magnet axial field strength and the cusp beam rotational motion is ideally 

suited for solenoid focussing in a gyro-device. 

The magnetic field created by a current loop can be described by Legendre 

polynomials and complete elliptic integrals. However, the analysis resulting from Legendre 

polynomials provides poor beam convergence [2.29]; therefore, the magnetic field variation 

will be described by the elliptic integrals K(m1) and E(m1), where the magnetic field due to a 

current loop in the radial and axial direction respectively is given by [2.30]; 
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where Br and Bz are the radial and axial magnetic fields respectively at position (r,z) as a 

result of a current (I) carrying coil centred around (r0, z0). The argument of the complete 

elliptical integrals, m1, is given by 
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Equations (2-23) and (2-24) show that both the radial and the azimuthal magnetic field 

increase with increasing current; however, the radial magnetic field highest magnitude is 
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located at the centre point of the coil with the field strength decreasing linearly approaching 

the boundary. 

The electron beam used to drive the beam-wave interaction was produced by a 

thermionic cusp electron gun [2.31]. After being emitted from the annular cathode, the 

electrons accelerated by the electric field also experience a reversal of magnetic field 

direction with the cusp point just a few millimeters downstream from the cathode surface. 

As a result of conservation of the canonical angular momentum, an axis-encircling electron 

beam was formed when the electric and magnetic fields were properly matched. The 

electron beam was then compressed to achieve the desired velocity alpha (α=v⊥⁄v∥) of ~1 for 

beam-wave interaction. α could be tuned by changing the amplitude of the magnetic field at 

the cathode surface. The use of an axis-encircling electron beam is advantageous in 

suppressing mode competition for a harmonic gyro-device, as such a beam only interacts 

with a waveguide mode TEm,n whose azimuthal index m equals the harmonic number s of the 

electron beam. 

An experiment was designed and constructed using a magnetic field of ~1.82 T and a 

beam voltage of 55 kV. The operating beam voltage, α and the required magnetic field in the 

interaction region were chosen so that the beam line was matched with the dispersion curve 

of the operating eigenwave for broadband amplification 

 2.4. Waveguide Interaction Circuit 

 2.4.1. Smooth-bore Cylindrical Waveguide 

A waveguide is a device used to propagate EM radiation from point-to-point without 

significant attenuation. The interaction circuit in a gyro-device can comprise solely of a 

hollow metallic tube, more commonly referred to as a smooth-bore cylindrical waveguide. 

Due to the fast-wave operation of a gyro-device, the interaction circuit does not need to 

scale linearly with increasing frequency. In slow-wave vacuum tubes, the interaction circuit 

must scale with the operating frequency to maintain synchronous operation. Therefore, the 

power handling capability of gyro-devices is significantly greater than power handling in a 

slow-wave device due to the over-sized interaction cavity. The cylindrical waveguide 
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structures often operate at higher order modes to maximise the power generation and aid in 

the effective cooling of the waveguide wall. Cylindrical interaction waveguide circuits are 

used in high power gyrotrons [2.32 – 2.34] which generate over 1 MW of power at 

frequencies 140 GHz, 170GHz. The radial periodicity of the interaction circuits can be linear 

for single frequency operation or comprise radial tapers to form interaction cavities with 

varying radii (RN). The linear and tapered waveguide wall is shown in Fig. 2-13. 

The dispersion of a hollow cylindrical waveguide in vacuum satisfies the wave 

equation in the presence of zero charge carriers, given by 
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for the electric (E) and magnetic (B) field components respectively.  

Considering a TE mode propagating in a cylindrical waveguide, Ez = 0. Hence, by 

solving equation (2-26) and (2-27) with a time-varying wave of the form  

E(x,y,z,t) = E0expj(ωt-kzz) and B(x,y,z,t) = B0expj(ωt-kzz) propagating in the positive z-

direction, the dispersion relation for a cylindrical waveguide can be deduced to be 
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where ω is the operating frequency (ω = 2πf), kz is the axial wavenumber and ωc is the 

waveguide cut-off frequency given by 
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(2-29)  

 

where µ’mn is the Bessel root dependant on the mode of operation. The Brillouin diagram of 

the fundamental mode dispersion in a cylindrical waveguide is shown in Fig. 2-14. 

 

Fig. 2-13: Linear (L) and tapered (R) radii cylindrical waveguide profiles. 

 

Fig. 2-14: Dispersion plot of a circular cross-section waveguide. 
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 2.4.2. Helically Corrugated Interaction Waveguide 

Smooth-bore cylindrical waveguide can only support propagating modes which have 

a phase velocity (vp) > c; however, an interaction waveguide with a radial periodicity can 

support TE or TM modes with vp < c. Therefore, the helically corrugated interaction 

waveguide (HCIW) [2.35], which has both axial and azimuthal periodicity, is highly suited to 

beam-wave interaction circuits as the waveguide can support synchronous operation 

between a gyrating electron beam and a propagating eigenmode generated in the cavity. 

The dispersion characteristics of the operating eigenmode are governed by the corrugation 

depth and period of the helical profile. The helical profile of the HCIW in cylindrical (r, θ, z) 

coordinates can be written as 
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(2-30)  

 

where R0 is the mean radius of the cavity cross-section, R1 is the corrugation depth, mB is the 

fold number and d is the axial corrugation period. Coupling of two modes, when R1 ≠ 0, will 

occur when the axial and azimuthal wavenumbers satisfy the synchronous conditions given 

by  
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where k1 and k2 are the axial wavenumbers of mode 1 and mode 2 respectively and m1 and 

m2 are the azimuthal indices of the coupling modes. The Bragg conditions of (2-31) and (2-

32) allow for the circularly polarised nature of the cavity modes to be taken into 

consideration. In practice, mode 2 is always taken to be counter-polarised to mode 1 and, 

hence, k2 and m2 are negative. Therefore, (2-31) and  

(2-32) always yield positive integer numbers. 
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Fig. 2-15: Dispersion characteristics of a three-fold HCIW. 

The azimuthal and axial periodicities allow the resonant coupling of two normal modes to 

generate new eigenwaves. For example, a threefold HCIW (m
B
=3) allows the coupling of the 

TE
21

 mode and the first spatial harmonic of the TE
11

 mode. One of the resultant eigenwaves 

has nearly constant group velocity over a large frequency range at near zero axial 

wavenumber and can be matched to resonantly interact with a cyclotron mode of the 

electron beam for broadband, highly efficient interaction, such as gyrotron backward wave 

oscillators [2.36 - 2.37] and gyro-TWAs achieving an instantaneous gain bandwidth of over 

20% [2.38]. A W-band (75-110 GHz) gyro-TWA using a 3-fold HCIW, with dimensions R0 = 

1.45 mm, R1 = 0.23 mm, and d = 3.20 mm was designed and constructed.   

The gyro-TWA beam-wave dispersion and the small signal gain can be calculated 

using the following normalized equation [2.39]: 
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where ωn and kzn are the normalized frequency and axial wavenumber. The normalized 

equation is derived through analysis of the mode scattering in the perturbed waveguide. The 

dispersion of the eigenwave and the electron beam could be calculated by solving the 

uncoupled beam-wave equation, determined by setting the Pierce coupling factor (C) to 

zero. Equation (2.33) has four ωn(kzn) roots with two real roots being the “hot” (electron 

beam present) eigenwaves, and a pair of conjugate complex roots, which are degenerates of 

the electron cyclotron mode due to the CRM interaction. The negative imaginary number of 

the solution gives rise to the small signal gain of the interaction. The dispersion diagram of 

the first spatial harmonic of the TE
11

, the coupling TE
21

 mode, the operating eigenwave and 

small signal gain were calculated and are shown in Fig. 2-16. 

 

Fig. 2-16 The dispersion curve of the three-fold helically corrugated waveguide and the beam line [2.39]. 

 The linear gain of the gyro-TWA, determined through analysis of (2-33), is shown to 

be at maximum for small positive axial wavenumbers. The highest potential gain is therefore 

determined to be at the area of strongest beam-wave coupling in the gyro-TWA, shown in 

Fig. 2-16. The design of the HCIW profile is focussed on achieving a constant vg to enhance 

the beam-wave interaction efficiency. The dispersion of three-fold HCIW is shown in Fig. 2-
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15. The group velocity of the operating eigenmode is shown to be linear over a broad 

frequency range in the interaction region compared with the two coupled modes (TE21 and a 

spatial harmonic of the TE11) which have a constantly varying vg for low positive axial 

wavenumbers. The measured dispersion properties of the operating eigenwave in 

comparison to the results from numerical simulation using the 3D finite-difference time-

domain particle-in-cell code MAGIC [2.40] are also shown in Fig. 2-16.  

2.5. Electron Collector and Energy Recovery 

 

Fig. 2-17: Schematic of an electron collector for a vacuum device. 

After beam-wave interaction in the vacuum cavity, the energy of the electron beam is 

dissipated on to the walls of a metallic collecting surface, known as an electron collector. A 

schematic of a typical electron collector is shown in Fig. 2-17. In a standard electron collector 

with no external power source, the collector cavity is designed to prevent a high impact rate 

of incoming electrons in a small surface area to ensure the dissipated power, and 

subsequent heat generation, can be controlled with an effective cooling system. However, 

the electron collector can be used to improve the electronic efficiency of a gyro-device. By 

applying a potential to the collector surface, the kinetic energy of the travelling electron 

beam is converted to potential energy which, in turn, can be utilised in a feedback 

mechanism to reduce the power consumption of the device.  

The power dissipated from the incident electrons is partly removed through radiation 

but for the most part through conduction of heat. A large temperature increase at a specific 
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point in the collector can result in mechanical damage and collector distortion. To minimise 

heat build-up in the collector, the inner collector surface is designed to have as large an area 

as mechanically possible and constructed using a material with high thermal conductivity. 

The large surface area aids in cooling because the liquid coolant is exposed to a greater area 

of the collector surface.  

A region of magnetic decompression beginning at the collector aperture will serve to 

defocus the electron beam, limiting the power density at the collector surface. The magnetic 

pole piece, shown in Fig. 2-17, serves to terminate the region of beam confinement. Hence, 

the internal beam defocussing forces serve to reduce the beam power per unit area and 

limit the power build up at the collector surface. A magnetic decompression region can also 

be used to defocus the electron beam [2.41], a technique which alleviates the requirement 

for a very large collecting system. A varying magnetic field can be generated by applying an 

AC current to magnetic coils surrounding the collector to sweep the spent electron beam 

across the collector to spread the spent electron beam across a larger area of the collector 

[2.42]. 

The electronic efficiency of a microwave tube with a conventional electron collector 

can be calculated using 

 

 
   

    

  
 

(2-34)  

 

where Pout is the RF output power and Pb is the power supplied to the charged particle beam, 

defined as 

 

         (2-35)  
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where Ib is the beam current and Vb is the beam potential. The electronic efficiency of a 

microwave device can be increased by including a depressed collector in the design. The 

depressed collector [2.43 – 2.44] which uses one or more electrodes where the collector 

surface potential is depressed with respect to the anode potential to permit the recovery of 

beam energy. The collector surface must be of a potential which serves to slow the electrons 

down but does not repel electrons as this could cause particles to reverse into the 

interaction region, resulting in undesirable cavity noise and beam interference. However, by 

slowing the electrons down before they impact the collector surface, the energy they give up 

during deceleration can be used in a feedback system to increase the tube efficiency. The 

total efficiency of a vacuum device with a depressed collector energy recovery system is 

given by 

 

 
   

    

(        )
 

(2-36)  

 

where PbREC is the fraction of beam power recovered by the depressed collector, which is 

given by 

 

                   (2-37)  

 

where PbCAV is the remaining beam power after interaction with the RF signal and PbDIS is the 

power dissipated in the collector walls. The implementation of a depressed collector on a 

gyro-amplifier will improve the electronic efficiency of the device if the recovered power 

exceeds the amount of power required to supply the depressing potential. The additional 

power supplies required also increase the level of technical complexity on the amplifier 

electronic circuits. 
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 2.6. Output Window 

The microwave window is a critical component in the design of high power gyro-

devices, separating the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) of the cavity with atmospheric pressure; 

hence, the window must be mechanically stable under high tensile strain and be leak tight. 

High power radiation is incident on the window material; therefore, the window material 

must have a high transmission ratio for mm-wave radiation and high thermal conductivity to 

prevent an accumulation of power in the vacuum barrier. 

The transmission ratio of a microwave window is dependent on the loss tangent 

(tanδ) and the relative permittivity (ε’r) of the window material. Therefore, the choice of 

window material is a very important aspect in the development of a mm-wave window. 

Materials such as CVD diamond, quartz and ceramic [2.45] are used in vacuum windows with 

the choice of material depending on the constraints of cost on the component design. 

However, the material chosen must have a high mechanical stability to ensure it withstands 

the axial pressure gradient from vacuum to air.  

A microwave window has to be broadband to be applicable to a gyro-amplifier. To 

increase the operational bandwidth of a single disk microwave window, the reflections at 

the vacuum-material interface must be minimised. A method of reducing the reflections into 

the vacuum cavity is to ensure that the reflected signal from the vacuum-material 

discontinuity interacts destructively with reflections from within the window plate [2.46]. 

This phenomenon is achieved by making the window plate an integer (N) number of half-

wavelengths in thickness (tw); 

 

    
 

  √   
  (2-38)  

 

The operation of a single disk window is narrowband relative to the operational frequency 

range of a gyro-oscillator or gyro-amplifier. Also, at higher frequency operation, tw decreases 

resulting in an increasingly complex manufacturing process.  Therefore, it is important to 
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increase the transmission bandwidth of the output window whilst ensuring the 

manufacturability of the component is achievable. 

High frequency broadband windows can be achieved with a set of cascaded dielectric 

layers, known as a multi-layer window [2.47], or a window set an angle which serves to 

eliminate all reflections, known as a Brewster angle window [2.48]. A multi-layer window, 

shown in Fig. 2-18, has a series of impedance matching steps which serve to reduce the 

reflections at the vacuum-window discontinuity and reduce the power absorbed by the 

window material compared to the single disk window. The addition of dielectric or vacuum 

layers creates an upper- and lower-resonant pass band about the central transmission 

frequency of the inner dielectric plate and, hence, broadens the transmission range of the 

window. Due to the impedance matching of a multi-layer window, the incident wave can be 

polarised in any orientation and achieve a high transmission over a broad frequency range, 

eliminating the requirement of a waveguide polariser. 

 

Fig. 2-18: Comparison of discontinuities in a single-layer and multi-layer microwave window [2.47]. 
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Fig. 2-19: Schematic of a Brewster angle window with incident plane wave. 

A Brewster angle window (Fig. 2-19) is positioned so that the angle between the window 

plate normal and the propagation constant of the incident wave satisfies the Brewster angle 

condition; 

 

         (√   ) (2-39)  

 

If the window is placed at the Brewster angle, an incident plane wave will generate no 

reflections at the vacuum-window interface independent of the wave frequency. Therefore, 

the Brewster angle is defined solely by the window material. The requirement of a plane 

wave means that a corrugated section of waveguide is needed to achieve parallel 

polarisation and the window is sensitive to variations in angle; however, the Brewster 

window is shown to provide a lower absorption compared to multi-layer windows. 

 2.7. Summary 

The physical processes which govern the operation of a gyro-TWA have been 

discussed. An overview of electron gun designs for vacuum devices has been provided. The 

selection of a cusp electron gun for a gyro-TWA was based on the generation of a mode 

selective, axis-encircling electron beam. A solenoid magnetic field was discussed to provide 

electron beam focussing which counteracts the internal defocussing forces. The passive 

components of a gyro-amplifier, excluding the input coupler, were discussed. A comparison 
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between the smooth-bore cylindrical interaction cavity and a HCIW was made. A HCIW has a 

near-constant group velocity near cut-off meaning that the helically corrugated cavity can 

support an instantaneous broadband beam-wave interaction. At the output region, the 

electron collector and the potential energy recovery of a depressed collector, capable of 

improving the electronic efficiency, was introduced alongside the single-layer, multi-layer 

and Brewster window used to seal the cavity vacuum and extract the mm-wave signal.  
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 3. 94 GHz Input Coupler Design 

 3.1. Introduction 

 A mm-wave coupler plays a pivotal role in the performance of a high frequency gyro-

TWA. A well designed coupler topology can be utilised as a method of coupling power into 

the interaction cavity and/or as a method of radially extracting the generated 

electromagnetic radiation. For a wide-band 94 GHz gyro-TWA, the design of the fundamental 

mode input coupler is central to the optimization of two parameters: 

1. the coupling strength from the input mode to the desired cavity mode and, 

2. bandwidth of the passive structure.  

At frequencies approaching the THz region, the coupling process encounters enhanced 

difficulties due to the sub-mm waveguide dimensions and the subsequent increase in Ohmic 

losses caused by a reduction in the skin depth. Therefore, efficient coupling of an input 

signal is important to the achievable output power and the subsequent gain of a gyro-

amplifier.  

 A side-wall input coupler for a W-band gyro-TWA is designed to couple the 

fundamental TE10 mode in a rectangular waveguide to the fundamental TE11 mode in a 

cylindrical waveguide. The configuration of a side-wall waveguide coupler can be adapted to 

suit the electric field profile of the desired cavity mode; however, all side-wall coupler 

topologies may be classified as either single-aperture [3.1] or multiple-aperture couplers 

[3.2]. The single aperture coupler has been designed to operate with a bandwidth of ~ 20% 

in the X-band; however, the design includes a small radius cut-off waveguide which will add 

complexity to cavity alignment and potentially degrade electronic performance in a high 

frequency gyro-amplifier. The multiple-aperture coupler has a target bandwidth of ~ 16%; 

however, the measured transmission of the coupler is ~ -2 dB resulting in a significant loss of 

input power to the interaction cavity.  

 The configuration of the coupler for the W-band gyro-TWA is selected based on 

physical constraints resulting from the narrow gap spacing between the cavity coil and the 
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vacuum jacket. Due to the area limitation, the compact nature of the single-aperture side-

wall coupler is advantageous in comparison to the relatively long multiple-aperture coupler 

and, therefore, the topology will be implemented on the waveguide coupling structure. 

 The design of a single-aperture side-wall coupler for a centre-frequency 94 GHz gyro-

TWA with ≥ 10% bandwidth is discussed. The W-band gyro-amplifier utilises a three-fold 

HCIW (Section 2.4.2) and, therefore, requires a TE11 feed signal to the interaction cavity. 

Hence, the coupler is optimised to convert the TE10
R mode to the TE11

C mode with high 

efficiency. The superscript ‘R’ and ‘C’ denote the rectangular and circular waveguides 

respectively. The design process for the rectangular-to-circular T-junction and waveguide 

reflector is outlined and the simulated performance of the coupler components and full 

coupler topology is presented in Sections 3.2 – 3.4. The manufacture of the input coupler is 

discussed in Section 3.4.2 and the simulated performance of the passive structure is verified 

with Vector Network Analyser (VNA) testing. 

 3.2. Rectangular-to-Circular T-junction 

 The mm-wave input coupler design is based upon a rectangular-to-circular T-

junction, shown on the inset in Fig. 3-1. The microwave structure has practical applications 

including use as a filter [3.3], a polarizer [3.4] and in ortho-mode transducers [3.5]. 

Waveguide T-junctions in various forms can be designed analytically as well as with the use 

of modern computational techniques. Analytical methods have the advantage of reducing 

the computation time required to design the microwave structure. Several analytical 

techniques for understanding a rectangular-to-circular T-junction have been demonstrated 

using Fourier transform and/or mode matching techniques [3.6-3.10].  For simplicity and 

efficiency, the design of the rectangular-to-circular T-junction is optimised using mode 

matching software and verified using CST Microwave Studio [3.11]. 

 The rectangular-to-circular T-junction has three variable parameters with 

modifications resulting in changes to the coupling strength. The variable parameters are the 

input waveguide width and height, a and b respectively, and the radius of the circular 

waveguide, R. For a gyro-TWA system, practical design limitations are often imposed on the 
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magnitude of R which, for manufacturing simplicity, will match the mean radius of the HCIW 

(R = R0). For the design of the 94 GHz gyro-TWA, the beam tunnel radius is 1.30 mm. Fig. 3-1 

shows the numerical scattering parameters of a rectangular-to-circular T-junction with R = 

1.30 mm. Due to the symmetrical nature of the waveguide T-junction, the transmission from 

Port 1 to Port 2 (S21) and Port 3 (S31) will be identical with a maximum coupling coefficient of  

-3 dB. Fig. 3-1(b) shows that an S21 of -4 dB is achievable for R = 1.3 mm with optimal 

rectangular waveguide dimensions of a = 1.72 mm and b = 1.20 mm. The matching of  the 

incident EM wave across the rectangular-circular boundary was undertaken through mode-

matching i.e. reducing the impedance at the interface. A basic T-junction structure will 

transmit signals of equal magnitude towards the electron gun and the HCIW in a gyro-TWA 

system. Therefore, a method of terminating the signal at Port 3 and providing frequency 

selective feedback is required to enhance the coupling efficiency. 

 

Fig. 3-1: T-junction geometry inset and numerical scattering of a waveguide T-junction. 

 An effective method of improving the transmission of radiation between Port 1 and 

Port 2 is by applying a cut-off waveguide at Port 3 [3.1]. The cut-off waveguide serves to 

prevent the propagation of microwave radiation to the electron gun region of the gyro-
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device and, hence, prevent disruptions of the electric field profile in the gun diode which can 

have an adverse effect on the electron beam quality. For lower frequencies, the step down 

waveguide reflector is a simple, practical method which produces excellent results. A side 

view topology of the structure is shown in Fig. 3-2. However, at frequencies approaching the 

low-THz region, a cut-off waveguide can hinder the beam transportation through the cavity 

due to the reduction in waveguide diameter at high frequencies. At the input coupler region 

of a gyro-TWA, the Larmor radius of the electron beam is large due to the small magnetic 

field magnitude relative to the centre of the interaction region. Therefore, it is beneficial to 

increase the diameter of the waveguide structure within which the electron beam can 

propagate whilst ensuring a high reflectivity of incident radiation.  

 

Fig. 3-2: Parametric side view of a waveguide T-junction with small-R waveguide reflector. 

 3.3. Bragg Reflector Design 

 A Bragg reflector [3.12] is a waveguide structure with radial periodicity which can be 

employed as a waveguide reflector, providing frequency selective feedback dependant on 

the axial period of the waveguide corrugations. The rippled corrugation of the waveguide 

wall, which is greater in diameter than a step down cut-off waveguide, scatters a forward 

propagating wave into a backward propagating wave if the Bragg condition is satisfied. The 

Bragg condition is defined as 

        (3-1)  

L1 L L3 
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where kB is the Bragg wavenumber given by 

 

 
   

  

 
 

(3-2)  

 

where p is the axial period of the corrugation. The generalised telegraphist’s equations are 

used to represent the propagation of forward and backward waves in a waveguide with 

sinusoidal periodicity [3.13]. The radial profile of sinusoidally rippled waveguide is given by  

 

  ( )         (   ) (3-3)  

 

where hB is the corrugation amplitude.  

 A sinusoidally rippled structure, although effective, is not readily practical due to 

manufacturing constraints. However, the analysis of the waveguide reflector in [3.13] 

highlights the reflectivity of the Bragg structure being dependant on the wave coupling 

coefficient and the total Bragg length. Hence, to maximise the reflectivity, the product of the 

two aforementioned variables must be maximised. At high frequency operation, it is 

beneficial to minimise the length of the Bragg reflector to prevent large energy loss to the 

waveguide wall. Hence, a high coupling coefficient is required. The wave coupling coefficient 

is dependent on the corrugation amplitude; therefore, high reflectivity can be achieved by 

employing a periodic waveguide with a large corrugation depth. 
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Fig. 3-3: Initial distribution of rectangular corrugations. 

 A periodic structure with rectangular corrugations can be employed as a waveguide 

reflector. The initial structure distribution, shown in Fig. 3-3, consists of two cylindrical 

waveguides of radii h1 and h2. A study of the rectangular corrugation [3.14] reflectivity and 

phase spread proves that high reflectivity can be achieved for a low section number; 

however, the resultant phase spread will reduce the bandwidth of the waveguide reflector. 

Therefore, the length of the Bragg reflector is increased to reduce the phase shift between 

the incident and reflected signals. The improved phase response with increasing section 

number is shown to saturate at 15-corrugations; therefore, an increase in length would 

primarily result in higher Ohmic losses without improving the reflector performance. A 15-

section Bragg reflector will be used in the design of a W-band input coupler.  

 The Bragg reflector with 15-stage rectangular corrugations was simulated using finite 

element code CST Microwave Studio (CST-MS). Initial simulations highlighted that a uniform 

distribution of sections of radii R1 and R2 would not be sufficient to provide high reflectivity 

over a broad bandwidth. Therefore, an optimisation of the 15-stage reflector was carried out 

to achieve a high reflection coefficient with minimal phase spread for variable corrugation 

depths (hB). The optimised section radii for the 15-corrugation steps are shown in Table III-I.  

 The 15-section Bragg reflector was manufactured using Computer Numerically 

Controlled (CNC) milling and electroforming techniques. The design process will be discussed 

in Section 3.4.2. An aluminium mandrel of the rectangular corrugations was made and the 

diameters of the corrugated sections were measured using Vernier callipers. The section 

diameters were found to differ from the simulated value on all 15 periods of the Bragg 

former with the discrepancy between the design value and the manufactured value shown 
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in Table III-I. By measuring the radii of the Bragg structure, the dimensions of the 

manufactured reflector former could be applied to the finite element simulation to compare 

the numerical reflectivity of the Bragg structure to the Vector Network Analyser (VNA) 

testing measurements. The VNA testing set-up and methodology is discussed in Section 

3.4.3. The manufactured Bragg reflector reflectivity and phase response is compared with 

the numerical simulation of the reflector with the design radii and the actual radii in Fig. 3-4. 

 

Table III-I: Diameters of designed and machined Bragg reflector. 

Parameter Design 
value 
(mm) 

Manufactured 
value 

(mm) 

Parameter Design 
value 
(mm) 

Manufactured 
value 

(mm) 

Period  

Radius 1 

0.70 

4.20 

0.70 

4.30 (+0.10) 

Radius 8 

Radius 9 

3.70 

4.90 

3.90 (+0.20) 

5.00 (+0.10) 

Radius 2 3.50 3.60 (+0.10) Radius 10 4.50 4.60 (+0.10) 

Radius 3 4.60 4.70 (+0.10) Radius 11 4.40 4.50 (+0.10) 

Radius 4 4.70 4.80 (+0.10) Radius 12 4.50 4.60 (+0.10) 

Radius 5 

Radius 6 

3.40 

3.90 

3.50 (+0.10) 

4.00 (+0.10) 

Radius 13 

Radius 14 

4.20 

5.00 

4.40 (+0.20) 

5.10 (+0.10) 

Radius 7 4.40 4.50 (+0.10) Radius 15 4.50 4.60 (+0.10) 
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Fig. 3-4: Numerical and measured reflectivity of 15-section Bragg reflector. 

 Table III-I highlights the discrepancy between the designed and machined values of 

the Bragg reflector sections ranging from 30 µm to 170 µm with all the corrugation depths 

increasing from the designed parameter set. The result of the radii increase is a shift in the 

centre frequency of the waveguide reflector as shown in Fig. 3-4. The variations in the 

corrugation depth have also altered the resonant frequency of the Bragg reflector resulting 

in an acute frequency response around 95 GHz. The loss of signal energy around this 

frequency may be caused by energy storage in the waveguide cavity with no noticeable 

increase in transmission observed at ~ 95 GHz. Fig. 3-4 shows a good agreement between 

the numerically simulated reflection and phase response of the Bragg structure and the VNA 

test measurement. 

3.4. 94 GHz T-Junction Input Coupler 

 3.4.1. CST-MS Simulation 

 The Bragg reflector (Section 3.3) is attached to the rectangular-to-circular T-junction 

(Section 3.2) to create the input coupler topology for the W-band gyro-TWA. Hence, the 
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parameter set of a, b and R are predefined alongside the waveguide reflector dimensions. 

Therefore, the only variable parameter within the topology is L1 (Fig. 3-2) which is the 

distance from the front-edge of Section 1 of the Bragg reflector to the near-side of the 

rectangular input waveguide. A parametric sweep of the variable highlighted optimum S21 

transmission is achieved when L1 = 0.70 mm. The optimum L1 value is determined by 

ensuring that the phase response of the Bragg reflector is ~ π at 94 GHz. Due to the non-

uniform phase response of the reflector over the frequency band, variations in L1 can be 

used to optimise the structure for the desired centre frequency. The numerical scattering 

plot of the optimised T-junction input coupler with Bragg reflector is shown in Fig. 3-5. The 

Bragg reflector dimensions were set at the designed values (see Table III-I). The input 

coupler is shown to have a bandwidth of 13.5%, including the 90 – 100 GHz operating 

frequency of the W-band gyro-TWA. The bandwidth is defined as the frequency range within 

which the transmission loss is > -1 dB i.e.  89 - 102 GHz from the numerical simulation of the 

W-band input coupler. An input coupler of similar topology has been shown to achieve a 

bandwidth of 20% [3.1] about a centre frequency in the X-band; however, this design would 

only be applicable to a relatively low frequency gyro-amplifier due to the small diameter 

waveguide required at the beam input port. 
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Fig. 3-5: Numerical scattering of a T-junction input coupler for a gyro-TWA. 

 

Fig. 3-6: Frequency shift of W-band input coupler with variation in L1. 

 The T-junction input coupler topology was shown to be frequency tuneable with 

variations to L1. Fig. 3-6 shows that a resultant frequency shift of ~ 2 GHz is evident with an 

increase in L1 of 0.20 mm. The bandwidth of the input coupler is shown to reduce with the 

shortening of L1, caused by a phase mismatch between the incident and reflected wave from 

the Bragg reflector. For a waveguide short there would be a constant phase shift of π-

radians; however, due to the nature of the Bragg structure, the shift between the incident 

and reflected wave-fronts is more complex. Hence, it is important to design a coupler with a 

small phase difference to prevent destructive interference between the forward and 

backward wave propagation. For the designed coupler, an L1-value of 0.70 mm magnitude 

produces the most coherent response between the incident and reflected waves. 

 3.4.2. Manufacture 

 The two components of the W-band input coupler, the Bragg reflector and the 

waveguide T-junction, were manufactured into two discrete metallic elements. The Bragg 

reflector was manufactured by creating an aluminium mandrel using a CNC milling machine 
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with the corrugation radii stated in Table III-I. The aluminium mandrel was then placed in an 

electrolytic bath containing a copper deposit. The copper is grown onto aluminium former to 

the desired thickness of ~ 2 mm and subsequently machined to form a uniform cylindrical 

block. The process of copper growing is known as electroforming. The aluminium mandrel is 

then dissolved from inside the copper block using an acidic solution, creating a hollow 

metallic waveguide with rectangular step corrugations. A 2D schematic of the Bragg reflector 

manufacture is shown in Fig. 3-7. 

 

Fig. 3-7: Waveguide reflector with (a) aluminium mandrel, (b) mandrel with copper growth and (c) hollow 

Bragg reflector. 

 The rectangular-to-circular T-junction was formed through a process of wire erosion. 

A circular hole of radius R was cut into a copper block using the technique involving a high 

field discharge. The recurring current discharges remove the material which is placed 

between the tool-electrode, the wire, and the work-piece. A copper channel with 

dimensions a and b is then created with the spark discharge technique to form the 

rectangular input waveguide. The waveguide channels are then flushed to create a smooth 

inner wall with minimal surface roughness, important at high frequencies due to the 

reduction in skin depth.  

 Two waveguide transitions were also manufactured using the wire erosion 

technique. A rectangular-to-rectangular taper was manufactured to match WR-10 

waveguide dimensions to the optimised a and b values of the input coupler. A circular-to-

rectangular convertor was also machined to convert the TE11
C mode from Port 2 to the TE10

R 

mode required for measurement at the rectangular port of the VNA.  
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 3.4.3. Vector Network Analyser (VNA) Testing 

 

Fig. 3-8: VNA measurement set-up for W-band input coupler. 

 The experimental set-up for the VNA measurement is shown in Fig. 3-8. The 

configuration allows for measurement of the transmission coefficient (S21) and reflection at 

the rectangular input port (Port 1) to be taken. The test set-up can also measure the S12 and 

S22 parameters; however, due to the directionality of the incident signal in the gyro-TWA, 

only the S11 and S21 parameters are of interest.  

 An Anritsu 37000D Lightning series VNA [3.15] with 75GHz to 100GHz OML transmit 

and receive extension heads were used in the experimental set-up. The VNA model requires 

an external Local Oscillator (LO) to generate a continuous source of frequency modulated 

radiation. The LO feeds a power splitter which delivers a signal of equal power to Branch 1 

and Branch 2 of the VNA. The signal is further split on each Branch by a frequency mixer to 

provide a test signal, used by the VNA to monitor phase and amplitude of the incident signal, 

and a measurement signal delivered to the analyser Port. Measurements were performed 

throughout the W-band. The VNA has an incorporated switching mechanism allowing for the 

signal to be transmitted down Branch 1 to Port 1 and, in turn, transmitted down Branch 2 to 

Port 2. From Branch 1, the transmitted signal is propagated through the input coupler, or the 

Device Under Test (DUT), and received by Branch 2. This allows for measurement of S11 and 
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S21. If the signal is propagated down Branch 2, the transmitter and receiver ports are 

switched and S12 and S22 are measured. The phase and amplitude of the transmitted and 

reflected signals are shown on the VNA digital display. 

 The experimental set-up was initially calibrated using the Short-Short-Load-Thru 

(SSLT) technique, also known as the Offset Short. The calibration technique monitors 

imperfections in the internal VNA match and the frequency response of external 

components ensuring that accurate measurement data for the DUT is achieved.  The full 2-

port SSLT calibration is performed over a frequency range of 84 – 104 GHz. Two rectangular 

waveguide shorts of different lengths are used to define the reflection behaviour at the VNA 

ports [3.16] with the two shorts connected to Port 1 and Port 2 in turn. The waveguide load 

is used to monitor the directivity of the internal directional coupler. The directional coupler 

within the VNA separates the signal incident on the DUT from the signal reflected from the 

DUT; therefore, consideration of the systematic errors within the directional coupler will 

ensure an accurate S-parameter profile is achieved for the DUT. A standard load with a 

broadband impedance match is connected at Port 1 and Port 2 independently. The thru, 

which is performed with a standard waveguide of known length connected at Port 1 and 

Port 2 simultaneously, monitors the transmission response over the frequency range and 

highlights any mismatch between the waveguide impedance and the port impedance. 
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Fig. 3-9: Measured VNA transmission of W-band input coupler compared with numerical model transmission. 

 The measured transmission of the W-band input coupler is shown in Fig. 3-9, 

alongside the numerical transmission data for the designed parameter set and the machined 

parameter set (Table III-I). The ‘Design’ and ‘Actual’ data sets in Fig. 3-9, and subsequent 

figures, refer to the simulated coupler data for the optimised coupler design and the 

manufactured coupler design respectively. The ‘Test’ data is from VNA measurements. The 

average transmission for the input coupler is ~ -1 dB which is approximately 0.7 dB below 

the predicted value from the finite element simulation. However, considering the waveguide 

loss due to the skin depth of copper at high frequency and the large tolerances on the Bragg 

reflector, the performance of the input coupler is acceptable. The transmission coefficient 

suggests ~ 80% of the incident radiation would be transmitted to the gyro-TWA interaction 

circuit.  Fig. 3-9 shows that a drop in transmission is witnessed ~ 95 GHz in the VNA test 

results. Hence, the frequency response predicted by the model with accurate Bragg 

dimensions (red plot-line) is validated supporting the suggestion from Fig. 3-4 that the 

discrepancy in Bragg reflector dimensions has affected the structures resonant frequency. 

Fig. 3-10 shows the reflection from the rectangular input port of the waveguide coupler. The 
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S11 plot highlights good agreement between the numerical model and the VNA 

measurement with < -15dB reflections witnessed over the majority of the frequency band. 

 

Fig. 3-10: Measured and simulated reflection at rectangular input port for T-junction input coupler. 

 3.5. Discussion of TE11 Input Coupler Design 

 The design and experimental testing of a single aperture input coupler for a W-band 

gyro-TWA is presented. The TE10
R – TE11

C waveguide coupler, based upon a rectangular-to-

circular T-junction, achieved a 13.5% bandwidth covering the 90 – 100 GHz operating 

frequency range of the amplifier system. The use of a Bragg reflector on the fundamental 

mode coupler has been shown to be effective at preventing propagation of radiation 

towards the electron gun whilst enhancing the diameter of the beam tunnel compared to a 

step-down waveguide reflector.  

 A spark erosion technique was used to manufacture a prototype W-band coupler 

suitable for VNA testing. A measured transmission coefficient of -1.0 dB was achieved, 

equating to a ~ 0.7 dB decrease from the simulated coupling performance. The numerical 

and experimental return loss was shown to be in good agreement with a reflection 
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coefficient of ~ -15 dB witnessed across the operating bandwidth. Therefore, the side-wall 

coupler will not prevent significant drive power from propagating into the interaction cavity. 
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 4. 94 GHz Gyro-Travelling Wave Amplifier Experiment 

4.1. Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup of the gyro-TWA, adapted from [4.1], is shown in Fig. 4-1. A 

schematic of the gyro-TWA configuration contained within the walled test bay is shown, 

consisting of a cusp electron gun, input coupler, Helically Corrugated Interaction Waveguide 

(HCIW) and an output window. A discussion of the gyro-TWA components was presented in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The electron beam guidance (Section 2.3.2) is provided using two 

solenoid magnets; the reverse coil provides the cusp magnetic field for electron beam 

gyration and the main solenoid is used to confine the electron beam and determine the 

interaction frequency. A diagram of the magnets enclosing the vacuum components is 

shown in Fig. 4-2.  

The solenoid magnets and the power supply system for the 94 GHz gyro-TWA are 

discussed. The pulsed power system is discussed in Section 4.2 introducing the Blumlein 

Pulse Forming Line (PFL), the voltage dividers used to determine the beam voltage and the 

spark gap switch. The solenoid magnetic field configuration is introduced in Section 4.3 and 

the measurement of the main cavity field is presented. Results of the experimental 

investigation of the 94 GHz gyro-TWA are presented in Sections 4.4 – 4.7. An investigation 

into the passive components of the gyro-TWA is discussed in Section 4.4 and the corrugated 

horn presented and measured in Section 4.5. The characterisation of the electron beam is 

presented in Section 4.6 alongside the beam diagnostic techniques employed. The 

microwave output of the vacuum cavity is highlighted in Section 4.7. 
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Fig. 4-1: Experimental setup of the 94 GHz gyro-TWA. 
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Fig. 4-2: A schematic of the reverse coil and cavity solenoid. 

4.2. Pulsed Power System 

The pulsed power system of the 94 GHz gyro-TWA experiment consists of 4 discrete 

power supplies (see Fig. 4-1). A 240 V mains supply heats the gun cathode to a temperature 

of 1050 °C which results in the thermionic emission of electrons from the M-type barium 

aluminate cathode (Section 2.2.1.1). The heater power supply is floated at the same 

potential as the cable Blumlein pulse generator and insulated from the mains using a high 

voltage (500kV) 1:1 isolating transformer. Two high current power supplies drive the 

magnetic field coils; an XP up to 300 A, 60V DC power supply delivers a tuneable current 

varying signal to the reverse coil allowing for variation of the cusp magnetic field within the 

diode region and; a 300 A, 70V NADA power supply provides the current to drive a maximum 

required magnetic field of 2.1 T in the interaction region. A 100 kV, 40 mA Glassman power 

supply is used to charge the double stacked cable Blumlein pulsed generator to allow for 

single shot or high Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) (up to 100Hz) operation of the gyro-

TWA. A voltage divider (Section 4.2.2) on the cable Blumelin pusled generator is used to 

measure the pulsed (400ns) voltage applied to the cathode A spark gap switch (Section 

4.2.3) is used to switch the output of the cable Blumlein pulsed generator which allows for a 

PRF rate of up to ~ 100 Hz with a short rise time (~ 40 ns). An overview of the high voltage 

pulsed power supply, the magnetic field systems and the electron beam diagnostics are 

presented.  
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 4.2.1. Blumlein Pulse Forming Line 

A Blumlein Pulse Forming Line (PFL) is designed based on the physical properties of 

electrical signals propagating along a transmission line.  A single cable pulse generator can 

only achieve an output voltage (Vout) of less than, or equal to, the input voltage (Vin). A 

Blumlein PFL can generate an output voltage of double the input voltage, or greater. 

Therefore, the use of a Blumlein PFL reduces the required Vin magnitude and, hence, reduces 

the complexity of power supply integration.  

The circuit diagram for a Blumlein PFL is shown in Fig. 4-3. Initially, with the circuit 

switch open, the transmission lines of length LCAB are charged with a high voltage input of 

magnitude Vin. When the switch is closed, the electrical signals stored in the two 

transmission lines discharge with the superposition of the two discrete signals resulting in a 

rectangular pulse across the load (ZL). The magnitude of the output voltage (Vout) is given by 

 

 
     

      

        
 

(4-1)  

 

where Z1 and Z2 are the impedances of the transmission lines. The duration of the pulse 

discharge (τ) is dependent on the length of the transmission lines (LCAB) and the propagation 

velocity of the electrical signals within the lines (vc). Hence, τ is defined by 

 

 
   

    

  
 

(4-2)  
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Fig. 4-3: Circuit diagram for Blumlein PFL. 

An additional transmission line can be added to the Blumlein PFL to create a double 

cable Blumlein PFL. The circuit diagram of a double cable PFL is shown in Fig. 4-4. The 

addition of a further transmission line allows for series charging and parallel discharging of 

the PFL resulting in a Vout magnitude of up to four times the charging voltage (Vin). If points b 

and c and e and d ae joined together discretely, a voltage magnitude of ~ 2Vin is achieved; 

however, by connecting c and e an output voltage of ~ 4Vin can be generated at the load (ZL). 

The Vout magnitude from a double cable Blumlein PFL may be written as 

 

 
      

     

              
 

(4-3)  

 

where Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 is the impedance of the respective transmission line. 

RC 

ZL 

Vin 

Z2 Z1 

LCAB LCAB 
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Fig. 4-4: Circuit diagram for a double cable Blumlein PFL. 

In the 94 GHz gyro-TWA experimental setup, a double cable Blumlein PFL is used to 

produce a signal voltage of up to -4Vin at the gun diode. The notation of +/- indicates the use 

of a non-inverting or inverting Blumlein pulse generator respectively. An inverting Blumlein 

PFL was designed, as shown in Fig. 4-5, resulting in a required Vin magnitude of ~ 20 kV at 

the input to produce -60 kV at the cathode. The rise time of the output pulse delivered to 

the cathode is largely determined by the closing time of the switch. The closing time dictates 

the circuit transition period from an insulating to a conducting state. Upon circuit closure, a 

small portion of the discharge pulse is split from the main signal through a voltage divider to 

measure the pulse characteristics. The spark gap switch and the voltage divider used in the 

experimental setup are subsequently discussed. 
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Fig. 4-5: (L) Schematic of double cable Blumlein PFL and (R) laboratory photograph of PFL. 

 4.2.2. Spark Gap Switch 

A spark gap switch [4.2] can be employed as the insulating-to-conducting switching 

mechanism in a high voltage power supply. The switch component in all forms consists of 

two main electrodes separated by a gap distance (dg) with the area between the electrodes 

filled with, typically, a gaseous substance; however, a liquid mercury or solid state switch 

may be used in certain applications. A two electrode spark gap switch operates solely in self-

breakdown mode creating a closed circuit when the potential between the two electrodes 

exceeds the breakdown voltage of the substance within the gap spacing; hence, an arc 

discharge changes the circuit operation from insulating to conducting. The simplicity of a 

two electrode spark gap switch is advantageous; however, the switch output voltage is 

determined solely by the breakdown voltage. Therefore, if a larger or lesser voltage is 

required, the spark gap switch must be pressurised without damaging the switch or 

reconfigured with changes made to dg and/or the spacing substance, a time consuming 

process. 

A three electrode, triggered spark gap switch is a practical solution to the two 

electrode problem. The addition of a trigger electrode between the two main electrodes 

allows for switch operation in the self-breakdown mode and trigger mode. Therefore, the 
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output voltage of the spark gap may be tuned by varying the trigger potential without 

reconfiguring the switch components. The gap spacing between the two main electrodes in a 

triggered spark gap exceeds the distance required for an arc discharge to occur when the 

electrodes are charged with the desired output voltage. In trigger mode operation the 

application of a short trigger pulse of variable magnitude, superimposed with the potential 

between the main electrodes resulting from the charging voltage, results in an arc discharge 

within the spark gap. Hence, the circuit becomes conducting.  

For a three electrode spark gap operating in self-breakdown mode, an external 

voltage divider is applied between the three electrodes. Voltage dividers will be discussed in 

Section 4.2.3. When the charging potential is applied to the main electrodes, a portion of the 

potential is distributed to the trigger electrode. The trigger electrode is subsequently 

charged to a potential which results in the breakdown of the spark gap and, hence, the 

circuit is closed. The output voltage of a three electrode spark gap switch operating in self 

breakdown mode is variable based on the ratio of the voltage divider (R1 and R2); therefore, 

the switch operates with similar characteristics compared to triggered mode operation 

without the requirement of an additional power supply. 

A circuit diagram of the switch is shown in Fig. 4-6 alongside a photograph of the 

constructed switch. The voltage divider used had resistance values of R1 = 250 MΩ and R2 = 

200 MΩ.  

 

Fig. 4-6: (L) Circuit diagram of spark gap switch and (R) constructed spark gap switch.  
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 4.2.3. Voltage Divider 

A voltage divider is a component consisting of two impedances used to reduce the 

magnitude of a high voltage signal. A voltage divider may be constructed with resistive or 

capacitive elements [4.3] with the impedance values determined by the required magnitude 

of the output signal. Two voltage dividers are included in the pulsed power setup; the first 

determines the trigger voltage in the spark gap switch and the second determines the pulse 

magnitude at the load. For high voltage pulsed power applications, the implementation of a 

voltage divider within the circuit allows for characterisation of the input pulse magnitude, 

shape and pulse duration. A resistive voltage divider is employed within the experimental 

setup to provide a low voltage test pulse used to characterise output pulse from the 

Blumlein PFL. 

 

Fig. 4-7: Circuit diagram of a two-element resistive voltage divider. 

A circuit diagram of a resistive voltage divider is shown in Fig. 4-7. The basic 

configuration of the voltage divider includes two resistors of resistances R1 and R2. The 

division of the input signal (Vin) results in the generation of two discrete output pulses; Vout is 

delivered to the load and Voscilloscope is delivered to a 4-channel oscilloscope used to test the 

pulse characteristics. In the 94 GHz gyro-TWA experimental setup, the voltage delivered to 

the electron gun should greatly exceed the test pulse voltage (Vout >> Voscilloscope). Therefore, 
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R1 >> R2. The pulse magnitude delivered to the oscilloscope, dependant on the ratio of the 

resistances, may be written as 

 
              

  

     
    

(4-4)  

 

The voltage delivered to the load (Vout) is subsequently reduced with Vout defined by 

 

                        (4-5)  

 

In the experimental setup, the resistive voltage divider is designed with resistance values of 

R1 = 2.73 kΩ and R2 = 2.72 Ω equating to a resistance ratio (R2/R1) of ~ 0.1%. Therefore, an 

input voltage of 60 kV will result in 60 V pulse transmitted towards the oscilloscope for pulse 

characterisation. With the incorporation of an attenuator, a voltage pulse with 

corresponding magnitude may be detected safely by the oscilloscope. 

 4.3. Solenoid Magnetic Field 

A solenoid magnetic field [4.4] is generated from a helically-wound current-carrying 

wire about a bore of radius, RB(z), which acts as a channel for magnetic flux lines. The pitch of 

the helical winding is small; therefore, the magnetic field generated from the solenoid may 

be treated as a set of discrete current-carrying wire rings. The generation of a solenoid 

magnetic field from a current carrying ring is described by Ampere’s Law which, in the 

integral form, is written as 

 

 
∫         

(4-6)  
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where I is the current carried in the wire. A solenoid magnetic field induced by a number of 

wire rings is a superposition of the individual B-field components, generating an axial 

magnetic field profile. For a solenoid magnet with N turns, the magnetic field at the bore 

centre, derived from (4-6), may be written as 

 

 
    

 

  
  

(4-7)  

 

where ls is the length of the solenoid. For a multiple layer solenoid, the B-field may be 

calculated discretely for each layer, with the subsequent superposition of the field 

components resulting in the total magnetic field. 

The 94 GHz gyro-amplifier experimental setup includes two solenoid magnets;  a 

reverse coil and a main cavity coil. The polarity of the magnetic field produced by the reverse 

coil is opposite to the polarity of the main coil B-field to generate a magnetic cusp. The 

magnetic cusp field causes the gyro-rotation of the electron beam (Section 2.2.4) required 

for efficient beam wave interaction. The cavity coil also counters the effects of internal beam 

forces (Section 2.3.1) to confine the beam propagation within the interaction cavity. The 

reverse coil of the experimental setup, situated towards the gun diode, is created with 10 

wire turns per layer over 4 layers. The reverse coil magnetic field magnitude was simulated 

with MAGIC FDTD-PIC solver. The magnetic field profile is shown in Fig. 4-8.  
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Fig. 4-8: Comparison of the simulated B-field of the reverse coil with the measured B-field. 

The cavity coil is designed to have 14 layers with 103 turns of copper wire per layer. 

Two shim coils (2 layers of 15 wire turns) are wound at the left and right edges of the main 

coil to maintain the flat-top region over the boundary of the HCIW. The main cavity coil was 

tested using an axial Hall probe with the measured results compared with simulated data. A 

plot of the magnetic field varying with axial position is shown in Fig. 4-9 for a current 

magnitude of 92 A. The measured plot data is shown to agree well with the simulated data 

for a current of 100 A. The discrepancy in current values may result from inaccurate readings 

from the power supply. The gradient of the measured B-field profile away from the flat-top 

region is shown to be greater than the simulated prediction. This suggests that the extra coil 

layers wound at the left and right edges of the cavity solenoid are less effective at 

maintaining the axial magnetic field than numerically suggested.  

An investigation of the magnetic field variation with changing current was also 

performed with the Hall probe position fixed in the flat-top region of the B-field profile. The 

result of current variation on the magnetic field magnitude is shown in Fig. 4-10. The 

magnetic field is shown to linearly increase with increasing current which is predicted from 

equation (4-7).  
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Fig. 4-9: Variation of magnetic field at the bore centre with changing z-position. 

 

Fig. 4-10: Magnetic field variation with changing current in the B-field flat-top region. 

 4.4. Gyro-TWA Waveguide Component VNA Testing 
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The W-band rectangular-to-circular input coupler transmission and reflection 

characteristics were measured using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) with the results 

presented in Section 3.4. The input coupler testing results showed that high transmission  

(~ -1 dB) was achieved for TE10
R – TE11

C mode coupling. However, the experimental setup of 

the gyro-TWA has additional passive waveguide components included throughout the cavity 

which determine the achievable coupled wave power from the incident wave at the input 

coupler to the interaction circuit and on to the output window interface. The incident wave 

is transmitted through a pillbox window, the input coupler (Section 3), a circular polariser, 

the helically corrugated interaction waveguide (HCIW) and a circular waveguide taper before 

the wave interacts with the output window of the amplifier. Therefore, the total scattering 

characteristics of the waveguide components should be investigated before the components 

are added to the gyro-TWA experimental setup.  

The experimental setup of the gyro-TWA waveguide component VNA testing is 

shown in Fig. 4-11. Fig. 4-11(c) highlights the difference in propagation length for an incident 

wave travelling through an individual input coupler and an incident wave travelling through 

the passive input and interaction waveguide components of a gyro-TWA (Fig. 4-11(a) and 

(b)). Hence, an increase in waveguide loss through the gyro-TWA setup is expected. The VNA 

was calibrated with an Offset Short calibration technique (Section 3.4.3). The experimental 

components consist of a pillbox window, the rectangular-to-circular input coupler designed 

in Section 3.4, a circular polariser [4.5] at the input and output of the HCIW (contained 

within the stainless steel sheath in Fig. 4-11), a linear circular waveguide and a circular-to-

rectangular waveguide taper to convert the circular TE11 mode to the fundamental 

rectangular mode. The transmission and reflection measurements of the passive waveguide 

components are shown in Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 4-13 respectively. 
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Fig. 4-11: VNA experimental setup for testing of gyro-TWA passive waveguide components shown in (a) and 

(b). The experimental setup of the rectangular-to-circular input coupler is shown in (c). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 4-12: Transmission measurement of passive waveguide gyro-TWA components using a VNA. 

 

Fig. 4-13: Reflection measurement from passive waveguide gyro-TWA components using a VNA. 
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Fig. 4-12 shows that, with the pillbox window enclosing the input coupler, the 

average transmission is ~ -5.5 dB. The individual components included in the gyro-TWA 

setup were tested explicitly. The smooth rectangular waveguide which feeds the pillbox 

window has an insertion loss of -0.2 dB with the pillbox window exhibiting an insertion loss 

of -0.6 dB. The input coupler, as discussed in Section 3.4, has a transmission loss of -1.0 dB. 

The input polarizer and the output polarizer have transmission losses of -0.6 dB and -0.9 dB 

respectively. The helical waveguide has a -1 dB loss and the linear circular waveguide 

exhibited a -0.6 dB loss. The rectangular to circular convertor used in the VNA experimental 

setup has a measured insertion loss of -0.3 dB. Therefore, the VNA testing results suggest 

that minimal loss occurs at the adjoining waveguide interfaces and hence, the waveguide 

components are accurately aligned. For the gyro-TWA experiment conducted under vacuum, 

only the insertion losses exhibited from the pillbox window, input coupler, one polarizer, the 

HCIW and linear waveguide should be considered. Therefore, the measured transmission 

loss for the gyro-TWA components is ~ 3.8 dB.  

The reflections at the pillbox window port of the gyro-TWA experimental setup are 

shown in Fig. 4-13. The average reflection is ~ -8 dB at 90 – 100 GHz. On the gyro-TWA 

experiment, the pillbox window port accepts incident radiation from the solid-state amplifier 

which, in turn, is transmitted into the cavity. High reflections at the pillbox window can 

result in power overloading of individual components in the amplifier; however, a return of -

8 dB from the input port will not result in amplifier component damage when a broadband 

isolator is used. Therefore, the passive gyro-TWA component scattering characteristics allow 

for implementation on the 94 GHz gyro-TWA vacuum system. 

 4.5. Profiled Horn Measurement 

The 94 GHz gyro-TWA utilizes an axially propagating output system to transmit the 

amplified radiation into free space. The propagation of the cavity radiation in the TE11
C mode 

through a microwave window would result in high losses at the window-air boundary and a 

non-directional propagation of the wave-beam into free space. Therefore, a quasi-optical 

profiled horn [4.6] was designed to improve wave-beam directivity and reduce loss at the 

output window. The profiled horn couples the TE11 and TE1n mode components from the 
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HCIW into a HE11 mode, which has a high power density at the centre of the field pattern, 

before propagating the wave-beam towards the output window. The high power density at 

the centre of the HE11 E-field pattern reduces the losses at the waveguide boundary. A 

schematic of the horn axial profile is shown in Fig. 4-14. 

 

Fig. 4-14:  Schematic of the profiled horn. 

The manufacture of the profiled horn was undertaken in two separate waveguide 

components. The profiled section of the horn of length L1 was machined using a precise 

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine to shape a copper rod into the desired shape. 

The tapered section of the profiled horn (L2) was machined using a wire cutting method to 

create the linearly tapered profile. The two horn sections, alongside the vacuum flanges 

attached to allow for connection to the experimental setup, were brazed together to be a 

single solid piece. The final assembled horn together with a rectangular-to-circular converter 

and a waveguide taper used for microwave profiling of the horn using a VNA is shown in Fig. 

4-15. 

A measurement of the reflection of the profiled horn with an attached 3-layer 

microwave window (Section 2.6) was made using a VNA. An Offset Short calibration (Section 

3.4.3) of the two VNA ports was undertaken; however, the reflection measurement requires 

the use of one VNA port only. The VNA port is connected to the profiled horn through a 

rectangular-to-circular taper followed by a circular waveguide up-taper which increases the 

aperture radius from 2.50 mm to the horn input radius of 5.6 mm. The transmitted radiation 

through the multi-layer window is propagated into a microwave absorbent material to 
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minimise background reflections. Fig. 4-16 shows the VNA reflection results from the 

profiled horn compared with simulated reflection data. 

Fig. 4-16 shows that the reflection from the corrugated horn and microwave window 

is less than -35 dB over the 90 – 100 GHz operating region of the gyro-TWA. The measured 

reflectivity suffers from background noise interference which results in an increase in S11 

measurement compared with simulated data. Low reflection levels from the output system 

are important because significant microwave feedback into the interaction region may result 

in the cavity oscillating as opposed to amplifying incident radiation. Hence, the corrugated 

horn and multilayer window are effective at maximising microwave transmission into free-

space and minimising cavity reflections. 

 

Fig. 4-15: Profiled horn and multilayer window attached to VNA for reflectivity measurement.  
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Fig. 4-16: Comparison of reflection data for a profiled horn with multilayer window. 

4.6. Electron Beam Measurement 

A measurement of the beam voltage and beam current with the input coupler and 

Bragg reflector included in the gyro-TWA setup was made to characterise the performance 

of the cusp electron gun and, hence, the power delivered to the interaction cavity. The 

electron beam voltage provided by the Blumlein PFL (Section 4.2.1) was measured using a 

digital storage oscilloscope. The magnitude of the voltage pulse was reduced using a voltage 

divider (Section 4.2.3) and an attenuator to ensure the safe detection of the pulse 

characteristics on the oscilloscope. The electron beam current was measured at the gun 

diode and at the cavity output using a Rogowski coil [4.7] and a Faraday cup, respectively. 

Current measurement at two positions within the vacuum cavity allows for any electron 

interception within the tube to be determined. A Rogowski coil is constructed with a toroidal 

coil of wire with N turns per unit length wound around a non-magnetic former with cross-

section πRR
2 where RR is the torus radius. The turn density of a Rogowski coil is much less 
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than the solenoid magnets discussed in Section 4.3. The use of a non-magnetic former 

ensures that the coil measurements remain linear for high current operation allowing for 

low current calibration of the Rogowski coil. The input and output terminals of a Rogowski 

coil are located at the same point meaning the wire structure is flexible and prevents any 

disturbance of the conductor sample. If an alternating (AC) or pulsed current is propagated 

through the centre of the torus, a magnetic field is generated. An interaction between the 

magnetic field and the coil element local to the magnetic field results in the induction of a 

voltage pulse within the coil wire. The magnitude of the voltage pulse is directly proportional 

to the rate of change of the encircled current (I). The voltage produced by a Rogowski coil 

(VR) is defined by  

 

 
       

 
 

  
  

  

  
 

(4-8)  

 

where rR is the radius of an individual wire loop, lR is the total winding length (2πRR) and 

∂I/∂t is the rate of change of the conductor current. Therefore, from equation (4-8), the 

measured voltage pulse from a Rogowski coil can be used to determine the current from a 

pulsed electron beam if the design parameters (N, lR and RR) of the coil are known. The 

downstream current measurement was made using a Faraday cup, which is a metal basin 

with a diameter of 4.0 mm, inserted into the path of the electron beam. The electron beam 

diameter is estimated to be 0.8 mm; therefore, the Faraday cup is sufficiently large to collect 

all propagating electrons. The impacting electrical current is directly converted to a voltage 

signal which, in turn, is passed through a limiting resistor. The beam voltage and current is 

shown in Fig. 4-17. 

The accelerating voltage of the electron beam was measured to be ~ 60 kV over a 

400 ns pulse, as shown in Fig. 4-17. The accelerating voltage varies ~ ± 5% from the average 

value over the duration of the pulse. The rise time of the pulse is ~ 40 ns. The accelerating 

pulse duration is 400 ns; however, the gyro-TWA is designed to operate CW and therefore 
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the components are designed to handle high average power. The electron beam current is 

shown to average at ~ 1.5 A with a variation of ~ ± 3%. The comparison of the beam voltage 

and current pulses shown in Fig. 4-17 highlights the identical temporal characteristics of the 

measured pulses when a charging voltage from the PFL is applied to the cavity diode. The 

inclusion of a Bragg reflector in the input coupler, instead of the inclusion of a step-down 

waveguide reflector, has ensured that the beam transport is largely unhindered. 

 

Fig. 4-17: Measurement of accelerating beam voltage and beam current. 

 4.7. Microwave Measurement 

The experimental setup of the W-band gyro-TWA is shown in figure 4.18 (a) two 

solenoid coils were used to generate the CUSP magnetic field as well as the main cavity 

magnetic field of 1.82T that supported the cyclotron motion of the electrons, (b) the large 

shielded rectangular box containing the solid state source (fig 4.19) used to generates the 

W-band radiation to be amplified and (c) the microwave detector boxes.  
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Fig. 4-18: Experimental setup of gyro-device for gyro-TWA microwave detection. 

 

Screened box containing a 90 – 
96 GHz, 1.5 W Amplifier 

Microwave Detector 

Microwave Detector 

Gyro-TWA 
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Fig. 4-19: 1.5W W-band Solid state source driven by a Vector Signal Generator. 

The input millimeter-wave signal was from a tuneable solid-state source with a 

maximum output power of 1.5 W in the 90-96.5 GHz frequency range (Quinstar QAR-

90A12319Z10) Fig. 4-19. The output power level of the source can be programmed from 0 to 

its maximum value of 1.5 W and was calibrated using a W-band power meter. The output 

frequency of the source was calibrated using an in-band fundamental mixer (Millitech MXP-

10-R). Its local oscillator signal was produced by a Gunn diode (Millitech GDM-10-1013IR) at 

94.9 GHz. The resultant intermediate frequency (IF) signal was directly measured by a 20 

GHz, digitizing oscilloscope (Agilent DSX-X 92004A).  

The amplified high power microwave pulse of the gyro-TWA radiated out through the 

multiple-layer window was measured by a crystal detector located in a shielded metal box 

and positioned 80 cm away from the millimeter-wave window. A standard gain W-band 

pyramidal horn and a calibrated variable 0 to 90 dB rotary vane attenuator were used before 

the detector so that the millimeter radiation before and after amplification could be 

measured. To find the amplification regime of the gyro-TWA, the magnitudes of the 

90 – 96 GHz, 1.5 W Amplifier 
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magnetic fields at the cavity and cathode were systematically scanned. The amplifier was 

found to be ‘zero-drive’ stable when the electron beam had an α of ~1 and the cavity 

magnetic field was ~1.82 T. Typical time-correlated traces of the beam voltage, beam 

current and the amplified millimeter-wave signal were recorded and are shown in Fig.4.20. 

 

Fig. 4-20: Measured time-correlated beam voltage, current, millimeter-wave signal and the IF signal from 

mixer.  
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The output frequency of the gyro-TWA was also measured by the heterodyne mixing 

method. When the input frequency was set at 93 GHz, the mixer signal was recorded by the 

oscilloscope and is also shown in Fig. 4.20. The spectral analysis showed a clear peak IF 

amplitude at 1.9 GHz which proved the amplification of the input signal. 

The responses of the crystal detector at different input power levels and different 

separation from the output window of the gyro-TWA were carefully calibrated. From the 

detector output in the “cold” and “hot” (without and with electron beam amplification) 

experimental conditions, the gain and the output power of the gyro-TWA at vaious input 

signal levels were measured. The transmission loss of the complete system was carefully 

measured by Dr Donaldson, Dr Zhang and Dr He using a VNA to be ~6 dB which meant the 

maximum "cold" power without amplification was ~0.52 W. Fig. 4.21 shows the measured 

gain and output power at 93 GHz as a function of input power. The gain was measured to be 

~40 - 43 dB when the "cold" signal was in the range of 0.02 - 0.15 W. With the increase of 

the power of the seed signal, the gain reduced slightly. Fig. 4.21 shows that the amplifier had 

not reached saturation; however, the maximum output power is limited by the input power. 

The output power and amplification of the gyro-TWA as a function of input power at 93 GHz 

using beam parameters consistent with the experiment were simulated by Dr He using the 

PiC code MAGIC. A right-hand, annular, axis-encircling electron beam with a thickness of 0.1 

mm and α of 1 was used to interact with a circularly polarized wave in the simulation. The 

simulated output power and gain were in excellent agreement with the measured results as 

the input power ranged from 0.01 -0.52 W. An α velocity spread of ~10% is assumed. The 

results of the simulation are also shown in Fig. 4.21. The saturated output power of 10 kW 

could be realized with a more powerful input source. 
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Fig. 4-21: The measured and simulated gain and output power at different input power levels at 93 GHz. 

The "cold" power transmitted through the amplifier was measured as a function of 

the frequency and is shown in Fig. 4-22. The power of the “cold” signal was negligible when 

the frequency was above 96.5 GHz. The bandwidth of the gyro-TWA at the maximum 

available input power was also measured and the result is shown in Fig. 4-22. The peak 

output power of about 3.4 kW was measured at 94 GHz. However, it was not possible to 

determine the gain of the gyro-TWA above 96.5 GHz in the same conditions due to the input 

source being unable to generate significant millimeter-wave radiation at frequencies 

> 96.5 GHz. The simulated gain bandwidth (assuming an α spread of 10%) were found to be 

in good agreement with the measured results. 
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Fig. 4-22: The gain and output power at different frequencies. 

The far-field radiation pattern of the output millimeter-waves generated by the gyro-

TWA was measured to verify the Gaussian mode content. The simulated and measured 

results of the radial E-field component in the E-plane at 95 GHz are shown in Fig. 4-23. The 

simulation was carried out using CST Microwave Studio. Taking into account a 2° systematic 

error in the radial angle, the simulation and measurement results agreed well. 
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Fig 4.23 The far-field measurement of the gyro-TWA. 

 

4.8. Discussion of Experimental Investigation 

In the W-band gyro-TWA experiment, stable amplification over the frequency range 

of 91 – 96.5 GHz was achieved from an electron beam of 55 kV and 1.5 A. The maximum gain 

was measured to be 38 dB at 94 GHz with an input power of 0.52 W. Therefore, the 

maximum output power was determined to be 3.4 kW. The performance at higher input 

power levels and frequencies above 96.5 GHz were not measured due to limitations of the 

input drive source. The results were in good agreement with a simulated maximum output 

power of 10 kW and bandwidth of 91-100 GHz. Therefore the simulation code has shown 

that it could accurately predict the output power for gyro-devices based on HCIWs operating 

in W-band.  

The inclusion of the Bragg reflector in the input coupler design has allowed for high 

electron beam transmission into the interaction cavity. A step-down waveguide reflector 

would have intercepted electrons as the particle beam traversed the input coupler region of 

the gyro-TWA. The beam current was measured to be 1.5 A at the exit from the HCIW for a 

55 kV accelerating voltage. Therefore, the inclusion of the Bragg reflector in the input 
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coupler design has enabled efficient (4.4%) beam-wave interaction to be achieved within the 

gyro-TWA.  
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 5. 372 GHz Fundamental Mode Input Coupler Design 

 5.1. Introduction 

The progression of gyro-device research at the University of Strathclyde has led to the 

proposed design and manufacture of a high power, high frequency gyro-TWA operating with 

a centre frequency of 372 GHz. The broadband amplifier has potential applications in 

biological imaging with the implementation of the vacuum tube in a DNP-NMR spectroscopy 

system, discussed in Section 1.2. The variable frequency, high power signal can be used to 

obtain high resolution information from a thin substrate without damaging the structural 

integrity of the sample. The target parameters for the gyro-amplifier are shown in Table V-I.  

Table V-I: Target gyro-TWA performance parameters. 

Frequency (GHz) 360 - 384 

Output Power (W) 200 

Gain (dB) ~ 40 

Beam Voltage (kV) 30 

Beam Current (A) 0.5 

The proposed design includes a broadband three-fold HCIW utilised as the 

interaction circuit, requiring an incident TE11 mode to be coupled into the HCIW. Efficient 

coupling of the required cavity mode into the gyro-TWA interaction circuit is important to 

the overall performance of the gyro-TWA. At frequencies approaching the THz region, the 

coupling process encounters tremendous difficulties due to the subsequent increase in 

Ohmic losses caused by a reduction in the skin depth.  

The theoretical and numerical design of two mm-wave couplers, to be implemented 

on a gyro-TWA with a 3-fold HCIW, is presented. A TE10
R – TE11

C T-junction waveguide 

coupler, designed upon the principles outlined in Chapter 3, is modelled in Section 5.2 

alongside a novel fundamental mode multiple-hole input coupler in Section 5.3. For high 

frequency operation, it is important that any discrepancy between the designed parameter 
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value and the machined parameter value is considered, ensuring that the coupler remains 

operable when manufacturing tolerances are included within the design. The effect of 

parameter discrepancies on Bragg reflector and waveguide coupler performance was shown 

in Chapter 3 for a W-band structure; hence, at higher frequencies the effect of the 

machining tolerances on coupler performance will be greater. Therefore, a detailed study on 

the effect of tolerances on the T-junction waveguide coupler and the multiple-hole coupler 

will be included in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.3 respectively. A discussion on the 

manufacturability and the potential advantages and limitations of each coupler topology is 

included in Section 5.4.  

 5.2. 372 GHz T-Junction Input Coupler with Bragg Reflector 

The development of a T-junction coupler for a 372 GHz gyro-TWA is based upon the design 

process outlined in Sections 3.2 – 3.3. The optimised T-junction parameters and Bragg 

reflector dimensions are included in Table V-II and Table V-III respectively. The cavity radius 

(R) is determined by the mean radius (R0) of the HCIW with a and b optimised to minimise 

reflections in a 3-port T-junction configuration. The Bragg reflector period (p) and radii are 

designed to achieve a unity reflectivity over the operating bandwidth. The waveguide 

reflector and the rectangular-to-circular T-junction are combined to form the TE10
R – TE11

C 

input coupler for the high frequency gyro-amplifier.  

Table V-II: 372 GHz T-Junction Optimised Dimensions. 

Parameter Optimised value (mm) 

R 0.35 

A 0.55 

B 0.50 

 5.2.1. Simulation 

The numerical scattering parameters of an optimised TE10 – TE11 372 GHz T-junction coupler 

with Bragg reflector for R = 0.35 mm was simulated and is shown in Fig. 5-1. A side view 
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topology of the coupler is included in the inset. The use of a Bragg reflector in the coupler 

geometry has proved to be an effective method of providing frequency selective feedback at 

low-THz frequencies whilst maximising the beam tunnel. The cusp electron gun for the high 

frequency gyro-TWA produces an electron beam of 0.20 mm in radius. Therefore, no 

unnecessary reduction in the electronic efficiency will occur as a result of electron power 

loss in the waveguide wall. The waveguide section length L1 was optimised at 0.12 mm to 

achieve high coupling between 360 – 384 GHz with the attached waveguide reflector. 

Transmission loss of <1 dB was achieved over a ~10% bandwidth which includes the 

operational frequency range of the low-THz gyro-TWA. The Bragg reflector was effective in 

preventing the transmission of significant levels of radiation towards the electron gun with 

an S31 of less than -15 dB achieved over the desired bandwidth. 

Table V-III: Optimised Parameter Set for 372 GHz Bragg reflector. 

Parameter Optimised 

value (mm) 

Parameter Optimised 

value (mm) 

Period (p) 

Radius 1 

0.175 

0.550 

Radius 8 

Radius 9 

0.495 

0.664 

Radius 2 0.550 Radius 10 0.575 

Radius 3 0.667 Radius 11 0.608 

Radius 4 0.602 Radius 12 0.614 

Radius 5 

Radius 6 

0.461 

0.551 

Radius 13 

Radius 14 

0.574 

0.683 

Radius 7 0.596 Radius 15 0.618 
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Fig. 5-1: Scattering parameters of a T-junction input coupler for a 372 GHz gyro-TWA. 

The T-junction coupler topology displayed a degree of frequency tunability with 

variation of L1 similar to the W-band coupler discussed in Section 3.4. The change in 

transmission frequencies is shown in Fig. 5-2 for variations in length L1 for fixed values of a, b 

and R. The frequency shifts exhibited are a result of reflected wave phase changes from the 

Bragg structure caused by changes in waveguide length. An increase in L1 is shown to lower 

the centre frequency of the T-junction coupler alongside reducing the coupling bandwidth. 

The L1 parameter is optimised to achieve a phase shift of π at the centre of the frequency 

band in order to maximise the coupling coefficient over the operating bandwidth of the 

gyro-TWA. 
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Fig. 5-2: Frequency response of T-junction input coupler with variations in L. 

 5.2.2. Tolerance Study 

To test the feasibility of the input coupler, a tolerance study was undertaken. The 

critical parameters which dictate the frequency of operation and the coupling strength (a, b 

and R) were varied about the parameter optimum to monitor the effect of machining 

discrepancies on the waveguide coupler performance. A review of the effect from 10 - 20 

µm changes to R on the input coupler transmission for fixed values of a and b is shown in Fig. 

5-3. The resultant plot shows that small variations in the interaction waveguide radius will 

result in degradation of the total coupling achieved by the waveguide structure. The spark 

erosion technique, which can be used to manufacture circular waveguides of sub-mm radius, 

can achieve a tolerance of ± 10 µm about the optimum value. Fig. 5-3 suggests that a 

variation of 5 µm to R would ensure that high coupling to the TE11 mode is still achieved 

despite the radius discrepancy. A similar process involving waveguide width and height 

variations for fixed R was undertaken. The study highlighted that up to ± 25 µm variations of 

a about the optimum value of 0.55 mm will result in a centre frequency shift of ~ 2 GHz with 

minimal effect on coupling strength (Fig. 5-4). Alternatively, Fig. 5-5 shows that ± 25 µm 
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alterations to b will have no effect on the frequency response; however, the coupling 

strength is reduced by ~ 50% at the centre frequency. The CNC milling technique, used to 

manufacture waveguide channels, has a low limit positional accuracy of ± 1 µm. Therefore, if 

a modern milling machine is used in the coupler design the frequency shift caused by a and b 

variations will not result in the input coupler being unfit for operation at 360 – 384 GHz. 

 

Fig. 5-3: Effect of small magnitude R variations on T-junction coupler transmission. 
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Fig. 5-4: Effect of a variation on T-junction coupler centre frequency. 

 

Fig. 5-5: Effect of b discrepancies on T-junction coupler transmission at 372 GHz. 
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 5.3. 372 GHz Multiple-Hole Input Coupler 

A multiple-hole coupler is, unlike the three port design described in Section 5.2, a 

four port device consisting of two transmission lines electromagnetically coupled through a 

series of common wall apertures. A commonly used power flow schematic of a four port 

network is shown in Fig. 5-6. Directional couplers can be designed for arbitrary power 

division with common coupling factors of (3, 6, 10, 20) dB often employed as a method of 

energy extraction from a mm-wave cavity. The theory of small aperture coupling between 

transmission lines [5.1] provides a description of the field profile through an individual 

coupling hole. A waveguide directional coupler often consists of two waveguides coupled 

through a series of individual coupling holes on a common broad wall [5.2 – 5.4]; however, 

narrow wall coupling has also been demonstrated [5.5]. Electromagnetic coupling between 

rectangular and circular waveguides is also feasible and a number of studies into couplers of 

this topology have been documented [5.6 - 5.8]. 

 

Fig. 5-6: Power flow of 4-port directional coupler with Port 1 – Input, Port 2 – Coupled, Port 3 – Isolated and 

Port 4 – Through. 

 5.3.1. Theory 

The design of a rectangular-to-circular multiple-hole coupler, centred at 372 GHz, is 

based on achieving a high coupling factor for the desired mode and a high directivity. The 

coupling between the rectangular and circular transmission lines is defined as the ratio of 

the power at the input port to the power at the coupled port. The directivity is the ratio of 
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the power at the coupled port to the power at the isolated port. The coupling may be 

defined as 
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Similarly, the directivity may be defined as 
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where Lm is the length of the coupling section, φ(x) is the coupling function and θC and θD are 

the coupling and directivity parameters respectively. The coupling and directivity parameters 

may be defined as 
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where β1 and β2 are the phase constants in Line 1 and Line 2 respectively, which may be 

written as 
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For the TE10 - TE11 mode coupler design, Line 1 is a rectangular waveguide excited by 

the TE10 mode which is electromagnetically coupled to Line 2, a waveguide of circular cross-

section, through a set of discrete coupling points with equal size distribution. A tapered 

coupling distribution [5.9] can be employed to improve the coupling factor.  However, for 

the low-THz work studied, it is decided to investigate a coupler with a linear size distribution 

to ease manufacturing constraints.  

The coupling apertures are located on a common wall between the rectangular and 

circular waveguides. If it is assumed that φi(x) is a known coupling function for the 

i-th aperture, then a finite Fourier transform (Fi) can be applied for a range of coupling 

and/or directivity parameters (θ); 
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By solving the Fourier transform at a discrete coupling point, the coupling function (φi(x)) 

can be expressed as 
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where ai is the coupling strength at a given aperture and s is the spacing between an even 

number (2N) of equally spaced apertures i.e. for 16 equally spaced apertures, N = 8.  The 

coupling length (Lm) is the product of the number of coupling apertures and the spacing 
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between adjacent apertures (2N * s). The Fourier transform for the total coupling 

distribution can be written as 
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and the Fourier transform for the total distribution with respect to the directivity may be 

written as 
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Choung [5.8] states that the overall coupling (C) and directivity (D) between Line 1 and Line 2 

can be defined as the ratio of the Fourier coupling parameter when θ ≠ 0 to the Fourier 

coupling parameter when θ = 0; 
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Similarly, the directivity (D) can be written as 
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5.3.2. Design and Simulation 

In order to achieve high coupling, the propagation of unwanted modes must also be 

considered. For the TE11 mode coupler, the three subsequent higher order modes (TM01, 

TE21 and TE01) are also evaluated. The cut-off frequencies of the four modes when R = 0.35 

mm are shown in Table V-IV. For the frequency range of interest in the design of the multiple 

hole coupler (360 – 384 GHz), Table V-IV shows that the only unwanted mode that will 

propagate is the TM01. Therefore, the coupler design should ensure that the TM01 mode has 

a lower coupling parameter and larger directivity parameter than the TE11 mode. 

Table V-IV: Cut-off Frequencies of Wanted and Unwanted Modes in Coupled Line. 

Mode Cut-off Frequency (GHz) 

TE11 251 

TM01 328 

TE21 417 

TE01 523 

The separation between neighbouring holes is determined by the radiation wavelength in 

the rectangular waveguide. Therefore, s can be defined by 

 

 
  

   
 

 
 

(5-12)  

 

where λ10
R is the guide wavelength in the rectangular input waveguide, resulting in  

s = 0.50 mm. For a circular waveguide of R = 0.35 mm, the phase constants, β10
R and β11

C, are 

matched when a ≈ 0.60 mm. The coupling (5-3) and directivity (5-4) parameters for the TE10
C 

and TM01
C are plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 5-7. For the analysis, β1 is the phase 

constant in the rectangular waveguide and β2 is the phase constant in the circular 

waveguide. 
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Fig. 5-7 shows that strong coupling to the TE11
C mode is achieved whilst coupling to 

the TM01
C mode is weak compared to the desired mode. The directivity parameter of the 

TE11 mode is less than θD for the TM01 mode over the entire frequency range; hence, the 

TM01 mode is isolated. Therefore, the TE11 mode would be dominant at the coupled port of 

the 4-port network. The coupling strength of the TE11 mode into Line 2 varies with the 

number of coupling apertures. Fig. 5-8 highlights the effect of the number of coupling 

apertures on the transmission to the coupled port. In the analysis of equation (5-10), the 

coupling parameter (θC) and the coupling strength (ai) are constant. 

Fig. 5-8 shows that the coupling improves as the number of apertures increases. 

However, with an increase in the number of apertures, the coupling length (Lm) also 

increases. For the high frequency mode coupler, an increase in Lm results in an increase in 

the Ohmic losses experienced by the propagating wave. Therefore, the range of interest for 

the total coupling aperture number (N) is chosen to be 12 - 30 apertures. For the chosen 

aperture number range, theory predicts that the coupling from the TE10
R mode to the TE11

C 

mode is > -1 dB at a single frequency. A numerical simulation is carried out in a bid to 

analyse the TE10
R – TE11

C transmission for 12, 18, 24 and 30 hole couplers (Fig. 5-9) for 

optimised hole radii. 
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Fig. 5-7: Coupling and directivity parameters of wanted and unwanted modes. 

 

Fig. 5-8: Variation in coupling strength with number of common wall apertures. 
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Fig. 5-9: Simulated transmission of 12-, 18-, 24- and 30- aperture couplers. 

Fig. 5-9 has indicated that the transmission from Fig. 5-8 for the multiple aperture 

couplers is comparable to the theoretical prediction. A comparison of the coupling for a 12-

hole coupler is shown to be ~1 dB in the theoretical model and ~0.4 dB in the CST 

simulation. However, a similar level of coupling can be achieved for 18-, 24- and 30-aperture 

couplers provided the hole radius (R’) is optimised. For 18-apertures, R’ = 0.17 mm whereas 

24- and 30-aperture couplers are optimised with R’ = 0.16 mm and 0.15 mm respectively. 

The coupling strength achieved with 12 apertures is less than the 18-, 24- and 30-aperture 

couplers; however, the magnitude of the coupling strength is > -1 dB meaning it is within the 

target boundaries set for the input coupler design. For all four structures, the separation 

between Line 1 and Line 2 is 0.05 mm. The desired coupling response over the required 

bandwidth can be achieved with 12-apertures (R’ = 0.18 mm). Therefore, subsequent 

designs will use 12 coupling holes. A numerical model of a 12-aperture coupler is shown in 

Fig. 5-10. 

The dimensions of the theoretically calculated parameters are shown in Table V-V. 

The waveguide height (b) to waveguide width (a) ratio is initially set at 2:1. The parameters 
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are input into the numerical software and a simulated scattering parameter set is produced. 

Optimisation of the transmission and reflection within the coupling structure is carried out 

through parametric sweeps of the waveguide width and height, the radius of the coupling 

apertures (R’) and the spacing between Line 1 and Line 2 i.e. the aperture height. It is known 

that the spacing between the centre of adjacent coupling apertures (s) is ~ 0.5 mm; 

however, the R’ value can be set for optimum performance within the upper limit of s/2. The 

CST- MS simulated scattering of the optimized 12-aperture coupler is shown in Fig. 5-11. 

 

Fig. 5-10: (L) 3D multi-aperture coupler geometry and (R) microwave field progression. 

 

Fig. 5-11: Simulated scattering performance of a 372 GHz 12-aperture multi-hole coupler. 
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increases in coupling strength can be achieved by increasing the aperture number but 

additional length will lead to higher losses in the waveguide structure. The frequency range 

of the proposed fundamental mode gyro-TWA (360 – 384 GHz) is enclosed within the 

operational bandwidth of the 12-aperture input coupler and, therefore, is suitable for the 

proposed application. The optimised parameter set is documented in Table V-V, showing 

that the theoretically calculated set provided a good basis upon which to explore the coupler 

design. The optimised structure has a waveguide height (b) of 0.36 mm, minimising the 

reflections at the input port. 

Table V-V: Theoretical and Optimised Parameter Set. 

Parameter Theoretical   Optimised 

N 12 12 

a 0.60 mm 0.57 mm 

b 0.30 mm 0.36 mm 

R 0.35 mm 0.35 mm 

s 0.50 mm 0.40 mm 

 5.3.3. Tolerance Study 

Due to the coupler operation at low-THz frequencies, the dimensional tolerances on 

certain structural parameters of the multiple-hole waveguide coupler are very sensitive. The 

input rectangular waveguide (Line 1) will be considered. The height of the input guide affects 

the coupling to the TE11
C mode in Line 2; however, the effect of Δb variations between 0.30 

mm and 0.50 mm inclusive is minimal to the overall coupling strength. Therefore, a larger 

tolerance can be applied to the b dimension in the manufacture of the waveguide coupler. 

Variations in the waveguide width (a) however can have serious implications on the coupling 

efficiency of the input coupler. The effect of ± 10 µm changes to the waveguide width on the 

amount of energy delivered to the coupled port is shown in Fig. 5-12. The feasibility study 

highlighted a ~ 20% reduction in the power coupled to Port 2 with a 40 µm deviation from 
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the optimum value of a. However, a ± 10 µm variation to the waveguide width, the typical 

tolerance of a state-of-the-art CNC mill, would ensure that the coupling coefficient is 

acceptable for the gyro-TWA. Therefore, it is permissible to construct the 12-aperture with 

modern numerically controlled manufacturing techniques.  

Due to the broadband operating profile of the multiple aperture coupler, variations 

to the radius of Line 2 (ΔR) of ± 20 µm has minimal effect on the coupling strength. 

 

Fig. 5-12: Effect of a variations on TE11 coupling. 
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Fig. 5-13: Effect of R’ variations on coupled power at 372 GHz.

 

Fig. 5-14: Effect of Line 1 – Line 2 separation increase on coupling coefficient. 
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shows that coupling to the desired mode is enhanced with increasing R’ up to the optimum 

value of 0.18 mm. The upper limit of 0.19 mm is dictated by the optimal pitch between the 

centres of adjacent apertures (0.4 mm), allowing space for machining of adjacent holes. A 

marginal increase in R’ has minimal effect on the coupling strength; however, a 20 µm 

reduction in the hole radius results in a ~ 30% decrease in coupled power at Port 2. 

Therefore, if a micro-hole drilling technique were to be used on the coupler manufacture, it 

is vitally important to ensure that the drill bit diameter is accurate. 

The aperture height (ta) is determined by considering the potential thickness of metal 

sheet used to separate the rectangular and circular waveguides in a practical coupler. The 

effect of sheet metal thickness on TE11 transmission to the coupled port for a 12-hole 

structure is shown in Fig. 5-14. Fig. 5-14 highlights a decrease in energy delivered to the 

coupled port with increased separation. A metal thickness of 0.05 mm would be chosen for a 

manufactured multiple aperture coupler. A sheet thickness of this magnitude would allow 

for a high transmission to the TE11
C mode whilst ensuring that a high mechanical stability is 

achieved in the gap spacing. A 25 µm increase in aperture height leads to a decrease in 

coupler transmission of ~ 10 – 15%; therefore, it is important to ensure that the metallic 

separation sheet has a high tolerance on sheet thickness. 

It is possible to manufacture the separation between Line 1 and Line 2 in the multiple 

aperture coupler design. The sheet of 0.05 mm thickness will allow the micro-hole drilling 

technique to be used in the manufacture [5-10]. The drilling process can micro-machine 

apertures of minimum 0.05 mm in diameter with an aspect ratio of 7:1 in reference to length 

of aperture required to the diameter of the drill bit. Therefore, a hole of length 0.05 mm and 

R’ = 0.18 mm, values used in the multiple-hole coupler simulation, is achievable. 

 5.4. Discussion of Fundamental Mode Input Coupler Design 

A review of the design of two fundamental mode rectangular-to-circular input 

couplers has been presented. The design of the T-junction coupler and the multiple-aperture 

coupler has focused on achieving a high coupling factor from the TE10
R mode to the TE11

C 

over a broad bandwidth, ensuring that the field purity in the coupled waveguide is of a high 
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quality. The use of a Bragg reflector has proven to be an effective method of providing 

frequency selective feedback of electromagnetic radiation at high frequency whilst 

maximising the region within which an electron beam can propagate unhindered. The use of 

a step-down waveguide reflector for a fundamental mode coupler, although effective at 

rejecting oncoming radiation, limits the radius of a gyrating electron beam and can affect the 

efficiency of the device. The reduced beam tunnel diameter will result in challenging 

alignment at W-band frequencies with enhanced complications at 372 GHz. 

The operational frequency range of transmission for the T-junction input coupler is 

352 – 390 GHz, equating to a bandwidth of ~ 10%. The bandwidth of the T-junction design is 

limited because the required beam input port diameter is relatively large compared to the 

beam tunnel. Therefore, an optimal achievable bandwidth of ~ 20% is not practical in the 

low-THz design. The bandwidth of the multi-hole coupler is 35%, meaning that of the two 

couplers, this has the widest operational frequency range. The coupler exceeds the 

bandwidth exhibited by the multiple-arm coupler of [5.6]. The use of a multiple aperture 

directional coupler means that the requirement for a frequency selective wave reflector is 

eliminated. Careful design of a waveguide coupler with high directivity will limit any 

reflections at the terminated port and, hence, propagation of a forward wave towards the 

isolated port will be limited. The 12-hole coupler design has < 10% of the incident radiation 

propagated to Port 3. 

Ohmic losses are not included in the simulations with a perfect electrical conductor 

background employed. However, at 372 GHz the skin depth is ~ 0.1 µm which is comparable 

to, or smaller than, the surface roughness. This will result in increased ohmic loss. The effect 

of the surface roughness and skin depth can be analytically evaluated with a reduced 

electrical conductivity background material in CST-MS. While there is no comprehensive 

measured conductivity as a function of the surface roughness published at the operating 

frequency, an arbitrary reduction factor of 12 was used to monitor the potential losses 

within the designed couplers. The simulated waveguide losses for the T-junction coupler are 

0.25 dB and 0.42 dB for the multi-aperture coupler at 372 GHz with a respective 

corresponding bandwidth of 8% (357 – 387 GHz) and 28% (301 – 399 GHz). Coupling 
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degradation of this magnitude would not pose a significant problem to either input coupler 

operation. 

The T-junction and multiple aperture waveguide couplers discussed are effective at 

converting the fundamental TE10 mode from a rectangular input port to the TE11 mode in a 

circular through port. However, to achieve strong coupling strict manufacturing tolerances 

must be applied to the construction of the couplers to achieve optimum coupling strength. 

The sensitivity of the T-junction input coupler to variations in R mean that strict tolerances 

must be applied to this parameter. Similarly, the 12-aperture coupler is very sensitive to 

variations in the aperture radius (R’) and the input rectangular waveguide width (a). 

Therefore, manufacture of the low-THz passive components will present a significant 

challenge. However, due to the large coupling bandwidth which results in the coupler 

performance being less sensitive to manufacturing tolerances, it is proposed a 0 dB 12-

aperture directional coupler would be used for a fundamental mode input coupler on a 372 

GHz gyro-TWA with a 3-fold HCIW. The length requirements on the high frequency gyro-

amplifier are less strict than on the W-band device where the solenoid spacing is defined; 

therefore, it is permissible to implement the relatively long waveguide coupler. 
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 6. 372 GHz Higher Order Mode Input Coupler Design 

 6.1. Introduction 

The design of a high frequency input coupler for a gyro-TWA is challenging due to the 

complexity of sub-mm waveguide manufacture. However, unlike a slow wave structure 

which should scale directly with frequency, a gyro-device can be operated at a higher order 

mode (HOM) to increase the dimensions and maximise power capability [6.1] – [6.3]. A 

proposal for a HOM gyro-TWA used for DNP-NMR spectroscopy is discussed. The target 

operating performance of the 372 GHz gyro-amplifier is shown in Table V-I.  

The proposed 372 GHz gyro-TWA, unlike the design of Chapter 5, will incorporate an 8-

fold HCIW as the interaction cavity. The 8-fold helix supports the interaction of the TE61 

mode with spatial harmonics of the TE22 mode, generating an eigenwave with almost 

constant group velocity when kZ tends to 0. The HCIW average radius (R0) is ~ 3x larger than 

the TE21 – TE11 coupling cavity, easing manufacturing constraints. Efficient coupling of the 

TE61 mode into the interaction cavity is required for a high efficiency device. The input 

coupler will be designed with focus on the following three parameters: 

1. the bandwidth of the input coupler should incorporate 360 – 384 GHz, 

2. the transmission from TE10
R – TE61

C should exceed -1 dB over the desired frequency 

range and, 

3. mode purity of the TE61 mode should exceed 90%. 

By adding the HOM coupling requirement, the design of the input coupler is more complex 

than designing a fundamental mode coupler, as a result of cavity lower order mode (LOM) 

competition. A TE11 field pattern is readily excited and is the dominant mode within a 

cylindrical waveguide. Therefore, to ensure high TE61 field purity, a complex waveguide 

coupling geometry is required.  

A coaxial input coupler can be designed to convert the fundamental mode in a 

rectangular feed waveguide to the fundamental or higher order modes in a circular 

waveguide with a high degree of mode purity. A coaxial cavity structure is employed as a 
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TE01 input coupler on gyro-klystron amplifiers [6.4 - 6.6]. The TE01 coupler achieves an 

operating bandwidth of ~ 3% with a centre frequency of 35 GHz. The coaxial cavity coupler 

topology is also used on a 94 GHz gyro-TWA [6.7 – 6.8]. The gyro-amplifier achieves a 

saturated output power of 59 kW with a 3 dB bandwidth of 1.3%. The passive input coupler 

operates about a centre frequency of ~ 95 GHz with a bandwidth of ~ 3%. A proposal for a 

W-band gyro-TWA with a Photonic Band Gap (PGB) interaction circuit, utilising a coaxial 

coupler at the microwave input [6.9], has also been proposed. The input waveguide can also 

be designed to propagate all incident radiation along the same vector path around the 

coaxial cavity [6.10]; however, the wraparound coupler designs are fundamentally limited in 

bandwidth due to the mismatch between the electric field and coupling apertures with 

varying wavelength. Therefore, a coaxial coupler will not be designed for TE61 waveguide 

coupling. 

The design of a power dividing input coupler for a 372 GHz HOM gyro-TWA is 

presented. The numerical modelling of a waveguide splitter input coupler is shown in 

Section 6.2. The waveguide power divider will be modelled with a stepped-transformer 

waveguide (Section 6.2.2.1) and a tapered waveguide (Section 6.2.2.2). An E-plane 

waveguide bend is designed in Section 6.2.3. The theory and CST-MS design of the two 

waveguide splitter couplers is presented in Section 6.2.4. A tolerance study of the selected 

coupler is presented in Section 6.2.5. A discussion of the input coupler manufacture at W-

band is included in Section 6.3 with the Vector Network Analyser (VNA) experimental setup 

and test results presented in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 respectively. A discussion of the 

TE61 coupler design and manufacture at 372 GHz is included in Section 6.6. 

6.2. TE61 Waveguide Splitter Waveguide Coupler 

 6.2.1. Introduction 

The design of a 372 GHz TE10
R – TE61

C waveguide coupler employs the principal of 

incident wave power distribution to couple to a HOM. The waveguide splitter divides an 

incident TE10 mode into equal signal intensities, propagating with matched phase towards 

the cylindrical coupled cavity. The possible modes which may be coupled into the interaction 
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cavity are dependent on the number of branches employed within the designed waveguide 

splitter. The coupling process between each individual waveguide branch and the cylindrical 

beam tunnel is discussed in Section 3.2. A table of branch numbers and the relevant 

potential coupled modes, when equal length waveguide branches are used, is shown in 

Table VI-I. By implementing the waveguide splitter, the generation of a HOM in the 

interaction cavity is simplified due to a reduction in mode competition. A single branch 

coupler (Chapter 3 and Section 5.2) can be used to generate HOM with careful cavity radius 

selection; however, the mode completion from lower order TE-modes results in coupling 

degradation of the desired HOM due to increased mode competition. Therefore, the use of a 

waveguide splitter reduces the number of modes propagating in the cavity and, as a result, 

will improve the coupling efficiency of the required cavity mode. 

Table VI-I: Waveguide Splitter Branch Number and Potential Modes. 

Waveguide Branch No. Converting Mode Cavity TEmn Modes 

2 TE21 TE21, TE41, TE61, TE81 … 

3 TE31 TE31, TE61, TE91, TE12,1 … 

4 TE41 TE41, TE81, TE12,1 … 

5 TE51 TE51, TE10,1, TE15,1 … 

The design of a waveguide TE61
C input coupler can include a waveguide splitter with 

2- or 3-branches (Table VI-I). The 3-branch splitter would result in less mode competition 

inside the cylindrical cavity with a single lower order TEm1 mode propagating within the 

cavity (TE31); however, the phase matching of the 3 waveguide channels results in added 

complexity to the coupler design and manufacture. Therefore, a TE10
R – TE61

C input coupler 

with a 2-branch waveguide splitter will be designed for a 360 – 384 GHz gyro-TWA. Two 

models of the waveguide transition, a stepped-transformer waveguide and a tapered 

waveguide, will be modelled and discussed. An E-plane waveguide bend is designed to 

propagate the divided signal within the respective branch and ensure the two signals reach 

the beam tunnel in-phase. A stepped transformer input coupler and a tapered waveguide 
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input coupler are designed and simulated with a tolerance study of the selected model 

presented. 

6.2.2.  E-Plane Waveguide Splitter 

 6.2.2.1. Stepped-Transition Waveguide 

The design of a waveguide stepped-transformer is based on a periodic step 

discontinuity [6.11] employed to support an electrical transition between two waveguides. 

The field profiles of propagating TE modes for single step (E-plane) and double step (E- and 

H- plane) waveguide transitions has been discussed [6.12 – 6.13]. The design of a 372 GHz E-

plane waveguide transformer with an impedance ratio (Z) of Z = 2.0 is outlined based on the 

procedure given in [6.14]. An impedance ratio of Z = 2.0 describes a waveguide transition 

from rectangular-to-square waveguide.  

The rectangular-to-square waveguide transition is designed with an integer number 

(N) of step discontinuities. The required number of steps is dependent on the fractional 

bandwidth (fq) within which the HOM input coupler should operate. The fractional 

bandwidth is defined as  

 
    (

             

             
) (6-1)  

 

where fUPPER and fLOWER are the upper and lower operational frequencies of the waveguide 

coupler respectively. For the 372 GHz gyro-TWA input coupler, fLOWER = 360 GHz and fUPPER = 

384 GHz. The fractional bandwidth is considered alongside the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 

(VSWR), which is a measure of the reflection from the waveguide transition, to select the 

step discontinuity number. From pp. 263 from reference [6.14], a minimum VSWR = 1.0 can 

be achieved with an N = 3 step waveguide transformer which is able to support the required 

frequency range with minimum reflections over the operational bandwidth. The 3-stage 

transformer, as defined, consists of 3 intermittent waveguide transitions between the 

rectangular and square waveguide; therefore, the transformer incorporates a total of 4 step 

discontinuities. A schematic of the waveguide transition is shown in Fig. 6-1. 
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Fig. 6-1: A schematic of a rectangular-to-square waveguide transformer. 

The waveguide transformer is designed with a constant waveguide width (a). 

However, the step height (b) will vary axially between the discontinuities. The impedance 

mismatch between each waveguide step is dependent on fq and the required impedance 

ratio (Z = 2.0).  From pp 272 [6.14], which depicts a table of initial impedance mismatches 

(Z1) for a range of fq and Z values, Z1 = 1.09247 for a transformer with a fractional bandwidth 

fq ≈ 0.2 and Z = 2.0. The impedance mismatches at step two and step three (Z2 and Z3) are 

defined by 

 

    √  (6-2)  
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Therefore, the waveguide heights (bn) for the step discontinuities (n = 1,2,3) are given by 

          (6-4)  

 

where b0 is the input waveguide height and Zn is the impedance mismatch at the respective 

step. The values for bn are shown in Table VI-II.  

The length of each step (Ln) is given nominally by 

 
   

  
  

 
 (6-5)  

 

where λ0
cf is the free space wavelength of the centre frequency. A process of length 

correction is outlined in [6.14], varying the length of the step discontinuities based on the 

admittance (Yn) and susceptance (Bn) mismatches between the waveguide transitions which 

affects the electrical length. The consideration of Yn and Bn means that the current flow 

between each step discontinuity and the waveguide wavelength is also considered in the 

analysis. The corrected lengths are shown in Table VI-II. 

A numerical model of a stepped transformer waveguide was designed in CST-MS. The 

waveguide width (a) was initially set at 0.600 mm with a width-to-height (a : b) ratio of 2 : 1. 

The derived bn and Ln parameters were defined in CST-MS to create a numerical model of 

the stepped transformer waveguide. A parametric optimisation of the waveguide width and 

discontinuity lengths (Ln) was undertaken to minimise the reflections at the input 

rectangular port. The bn dimensions were set according to the impedance mismatch (Zn) 

values derived with no alteration made. The derived bn and optimised Ln parametric values 

are shown in Table VI-II.  The reflection and transmission of the 3-stage waveguide 

transformer with a = 0.570 mm is shown in Fig. 6-2. A modelling depiction of the transformer 

is included in the inset. The sharp waveguide steps were rounded to accurately represent a 

machined waveguide channel. The stepped waveguide is shown to support TE10 transmission 

with a high coupling factor from rectangular to square waveguide between 360 – 384 GHz. 
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The transformer also demonstrates a reflection coefficient of < -35 dB over the desired 

frequency range ensuring minimal transmission loss at the incident port. 

Table VI-II: Optimised Stepped Transformer Waveguide Parameters. 

Transformer Step Waveguide Height (bn) (mm) Length (Ln) (mm) 

0 0.285 N/A 

1 0.311 0.260 

2 0.403 0.240 

3 0.522 0.215 

4 0.570 0.140 

 

Fig. 6-2: Transmission and reflection of a 360 - 384 GHz stepped waveguide transformer. 
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6.2.2.2. Tapered Waveguide 

A tapered waveguide can be employed to provide an impedance match between two 

waveguides of similar geometries without the complex manufacturing of step 

discontinuities. Tapered waveguides are designed with linear or part-sinusoidal axial tapers 

with single E-plane variations [6.15], or double tapers which vary in the E- and H- plane 

simultaneously [6.16]. A linearly or sinusoidally tapered waveguide can be analytically 

examined using infinite step discontinuities [6.17], the process used in the understanding of 

waveguide transformers (Section 6.2.2.1). A 372 GHz waveguide taper with a linear wall 

profile will be designed for a rectangular-to-square (Z = 2.0) waveguide transition.   

 

Fig. 6-3: Schematic of a rectangular-to-square linearly tapered waveguide. 

A rectangular-to-square waveguide taper is shown in Fig. 6-3. The reflection coefficient (Γ) of 

a rectangular waveguide taper supporting TE10 mode propagation can be defined as [6.16]; 
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where λg is the guide wavelength and Lt is the tapering section length. K0, K1 and l are given 

by 
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respectively, where a0 and b0 are the initial waveguide width and height, a1 and b1 are final 

waveguide width and height and a (6-9) is the waveguide width at the respective position 

along the integral 0 to Lt. A variation of a is only witnessed for a taper with an H-plane 

projection. For an E-plane rectangular-to-square taper where a0 = a1 and b1 = 2b0, equation 

(6-6) simplifies to  
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 (6-10)  

 

Analysis of equation (6-10) highlights a minimum reflection coefficient when  

L ≈ Nλg, where N is an integer number. The guide wavelength at 372 GHz is ~ 1.10 mm; 
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therefore, the taper length is set at N * 1.10 mm. To minimise wall losses, the taper length 

should be minimised. Therefore, N = 1. 

A 372 GHz impedance matching tapered waveguide was designed using CST-MS. The 

waveguide width (a) was initially set at 0.600 mm with a waveguide width-to-height (a : b) 

ratio of 1 : 2. The taper length (Lt) was set at 1.10 mm. A parametric optimisation of a was 

performed to minimise reflections at the rectangular input port (Port 1). The numerically 

simulated transmission and reflection of a Z = 2.0 rectangular-to-square E-plane waveguide 

taper is shown in Fig. 6-4. The topology of the simulated waveguide taper is included in the 

inset. The waveguide width (a) was optimised at 0.570 mm, equating to b0 = 0.285 mm and 

b1 = 0.570 mm, with the reflection at Port 1 less than -27 dB over the desired operating 

bandwidth. The taper reflections are ~ 8 dB greater than the reflections at the input port of 

the stepped waveguide transformer; however, the reflections (<< -10 dB) from both 

waveguide structures will not result in damaging oscillations being returned to the gyro-TWA 

power source. 

 

Fig. 6-4: Simulated scattering of a 372 GHz rectangular-to-square waveguide taper. 
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6.2.2.3. E-plane Waveguide Bend 

An E-plane waveguide bend is a fundamental component of waveguide engineering. 

A rotation of a waveguide about an angle, commonly between 15° to 90°, creates a smooth-

walled waveguide junction. The smooth E-plane transition can be designed to be compact 

(small RIN) or broad (large RIN) with small return losses; however, the design and fabrication 

can be complex and expensive [6.18]. Therefore, waveguide systems with the requirement 

for E-plane bends often employ mitred junctions to ease manufacturing constraints [6.19]. 

However, a mitred waveguide component will generate greater reflections at the incident 

interface than a smooth-walled bend. E-plane waveguide bends of smooth and mitred 

profiles can be analysed using Maxwell’s equations [6.19], mode matching techniques [6.20] 

and equivalent circuit composition [6.21] to develop understanding of the wave propagation 

in the waveguide junction. For complex waveguide coupling to HOM’s, the losses of 

individual components can have a critical impact on the transmission strength to the desired 

cavity mode. Therefore, a smooth-walled E-plane bend is chosen for application to a 372 

GHz HOM input coupler. 

 

Fig. 6-5: A schematic view of an E-plane smooth-wall waveguide bend. 

A smooth-walled 90° E-plane waveguide bend with a = 0.570 mm and b = 0.285 mm 

was designed using CST-MS. The waveguide parameters a and b are set to match the 
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waveguide transitions designed in Section 6.3.2.1 and Section 6.3.2.2. A schematic top-down 

view of the E-plane bend is shown in Fig. 6-5. The inner radius of the E-plane bend (RIN) is 

optimised to minimise reflections at the incident waveguide port. All values of RIN > 0.05 mm 

will result in S11 ≤ -20 dB; however, a radius increase up to 0.25 mm is shown to improve 

transmission. The radii selection is then dependant on minimising reflection at the centre of 

the operating bandwidth. The simulated transmission and reflection of a 372 GHz 90° E-

plane waveguide bend with RIN = 0.800 mm is shown in Fig. 6-6. The return loss from the E-

plane bend is < 40 dB over the required 360 – 384 GHz operating bandwidth. The 

minimisation of any internal component losses will serve to enhance the coupling strength 

to the desired cavity mode. 

 

Fig. 6-6: Return loss and transmitted signal of 90° E-plane waveguide bend. 

6.2.3.  Design and Simulation 

 6.2.3.1. 372 GHz Stepped-Transition Input Coupler 

The 372 GHz HOM stepped transition input coupler was designed using CST-MS to 

couple the TE10
R mode to the TE61

C mode using the waveguide transition and E-plane 
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waveguide bend, designed in Section 6.2.2.1 and Section 6.2.2.3 respectively, adjoined to a 

circular cavity of radius (R). The average radius (R0) of the 8-fold HCIW for the 372 GHz gyro-

TWA is 1.24 mm; however, due to the enhanced coupling complexity to the TE61 mode, a 

small taper may be employed between the input coupler and the HCIW to permit maximum 

coupling into the interaction cavity. Therefore, R can be varied within 1.00 mm (cut-off 

radius of TE61 at 360 GHz) to 1.24 mm to support the desired TE61 mode and meet the 8-fold 

HCIW requirements. Therefore, optimisation of R may be carried out on the TE61 input 

coupler. The beam tunnel is coupled to the rectangular input port from two discrete 

waveguide branches which consist of 3 E-plane bends adjoined to the stepped waveguide 

transition. The two waveguide branches evenly split the signal from the input port (Port 1), 

propagating the divided wave in the ± x-direction before propagating the two synchronous 

signals into the beam cavity. The progression of the mm-wave propagation in the x-z plane is 

shown in Fig. 6-7.  

 

Fig. 6.7: View of stepped transition waveguide coupler x-z plane and field progression. 

Fig. 6-7 highlights coupling to the TE61
C mode for an optimised beam radius (R) of 

1.03 mm. The generated HOM will be able to freely propagate towards the HCIW and the 

diode region of a gyro-TWA without the termination of Port 3, the port defined as being 

adjacent to the electron gun. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, a Bragg reflector was employed to 

reflect incident wave energy whilst maximising the beam tunnel diameter. However, for the 

372 GHz gyro-amplifier, the average electron beam radius (rb) from the cusp electron gun is 

0.20 mm [6.22]; therefore, due to the oversized cavity a cut-off waveguide may be employed 

Port 1 

Port 2 
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to prevent the propagation of incident radiation into the cavity diode, without affecting the 

electronic efficiency. The cut-off radii (RC) of the lower order coupled TE modes are shown in 

Table VI-III. A parametric optimisation of RC is performed with a range of (0.70 – 0.85) mm to 

potentially cut-off all modes above the TE41 mode whilst ensuring a large beam tunnel 

diameter. The numerical scattering of a 372 GHz stepped transition waveguide splitter input 

coupler with R = 1.03 mm and optimised cut-off radius, RC = 0.80 mm, is shown in Fig. 6-8. 

The distance between the near edge of the rectangular waveguide branches and the 

waveguide reflector (L1) is 0.278 mm. The microwave field progression of the input coupler 

in the x-y-z plane is shown in the inset with port numbers defined.  

Table VI-III: Cut-off Radii of Potential TE Coupling Modes at 360 GHz. 

TE Mode Number Cut-off radii (RC) (mm) 

TE11 0.244 

TE21 0.405 

TE41 0.705 

TE12 0.707 

TE22 0.889 

TE61 0.995 
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Fig. 6-8: Transmission and reflection of a 372 GHz TE61 stepped waveguide splitter input coupler. 

Fig. 6-8 highlights the input coupler transmission loss from TE10 – TE61 mode is  

> -1 dB between 360 – 384.5 GHz, equating to a bandwidth of ~ 6.5%. Therefore, the coupler 

topology, constructed from the stepped transition waveguide (Section 6.3.2.1) and E-plane 

waveguide bends (6.3.2.3), is suitable for application to a 372 GHz gyro-TWA. The cut-off 

waveguide (RC = 0.80 mm) has shown to be effective at preventing wave propagation 

towards the cavity diode with the signal magnitude of the dominant TE41 mode equal to < -

15 dB; therefore, no field resultant field perturbation in the cavity diode will be witnessed. 

Coupling to the TE21 and TE41 modes is < -15 dB highlighting the accurate mode selectivity of 

the coupler topology. The higher order TE81 and TE10,1 are below the cavity cut-off and will 

not propagate. 

6.2.3.2. 372 GHz Tapered Waveguide Input Coupler 

A 372 GHz TE10
R – TE61

C input coupler with a tapered waveguide signal splitter is 

designed based on the tapered waveguide transition and E-plane waveguide bend designed 

in Section 6.2.2.2 and Section 6.2.2.3. The construction of the input coupler from the 

rectangular waveguide components and beam tunnel optimisation was performed as 
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outlined in Section 6.2.3.1. However, unlike the stepped transformer waveguide 

optimisation, it was found that a b0 reduction improved the coupling efficiency. Therefore, 

the waveguide height was reduced to 0.235 mm (b1 = 0.470 mm). The beam tunnel and cut-

off waveguide radii were optimised for R = 1.03 mm and RC = 0.80 mm with L1 = 0.272 mm. 

The R and RC values are consistent between the stepped waveguide and tapered waveguide 

input couplers. The input signal progression for the tapered waveguide input coupler in the 

x-z plane is shown in Fig. 6-9 with the transmission and reflection of the 372 GHz input 

coupler shown in Fig. 6-10. 

 

Fig. 6-9: Microwave field progression in x-z plane for tapered waveguide splitter input coupler. 

Fig. 6-10 highlights the 372 GHz TE10
R – TE61

C tapered waveguide splitter input 

coupler operating between 359 – 385 GHz. The bandwidth of the input coupler equates to ~ 

7% with an increased bandwidth of 1.5 GHz compared with the stepped waveguide splitter 

input coupler (Section 6.3.3.1). The cut-off waveguide reflector (RC = 0.80 mm) is effective at 

preventing significant wave power from propagating towards the electron gun with a signal 

level of < -15 dB for the dominant TE41 mode. The coupler shows a high TE61 mode selectivity 

performance with low magnitude coupling to subsequent LOM’s and HOM’s. The electron 

beam will occupy ~ 25% of the cut-off reflector; hence, the potential of electron 

bombardment on the cavity boundaries is minimal. Reflected power at the input port (Port 

1) is < -12 dB over the operating bandwidth of 360 – 384 GHz. The fabrication of a tapered 

waveguide splitter is less complex than the intricate stepped transformer waveguide where 

difference between step heights is as low as 14 µm; therefore, due to the small increase in 

Port 1 

Port 2 
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bandwidth and an ease in manufacturing complexity the 372 GHz tapered waveguide input 

coupler will be selected for use on a low-THz gyro-TWA.  

 

Fig. 6-10: Numerical scattering of a TE10 – TE61 tapered waveguide splitter input coupler. 

6.2.4.  Tolerance Study 

A tolerance study was performed on the 372 GHz tapered waveguide input coupler 

(Section 6.2.3.2) to test the feasibility of the coupler performance with parametric 

discrepancies resulting from fabrication tolerances. Initially, the rectangular splitter 

waveguide is analysed. The parameters which govern the rectangular input waveguide 

dimensions (a, b, Lt and RIN) were varied from the optimum value to test the tolerance range 

over which the coupler may operate with the desired bandwidth and coupling strength. A 

plot of waveguide width variation (a) for fixed values of b and Lt is shown in Fig. 6-11. The 

resultant change to the transmission coefficient for Δa = ± 20 µm, shown in Fig. 6-11, 

highlights an operational frequency shift of ~ 0.5 GHz for a 10 µm variation. A frequency 

shift of 0.5 GHz magnitude would not affect the coupler performance at 360 – 384 GHz; 

however, larger magnitude a discrepancies would result in a frequency shift out with the 

desired bandwidth. The waveguide height (b) was varied for fixed a and Lt. The investigation 
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highlighted minimal frequency or coupling strength response for Δb = ± 20 µm; therefore, 

the waveguide height has no strict tolerance requirement. The taper length (Lt) is 

subsequently varied with no detrimental effects on coupling performance for ± 25 µm. The 

waveguide bend radius (RIN) is investigated with optimum values of a, b and Lt. For RIN values 

of ± 100 µm, no effect on coupling strength or frequency response is observed. However, an 

RIN increase will result in enhanced waveguide losses due to an increase in propagation 

length. The coupler performance as a result of rectangular waveguide discrepancies remains 

broadly unaffected. 

An investigation into the coupled cavity is subsequently performed for R and L1. The 

cavity radius (R) should be carefully manufactured to ensure a tight tolerance. Fig. 6-12 

shows the effect of up to ΔR = ± 20 µm on the tapered input coupler performance. The effect 

of R variations is shown to have a significant effect on the coupler centre frequency with a 

10 µm discrepancy in R resulting in a 3 GHz shift. Hence, the machining of R must be very 

precise.  

 

Fig. 6-11: Effect of a parametric variation on TE61 input coupler transmission response. 
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Fig. 6-12: TE61 Input coupler transmission with R variations. 

A review of the L1 parameter was performed. A plot of the effect of 25 µm variations 

on the input coupler operational frequency is shown in Fig. 6-13. Alterations resulting in 25 

µm increases to L1 are shown to decrease the centre frequency by ~ 2 GHz. The 

discrepancies to L1, which result in a phase mismatch between the incident and reflected 

wave at Port 3, is shown to affect the coupler bandwidth and coupling strength with 

deviation from the optimum.  

The tolerance study has investigated the effect of parametric discrepancies, resulting 

from manufacturing tolerances, on the input coupler transmission response. The input 

coupler is shown to exhibit stable performance characteristics for variations in the 

rectangular input waveguide and tapering section (a, b, Lt and RIN), with the largest 

frequency shift of ~ 0.5 GHz caused as a result of ± 10 µm a variation. However, the coupler 

cylindrical cavity must be accurately fabricated to ensure the input coupler remains 

operational between 360 – 384 GHz.  
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Fig. 6-13: Effect of L1 variation on input coupler transmission response. 

6.3.  TE61 Input Coupler ManufactureA W-band prototype TE61 tapered 

power splitter input coupler was manufactured within a (70.0 x 50.0 x 50.0) mm aluminium 

block. The waveguide coupler is employed as the input and output section of the passive 

component to permit direct connection to a VNA, eliminating the requirement for a circular-

to-rectangular mode convertor. The coupler was scaled to operate at 90 – 96 GHz due to 

limitations on achievable tolerances using in-house manufacture. The circular coupled 

waveguide is scaled directly with a 4x dimension increase on the 372 GHz design. The 

rectangular input waveguide was designed to maintain the aspect ratio used in the 372 GHz 

design between standard WR2.2 (a’ x b’) waveguide and a x b0. A tapered section from 

standard W-band waveguide ((2.54 x 1.27) mm) to the optimised coupler waveguide is 

included in the scaled design. A technical drawing of the input coupler block is shown in Fig. 

6-14. A numerical model of the TE61 input coupler with additional waveguide taper, scaled to 

operate within the W-band, is shown in Fig. 6-15. 
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Fig. 6-14: Technical drawing of 4-part TE61 coupler with a power splitting waveguide taper. 

 

Fig. 6-15: (L) A numerical model of the waveguide coupler and (R) a CAD model of a machined block from the 

prototype coupler. 
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Fig. 6-16: Potential orientation of split-block coupler VNA setup with (L) θrot = 0° (C) θrot = 90° and (R) θrot = 

180°. 

The aluminium block was split into four discrete sections with two end sections and 

two centre sections. The end section length in Fig. 6-14 (Part 1 and 4), Lend = 20.0 mm and 

the centre section length (Part 2 and 3), Lcent = 15.0 mm. The waveguide channel was 

manufactured into each split-block using a 3-axis Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) 

milling technique. A Computer Aided Design (CAD) model of the rectangular waveguide 

channel was programmed into a Haas Tool Room Mill using OneCNC software which defines 

the tool path. The tool path was machined into each split-block using a 0.60 mm end mill 

with half the waveguide channel width (1.27 mm depth) milled into each aluminium block 

(Fig. 6-15). A  3-section coupler geometry was initially proposed; however, the length of the 

end mill cutter would prohibit the machining of the full waveguide width into a single block. 

The circular waveguide and waveguide reflector radii (R = 4.10 mm and Rc = 3.20 mm) were 

subsequently drilled into Part 1 and Part 4 using the CNC machine with the waveguide 

through holes of radius R machined into Part 2 and Part 3. Alignment pin holes (Ø = 2.0 mm) 

were machined and alignment pins subsequently attached. The pin holes were placed to 

allow for experimental analysis with the input and output waveguide couplers at a rotation 

angle (θrot) of 0°, 90° and 180°. A diagram of the θrot orientation is shown in Fig. 6-16. The 

manufacture of the prototype TE61 waveguide coupler was completed with the machining of 

holes for split-block connection and experimental setup. Clearance holes (Ø = 1.59 mm) and 

tapped screw holes (Ø = 2.85 mm) were machined into the split-block coupler to allow for 

direct attachment to a W-band waveguide flange. A series of 4 through holes were machined 

into each block (Ø = 4.20 mm) to allow for the insertion of M4 threaded rod. The threaded 
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rods, in conjunction with threaded nuts, are used to clamp the split-block structure to 

prevent any loss of signal between the block faces. A series of images from the split-block 

input coupler are shown in Fig. 6-17. 

 

  

Fig. 6-17: Images of the TE61 split-block waveguide input coupler. 

 

 6.4.  Input Coupler VNA Testing: Experimental Setup 

A schematic of the experimental setup of the W-band TE61 prototype waveguide 

split-block coupler is shown in Fig. 6-18. The analysis of the input and output power splitting 

waveguide convertor was conducted with θrot = 180°. The experimental study was 

performed on an Anritsu 37000D Lightning series VNA with attached OML heads to improve 

the dynamic range to 75 – 110 GHz. An Offset Short Load Through calibration technique, 
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discussed in Section 3.4.3, was used to eliminate any internal losses from the VNA 

components and calibrate the phase mismatch between Port 1 and Port 2. The calibration 

technique was used to optimise the performance of the VNA at 84 – 104 GHz; incorporating 

the operating frequency range of the prototype HOM input coupler (90 – 96 GHz). Images of 

the attachment of the coupler split-block to the VNA are shown in Fig. 6-19. 

 

Fig. 6-18: Schematic of VNA testing of prototype TE61 split-block waveguide coupler.   
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Fig. 6-19: Split-block coupler VNA experimental setup. 

 

 6.5.  Input Coupler VNA Testing: Results 

The W-band prototype tapered waveguide splitter input coupler is scaled from the 

design shown in Section 6.2.3.2 to operate at 90 – 96 GHz. A comparison of the 94 GHz and 

372 GHz waveguide coupler dimensions is shown in Table VI-IV. A discrepancy between the 

designed and manufactured parameter sets was highlighted with precision measurement of 

the manufactured waveguide channel (Fig. 6-17) using a travelling microscope. Detailed 

measurement of the waveguide parameters will allow for comparison between the VNA 

coupling and reflection and simulation results with an accurate modelled parameter set. The 

manufactured parameter set is included in Table VI-IV. A comparison of the 90 – 96 GHz 

waveguide coupler numerical scattering with the designed and actual parameter set is 

shown in Fig. 6-20. The parameter discrepancies caused by manufacturing tolerances are 
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shown to down shift the operating frequency range of the W-band tapered waveguide 

coupler. 

A comparison of the coupler numerical reflection for the designed and actual 

parameter set and VNA reflection results is shown in Fig. 6-21. The VNA setup included a 

single waveguide coupler consisting of two waveguide blocks (Fig. 6-14) with Port 2 and Port 

3 propagating into air. The CST-MS model (Fig. 6-15) was modified to remove the circular 

waveguide ports (Port 2 and Port 3) and replaced with an open boundary at each circular 

structure face. The modifications improve correlation between the numerical and physical 

experimental setup. 

Fig. 6-21 shows the measured VNA reflection from the rectangular input port (Port 1) 

is in good agreement with CST-MS simulation results when open boundaries replace 

waveguide ports at Port 2 and Port 3. The S11 insertion loss at the input port is < 10 dB 

between 90 – 96 GHz with a minimum reflection of ~ -25 dB; therefore,  

> 90% of incident radiation is propagated into the waveguide channel. The simulated and 

measured reflectivity magnitude exhibits close correlation at all considered frequencies (84 

– 104 GHz). 

Table VI-IV: Parameter Comparison between 372 GHz and 93 GHz Waveguide Coupler 

Design. 

Parameter 372 GHz Design 

(mm) 

93 GHz Design 

(mm) 

93 GHz Actual 

(mm) 

R 1.030 4.10 4.12 

RC 0.800 3.20 3.45 

a 0.570 2.60 2.60 

a’ 0.560 2.54 2.60 

b0 0.235 0.95 0.90 
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b’ 0.280 1.27 1.23 

b1 0.570 1.90 1.80 

RIN 0.800 2.72 2.75 

ROUT 1.085 3.67 3.65 

L1 0.272 1.10 1.17 

 

 

 

Fig. 6-20: Simulated transmission and reflection of W-band split block coupler for design and actual parameter 

sets. 
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Fig. 6-21: Measured VNA reflection of single tapered waveguide input coupler compared to numerical 

reflection. 

A measurement of the W-band coupler transmission was made with the VNA 

experimental setup shown in Fig. 6-19. The two discrete coupling sections were positioned 

at θrot = 180°. The waveguide coupler will convert TE10
R – TE61

C – TE10
R allowing for direct 

detection of the signal magnitude at VNA Port 1 and VNA Port 2. An aluminium background 

with reduced electrical conductivity (0.35x107 Sm-1) was employed to compare with the 

idealised PEC background. The waveguide reflector boundary, at either end of the circular 

cavity waveguide, was modelled with an open port to replicate the VNA setup. The E-field 

progression within the dual coupler is shown in Fig. 6-22 and the measured transmission 

compared to numerical data is shown in Fig. 6-23.  
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Fig. 6-22: E-field conversion and progression in W-band HOM prototype coupler experimental setup. 

The transmission of the W-band HOM coupler (Fig. 6-23) is shown to be affected by 

resonances between the two coupling structures for the numerical and experimental setups. 

The inclusion of a waveguide reflector at opposing ends of the circular waveguide creates a 

resonant cavity; hence, energy is lost to cavity loading alongside attenuation in the 

waveguide walls. The internal reflections within the cavity result in a loss of coupling 

strength at resonant frequencies. Transmission loss in the back-to-back waveguide coupler 

averages at ~ 3dB equating to an individual coupler loss of -1.5 dB. The circuit loss in an 

individual aluminium coupler block is measured at -1 dB; therefore, high mode conversion is 

exhibited by the HOM waveguide coupler. 

The cavity resonances are displayed in the S11 VNA measurement when the two 

coupling sections are analysed in the experimental setup. A comparison of the coupler 

reflectivity for a single coupling section and a dual coupler at θrot = 180° is shown in Fig. 6-24. 

A clearer indication of the coupler transmission would be provided if a TE61
C – TE10

R mode 

convertor [6.23 – 6.25] was designed with initial radius R and tapered to rectangular 

waveguide of cross-section a x b. However, the prototype coupler has allowed for accurate 

evaluation of the waveguide reflectivity and > 90% of incident radiation is propagated into 

the circular waveguide. Therefore, an improved experimental setup is likely to enhance the 

observed coupling coefficient from VNA testing of the HOM coupler prototype. 
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Fig. 6-23: Numerical and experimental transmission of W-band split-block HOM input coupler. 

To confirm the mode of conversion, an additional waveguide section of length 3.00 

mm was manufactured and inserted between the two couplers to measure the phase 

response. The measured phase is then compared with the theoretical phase response of the 

TE61 mode in a waveguide of radius R = 4.10 mm. The theoretical and measured phase is 

shown in Fig. 6-25. The phase measurement has close correlation to the theoretical TE61 

phase at 88 – 98 GHz; therefore, the waveguide coupler is shown to have a high TE61 mode 

conversion efficiency. The insertion loss (< 10 dB) and phase measurements suggest > 90% 

transmission to the TE61 mode. 

6.6.  Discussion of HOM Input Coupler Design 

The design of a 372 GHz TE10
R – TE61

C input coupler for a gyro-TWA, based upon a 

waveguide power divider, has been presented. The design of the HOM input coupler 

focussed upon achieving a broadband coupling with a high transmission coefficient whilst 

ensuring the TE61 mode was dominant within the coupled cavity. Two input couplers were 

presented for investigation; an input coupler with a stepped waveguide transition and an 

input coupler with a tapered waveguide transition were modelled to couple the TE61 mode 
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into a circular waveguide cavity with high mode purity. A coaxial cavity input coupler was 

discussed as possible solution to HOM waveguide coupling; however, the potential 

bandwidth achievable with the coupler topology (~ 3%) is not sufficient for application to a 

360 – 384 GHz gyro-TWA. 

 

Fig. 6-24: Comparison of reflectivity for a single coupler and dual coupler VNA setup. 

The two power divider input couplers were designed with low loss rectangular 

waveguide components. The stepped waveguide transition and the tapered waveguide were 

shown to have a return loss of < -35 dB and < -27 dB respectively. The incident split signal 

was coupled into a circular waveguide through smooth walled E-plane waveguide bends. The 

waveguide bends had a reflection coefficient of < -40 dB over the 360 – 384 GHz operating 

bandwidth. The stepped transition input coupler and the tapered waveguide input coupler 

achieved respective bandwidths of 6.5% (360 GHz – 384.5 GHz) and 7% (359 GHz – 385 GHz). 

The tapered waveguide input coupler was selected to be used on a gyro-TWA due to the 

reduced complexity in fabrication and broad bandwidth. 
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Fig. 6-25: Theoretical and numerical dispersion of TE61 mode in W-band coupler. 

A tolerance study of the TE10
R – TE61

C tapered waveguide input coupler was 

performed to analyse the effect of manufacturing discrepancies on the coupler 

performance. The coupler was shown to be stable with manufacturing discrepancies 

associated to the rectangular splitter waveguide. A maximum coupling change of 0.1 dB was 

observed for 20 µm variations of a corresponding to a frequency shift of ~ 0.5 GHz. An 

investigation into the coupled cylindrical beam tunnel, however, highlighted a frequency and 

coupling strength sensitivity with R and L1 variations. For ΔR = ± 10 µm, a 3 GHz centre 

frequency shift was observed and for ΔL1 = ± 25 µm the centre frequency was shifted by ~ 2 

GHz. A decrease in coupling strength was also associated with R and L1 discrepancies (Fig. 6-

12 and Fig. 6-13). Therefore, to ensure high coupling over the desired 360 – 384 GHz 

bandwidth the beam tunnel must be accurately manufactured with strict tolerances applied. 

At 372 GHz, the skin depth of a mm-wave signal in a copper waveguide is ~ 0.1 µm. 

Hence, the depth at which the signal propagates within the waveguide wall is comparable to, 

or smaller than, the surface roughness. Therefore, Ohmic losses will increase with an uneven 

waveguide finish. The consequences of Ohmic losses on the tapered waveguide input 
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coupler need to be analysed to estimate the effect of the signal attenuation on the coupler 

performance. While there is no comprehensive measured metallic conductivity as a function 

of the surface roughness published at the operating frequency, an arbitrary reduction factor 

of 12 was applied to a copper background (0.5x107 Sm-1) to monitor the potential losses 

within the tapered waveguide coupler. The coupling strength at 372 GHz, numerically 

simulated with CST-MS, was shown to decrease by 0.91 dB with a coupling strength of -0.77 

dB for a perfect electrical conductor (PEC) background material and -1.68 dB for a reduced 

conductivity copper background. A smooth surface finish must (Ra = 2 – 3 µm) be achieved in 

manufacture to ensure a high TE61 coupling factor.  

A W-band TE61 prototype coupler was manufactured to allow for VNA testing of the 

tapered waveguide input coupler. A CNC milling technique was used to machine a 

waveguide channel designed to operate at 90 – 96 GHz. The waveguide dimensions were 

scaled from the optimised 360 – 384 GHz TE10
R – TE61

C tapered waveguide input coupler. The 

4-piece aluminium split block coupler design allowed for VNA testing of the coupler 

transmission and reflection. The measured S11 reflection from the input rectangular port 

(Port 1) of the coupler structure was shown to be < -10 dB between 90 – 96 GHz. The VNA 

measurement agreed well with simulated data, suggesting ~ 90% of incident radiation is 

transmitted into the circular coupled waveguide. A transmission and phase measurement 

with a reciprocal input coupler was presented. The phase difference analysis permitted the 

determination of the TE61 conversion into the coupled waveguide with the measurement 

shown to be in good agreement with theoretical TE61 phase over the operating bandwidth. 

However, the resultant transmission coefficient, from simulation and measurement results 

with the input and output ports rotated at θrot = 180°, are subjected to cavity resonances 

caused by the inclusion of waveguide reflectors at each end of the coupled waveguide. The 

average transmission over the operating bandwidth is ~ 3 dB. A proposed modification has 

been made which involves the inclusion of an axial TE61
C – TE10

R mode convertor into the 

experimental setup to improve the measured coupling performance. However, the coupler 

prototype allowed for the detailed analysis of manufacturing and measurement techniques 

applicable to the design of high frequency waveguide structures. 
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The manufacturing technique outlined for the W-band HOM input coupler may be 

used in the manufacture of a 372 GHz waveguide coupler; however, state-of-the-art micro-

milling technology must be employed. High precision laboratories [6.26] have the capability 

to machine waveguide channels of 0.1 mm width with a positional accuracy of ± 0.3 µm 

using 5-axis micro-milling machines and an appropriate end-mill tool piece. A surface finish 

with Ra = ~ 2 µm would ensure that Ohmic losses would be minimised. Therefore, the design 

of a HOM power splitting waveguide coupler with waveguide a x b cross-section (0.57 x 0.24 

mm) is realistic. 
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 7. Conclusions and Future Work 

 7.1. 94 GHz Gyro-TWA Project 

 7.1.1. Input coupler 

The design of a rectangular-to-circular side-wall input coupler was presented.  The 

W-band T-junction coupler was designed to operate at 90 – 100 GHz with a TE10
R – TE11

C 

transmission loss of < 1 dB. A Bragg reflector was employed in the design to prevent wave 

propagation in the gun diode whilst maximising the beam tunnel diameter. A fundamental 

mode waveguide reflector was considered; however, the waveguide dimension may hinder 

beam transport and, hence, affect the gyro-TWA electronic efficiency. The design of a 15-

section Bragg reflector was presented. A comparison between a numerical model and a VNA 

test of a manufactured Bragg reflector was included. The measured phase and reflectivity 

was shown to be in good agreement with the simulated data. The Bragg reflector achieved a 

reflection coefficient of > -1 dB between 90 – 100 GHz except for frequencies ~ 95 GHz 

where a cavity energy storage has occurred.  

The Bragg reflector was attached to a rectangular-to-circular T-junction to form a 3-

port TE10
R – TE11

C input coupler. The numerical model of the waveguide coupler with Bragg 

reflector was shown to have a bandwidth of 13.5% (89 – 102 GHz) where the transmission 

loss was < 1 dB. The Bragg reflector was effective at preventing wave propagation into the 

gun diode with a maximum signal magnitude of -10 dB delivered to Port 3. The waveguide 

coupler was shown to be frequency tuneable with variations in length L which serves to vary 

the reflection phase from the Bragg structure.  

A spark erosion technique was used to manufacture a prototype W-band coupler 

suitable for VNA testing. The coupler transmission loss was shown to be ~ 1 dB between in 

the operating bandwidth which equates to a ~ 0.7 dB loss in transmission compared with the 

numerical model. The measured coupler reflection data was shown to be in good agreement 

with simulated data with a reflectivity of ~ -15 dB between 90 – 100 GHz. 
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The TE10
R – TE11

C waveguide coupler was incorporated in the design of a gyro-TWA with a 3-

fold HCIW. The components required for the full amplifier system were outlined in Chapter 2 

and Chapter 4. 

 7.1.2. 94GHz Gyrotron Travelling Wave Amplifier Experiments 

In the W-band gyro-TWA experiment, stable amplification over the frequency range 

of 91 – 96.5 GHz was achieved from an electron beam of 55 kV and 1.5 A. The maximum gain 

was measured to be 38 dB at 94 GHz. The performance at higher input power levels and 

frequencies above 96.5 GHz were not measured due to limitations of the input drive source. 

The results were in good agreement with a simulated maximum output power of 10 kW and 

bandwidth of 91-100 GHz. The far field profile of the output horn from the gyro-TWA was 

shown to experimentally align with simulated power distribution after consideration of 

systematic angular uncertainties. 

 

 7.2. 372 GHz Gyro-TWA Project 

 7.2.1. Conclusions 

The design of input coupler topologies for a fundamental mode 3-fold HCIW gyro-

TWA and a HOM 8-fold HCIW gyro-TWA operating at 360 – 384 GHz has been presented. The 

design of a T-junction coupler and a multiple-aperture coupler focused on achieving a high 

coupling factor from the TE10
R mode to the TE11

C over a broad bandwidth (> 7%). The 

fundamental TE11 mode is coupled into a 3-fold HCIW which, in turn, generates an operating 

eigenwave through TE21 – TE11 mode coupling. The proposed gyro-amplifier design is similar 

to the operation of the W-band experiment. A comparison of the coupler topologies was 

presented. The operational frequency range of transmission for the T-junction input coupler 

with a Bragg waveguide reflector was shown to be 352 – 390 GHz. The bandwidth of the T-

junction design (~ 10%) is limited because the required beam input port diameter is 

relatively large compared to the beam tunnel. The bandwidth of a 12-aperture multi-hole 

coupler is shown to be 35% (289 – 410 GHz) and the requirement of a frequency selective 
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waveguide reflector is eliminated. Therefore, a multiple-hole input coupler would be 

employed on a gyro-TWA with a 3-fold HCIW.  

The design of a HOM input coupler for a gyro-TWA with an 8-fold HCIW was 

presented. The 8-fold waveguide generates an operating eigenwave from an incident TE61 

mode to spatial harmonics of the cavity TE22 mode; hence, a TE10
R – TE61

C mode coupler was 

required. The use of an overmoded waveguide increases the coupled cavity cross section; 

however, the cavity is susceptible to parasitic oscillation. The input coupler design employed 

an incident TE10 wave splitter to reduce the LOM oscillation in the cylindrical coupled cavity. 

An input coupler topology with a stepped- and tapered-waveguide impedance matching 

section was designed. The couplers were designed to integrate low loss waveguide 

components to ensure maximum transmission into the coupled cavity. The stepped-

waveguide input coupler and the tapered-waveguide input coupler exhibited respective 

bandwidths of 6.5% (360 GHz – 384.5 GHz) and 7% (359 GHz – 385 GHz). A broadband 

tapered-waveguide input coupler was chosen to be employed on an 8-fold gyro-TWA.  

A review of machining tolerance effect on fundamental mode and HOM input 

coupler design was presented. Operation of the TE11 T-junction input coupler is dependent 

on accurate manufacture with variations in a, b and R shown to affect the coupling 

efficiency. Fig. 5-3 highlighted frequency shifting and coupling strength degradation with ± 

20 µm R variations. The fundamental mode multiple hole coupler was shown to be 

maximally stable with a, b and R machining discrepancies; however, the coupler 

performance was shown to be sensitive to aperture variation (R’ and t). A decrease in R’ of 

20 µm was shown to decrease coupling by 30% and a 25 µm increase in gap spacing (t) 

resulted in a 10 – 15% reduction in coupling efficiency. Therefore, the micro-hole drilling 

aperture manufacture must be precise to ensure a > 1 dB transmission loss. The HOM 

tapered-waveguide coupler operating bandwidth was shown to be stable with a and b 

variations associated with the power divider. However, an investigation into the coupled 

beam tunnel highlighted a frequency and coupling strength sensitivity with R and L1 

variations. For R = ± 10 µm, a 3 GHz centre frequency shift was observed and for L1 = ± 25 

µm the centre frequency was shifted by ~ 2 GHz. A decrease in coupling strength was also 
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associated with R and L1 discrepancies. Therefore, the beam tunnel radius must be precision 

manufactured to ensure a high TE61 coupling coefficient. 

The design objectives outlined for the TE11- and TE61-mode couplers were proposed 

to be realised under idealistic numerical conditions; however, to consider the performance 

of a manufactured mode coupler Ohmic losses were considered. The simulated waveguide 

losses for the fundamental mode T-junction coupler and multiple hole coupler with a 

reduced conductivity copper background were 0.25 dB and 0.42 dB respectively with 

corresponding bandwidths of 8% (357 – 387 GHz) and 28% (301 – 399 GHz). The coupling 

strength for the HOM input coupler at 372 GHz was shown to decrease by < 1 dB, a result of 

the increased waveguide length compared to the TE11 waveguide couplers. A smooth surface 

finish (Ra = 2 – 3 µm) must be achieved to limit signal loss to the waveguide wall for efficient 

high frequency mode couplers. 

The manufacturing and VNA testing of a W-band prototype HOM input coupler was 

presented. A CNC micro-milling technique was employed to machine the scaled 372 GHz 

waveguide channel into a 4-block waveguide assembly. The prototype coupler design 

allowed for transmission and reflection measurement using a VNA. A 2-block setup was used 

to measure the coupler reflection at the rectangular input port. The measured return loss 

was shown to be < 10 dB between 90 – 96 GHz with a centre-band reflection of ~ -20 dB. The 

coupler numerical and VNA measured reflectivity results were shown to be in good 

agreement. A 4-block experimental setup was employed to measure the coupler 

transmission; however, the coupler transmission was shown to be affected by cavity 

resonances. The coupling coefficient between the simulated and VNA result is shown to be 

at similar levels (~ -1.5 to -2.0 dB at 92.5 – 94 GHz); however, the frequency response is 

unstable due to internal energy storage. A proposition to improve the transmission 

measurement, by incorporating an axial mode convertor into the experimental setup, was 

made. 
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 7.2.2. Future Work 

A prototype HOM input coupler operating at 360 – 384 GHz is to be manufactured by 

a high precision laboratory. The input coupler will be analysed using a travelling microscope 

to record a manufactured parameter set. The manufactured parameter set will be 

numerically modelled to compare the transmission and reflection of the tapered-waveguide 

input coupler with the designed and manufactured dimensions. VNA testing of the 372 GHz 

TE61 coupler will be undertaken. The transmission of the coupler will be studied by 

incorporating a low loss TE61
C – TE10

R mode convertor into the experimental setup. The 

improved coupler setup will ensure that the measured transmission is unaffected by cavity 

resonances. 

A 372 GHz gyro-TWA with an 8-fold HCIW is to be designed and manufactured. The 

active and passive components required are consistent with those outlined in Chapter 2. A 

broadband TE61 input coupler, designed in Chapter 6, would be employed to couple the 

desired mode into the interaction cavity. HOM gyro-TWA operation would improve the 

power-handling capabilities and, hence, ensure maximum output power levels are achieved. 

The high power gyro-amplifier has the potential to increase the spectral resolution of a DNP-

NMR spectroscope by a factor of 600. 
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Design and Measurement of a Broadband Sidewall
Coupler for a W-Band Gyro-TWA

Liang Zhang, Wenlong He, Craig R. Donaldson, Jason R. Garner, Paul McElhinney, and Adrian W. Cross

Abstract—The input coupler is an important component for a
microwave amplifier. In this paper, a sidewall single-hole input
coupler for aW-band gyrotron traveling-wave amplifier that oper-
ates at the frequency range of 90–100 GHz was designed and mea-
sured. Instead of using a cutoff waveguide, a broadband Bragg-
type reflector with a small spread in phase was optimized for use
as part of the input coupler. The minimum radius of the reflector
was two times the size of a cutoff waveguide, which reduced the
possibility for some of the beam electrons being collected in this
section and lost to the amplifier interaction region.

Index Terms—Bragg reflector, gyrotron traveling-wave ampli-
fier (gyro-TWA), input coupler.

I. INTRODUCTION

G YRO-DEVICES are high-power coherent radiation
sources based on the electron cyclotron instability.

The traveling-wave amplifiers (gyro-TWAs) are one kind of
gyro-devices that can be used in various applications including
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy, high-resolution
radar, deep space communication, and plasma diagnostics.
A high-power wide-frequency-tunable source has significant
advantages in these applications. However, to achieve broad-
band amplification is challenging for the gyro-devices. For
a conventional gyro-TWA using a smooth waveguide as the
beam-wave interaction region, broadband amplification only
occurs far away from the cutoff frequency, which requires high
beam voltage, as well as suffering from a high sensitivity to the
electron beam quality.
The wide frequency tunability can be achieved by using a he-

lically corrugated waveguide (HCW) that has a periodic corru-
gation on a smooth circular waveguide, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
From the Floquet theory, the periodic structure has an infinite
number of spatial harmonics [1]. From the coupled-mode theory
[2], [3], the axial and azimuthal periodicities in the HCW allow
the coupling of two different modes [modes 1 and 2 in Fig. 1(b)]
in circular waveguide to generate new eigenmodes ( and
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Fig. 1. (a) 3-D model of a HCW. (b) Mode coupling in the HCW. The oper-
ating mode has a constant large group velocity over a large range of axial
wavenumbers around zero. is the axial period of the HCW.

). The synchronism conditions for both of the axial and az-
imuthal directions are

(1)

where and are the axial and azimuthal periodicities of the
waveguide, are the axial wavenumbers, and are
the azimuthal indices of the two coupling modes. If the dimen-
sions of the HCW are properly designed, the eigenmode is
able to achieve a constant large group velocity over a large range
of axial wavenumbers around zero, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This
ensures the gyro-TWA has broadband amplification ( to )
as well as less sensitivity to the velocity spread of the electron
beam.
Gyrotron backward-wave oscillators (gyro-BWOs) and

gyro-TWAs based on HCWs have demonstrated excellent
results in achieving high-power and wide frequency tuneability
[4][5][6]. A W-band gyro-BWO with an HCW achieved a max-
imum output power of 12 kW. The frequency tuning band in
the measurement was 88.0–102.5 GHz by adjusting the cavity
magnetic field [7]. A W-band gyro-TWA that shares the same
cusp electron gun, the solenoid system, and microwave output
window with the gyro-BWO is currently being experimentally
studied. It is predicted to achieve a saturated gain of 35 dB,
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and an output power of 5 kW in the frequency band of 90–100
GHz when driven by a 40-kV 1.5-A annular-shaped large-orbit
electron beam [8].
In contrast to the gyro-BWO, the gyro-TWA requires an input

microwave signal for amplification. The input signal is coupled
into the system between the electron gun and the interaction re-
gion from the radial direction. The configuration of the sidewall
input couplers may be different depending upon the required
operating modes for the interaction, but can be categorized as
a single-hole or a multiple-small-aperture type coupler. Both
types have been used in the gyro-TWA experiments. The mul-
tiple small-aperture coupler is able to achieve good coupling
over a narrow bandwidth (about 2%) and the performance de-
grades as the bandwidth increases. A multiple small-aperture
input coupler designed for a Ka-band gyro-TWA achieved about
a 2-dB transmission coefficient with 17% bandwidth from 33
to 39 GHz [9]. At W-band, higher loss is expected due to the
smaller coupling holes (about 0.3 mm). A single-hole coupler
with a cutoff waveguide achieved 20% bandwidth at X-band
[10]. However, it is limited by the usage of the small-radius
cutoff waveguide at high operating frequency.
Thus far, there are no input couplers reported that operate at

W-band that achieve high transmission as well as broad band-
width. In this paper, the single-hole coupler is discussed as it has
the advantage of compact structure with a small area required to
be brazed together to seal the vacuum, which is more suitable
for the W-band gyro-TWA under development due to the space
limitation between the cavity coil and the vacuum jacket. The
input coupler with a Bragg reflector was optimized to achieve a
maximum transmission from the input mode in the rect-
angular waveguide to the mode in the circular waveguide.
The preliminary idea of the proposed coupler was introduced in
[11] and [12]. In this paper, a detailed study of the principle, sim-
ulation, and optimization of the coupler is reported. The simu-
lation results have been verified by measurement using a vector
network analyzer (VNA) and good agreement achieved.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes

the T-junction sidewall coupler with cutoff waveguide.
Section III presents the design of the sidewall coupler with
a broadband Bragg reflector. In Section IV, the construction
and measurement results of the Bragg reflector, as well as the
input coupler are reported and discussed. Section V contains
the conclusion.

II. SINGLE-HOLE SIDEWALL COUPLER WITH CUTOFF SECTION

The general geometry of the single-hole sidewall coupler is
a rectangular-to-circular T-junction. It is a basic microwave
structure that can be used in applications such as an ortho-mode
transducer (OMT) [13], polarizer, and microwave filter [14].
The scattering parameters of the rectangular-to-circular T-junc-
tion can be efficiently calculated by several methods, such as
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), finite-element method
(FEM), or mode-matching method [15], [16]. If only the trans-
mission coefficient from the mode of the rectangular
waveguide to the mode of the circular waveguide needs
to be calculated, a simple equation as described in [14] can be
used to quickly predict the performance.

Fig. 2. Geometry of the T-junction with a cutoff waveguide with parameters’
definition.

However, the T-junction is a symmetrical structure between
ports 2 and 3, which means the transmission coefficient between
ports 1 and 2 will only have a maximum value of 3 dB
(half of the input power). To improve the transmission coeffi-
cient between ports 1 and 2 in the T-junction, a cutoff waveguide
is usually used at port 3. The cutoff waveguide can also stop
the microwave radiation from propagating towards the electron
gun region preventing it from interfering with the electron beam.
The general geometry of the T-junction with a cutoff waveguide
with the definition of the geometry is shown in Fig. 2. The trans-
mission coefficients with different radii and lengths
of the cutoff waveguide are shown as Fig. 3. In the simulation,
the radius is 1.30 mm, which is same size as the mean radius
of the HCW. The dimensions and are 1.20 and 1.72 mm,
respectively, which provide the optimal of the T-junction
over the frequency band of 90–100 GHz.
Fig. 3(a) shows that the is improved as the value re-

duces when . A simple explanation is less microwave
power will propagate to port 3 due to the geometry disconti-
nuity of the circular waveguide step. By the principle of the con-
servation of energy, this power will either be reflected back to
port 1 or travel to port 2 to enhance the transmission power.
A smaller means a higher reflection from the waveguide
step, and a higher transmission coefficient can be achieved. The
waveguide short with has an unity reflectivity in all
the frequencies and has the best transmission coefficient. If the
operating bandwidth of the coupler is defined by the frequency
range of 1-dB transmission, the radius of the cutoff waveguide
needs to be smaller than 0.68 mm to achieve a full bandwidth
of 90–100 GHz.
Fig. 3(b) shows that the bandwidth increases as the length

of the cutoff waveguide reduces when a waveguide short
is used. In this case, the phase response of the circular

waveguide is the only parameter that affects the bandwidth. The
phase of the mode in a circular waveguide with radius
and length is , where is the axial wavenumber

of the mode. The waveguide short has a constant phase
response of . The overall phase response by the circular
waveguide with length and the waveguide short is

(2)
The phase spread in the operating frequency range can be de-
fined as

(3)
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Fig. 3. Transmission coefficient as a function of: (a) when mm and
(b) of when mm.

where and are the start and end frequencies in (3).
Fig. 4 shows the relation between the phase spread and the
bandwidth for different waveguide lengths . The phase spread
becomes larger as increases, and the larger the phase spread
is, the narrower the bandwidth will be. The maximum band-
width of about 19% can be achieved when , where

is a constant and no phase spread exists. Another useful
result from Fig. 3(b) is the center frequency in the bandwidth
shifts as the length of the waveguide changes, which allows
the coupler to have some tuning capability.

III. SIDEWALL COUPLER WITH BRAGG REFLECTOR
The cutoff waveguide is a general solution to improve the

transmission coefficient for the input coupler. The only require-
ment is the radius of the cutoff waveguide needs to be suffi-
ciently small. For a low-frequency microwave vacuum elec-
tronic device, such as the X-band gyro-BWO/TWA, the require-
ment is easier to satisfy while keeping a high electron-beam
transportation rate. For the W-band gyro-TWA, the average ra-
dius of the annular electron beam is about 0.37 mm at a beam

Fig. 4. Correlations between the phase spread, bandwidth, and length .

Fig. 5. Pareto fronts of the multiple-objective optimization with different cor-
rugation sections.

Fig. 6. Geometry of the optimized 16-section Bragg reflector (unit in
millimeters).

alpha of 1.56 [17]. The beam radius is even larger in the input
coupler region as the magnetic field is smaller. From the simu-
lation results presented above, if a cutoff waveguide was used in
the input coupler region, then the electron beam would be sep-
arated by a distance of less than 0.3 mm from the inner surface
of the cutoff waveguide. It will be useful to have space for the
electron beam to pass, as this alleviates the alignment problem
of the beam in the diode region. Ideally a waveguide structure
with a large inner radius, but having similar characteristics to
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF THE DESIGNED AND MACHINED BRAGG REFLECTOR. UNITS ARE ALL IN MILLIMETERS

a waveguide short, is required. From the analysis and discus-
sion in Section II, this requirement can be specified by a high
reflection coefficient and small phase spread over the operating
frequency band. The phase spread has a greater effect than the
reflection coefficient.

A. Design of the Bragg Reflector
Based on the general mode-coupling structure mentioned in

Section I, a waveguide with only axial periodicity also allows
one mode to couple with its spatial harmonic. In this case, the
azimuthal resonance condition will be automatically satisfied.
The axial resonance condition becomes , which is
also called “the Bragg resonance condition.” A strong mode-se-
lective reflection that scatters the incident wave coherently into
a backward wave can be achieved. This axial periodic structure
can also be overmoded, and therefore, a large radius is possible.
It will be very useful in the high-frequency applications as the
dimensions can be relatively large to release the tolerance re-
quirement. Therefore, it has great potential to replace the wave-
guide short used in the coupler if a small phase spread can be
achieved as well.
Among the various axial periodic structures, the simplest

structure is the periodic rectangular-corrugation waveguide,
which includes two circular waveguide sections with different
radii in one period. The mode-selective Bragg reflector [18]
based on the rectangular corrugation waveguide can achieve a
high reflection, however, the bandwidth is small and not able to
cover the frequency band of the gyro-TWA. It has been shown
that the bandwidth of the Bragg reflector can be improved by
varying the corrugation profile. A 13-section reflector has been
designed to operate in the frequency range of 8.0–9.5 GHz for
an X-band gyro-BWO to enable electron beam propagation
and to reflect the microwave radiation in the forward direction
[19]. Further simulations show that more corrugation sections
will achieve larger bandwidth and higher reflection while the
drawback is a larger ohmic loss.

However, these simulations only considered the reflectivity
of the Bragg reflector. The phase spread is too large to pro-
vide adequate bandwidth to be used in the coupler and further
simulations are required. As there is no analytical method to
predict the performance of the Bragg reflector with arbitrary
corrugation profile, the numerical mode-matching method [20]
was employed to simulate such a waveguide structure. A mul-
tiple-objective optimization using a genetic algorithm was used
to search for a broadband reflector with variable corrugation
depths. Two goal functions were used in the optimization. One
was to maximize the reflection, and the other was to minimize
the phase spread. The equations are

(4)

where are the parameters to be optimized. In this case, they are
the dimensions of the reflector. is the frequency index in the
calculated frequency range, is the number of the frequency
samples, is the reflection coefficient of , and is the
phase of . The value range of the period can be simply cal-
culated from the Bragg resonance condition and the minimum
radius of the corrugation section was set the same as the mean
radius of the interaction region.
Fig. 5 shows the Pareto fronts of the goal functions in dif-

ferent numbers of corrugation sections. A high reflection can be
achieved ( close to 0) if the phase spread does not need to
be considered. However, a very high reflection as well as a small
phase spread cannot be achieved at the same time. The practical
design needs to tradeoff between the goal functions. Increasing
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the number of corrugation sections will help to get a better per-
formance, but not significantly better after this number exceeds
15.
The optimum geometry of the Bragg reflector was chosen

to have a balanced performance of the reflectivity and phase
spread, as shown in Fig. 6. The dimensions of the corruga-
tion radii are listed in Table I. The phase spread is about 1.82.
From Fig. 4, such a phase spread will give rise to a bandwidth
larger than 10 GHz and is sufficient to cover the required fre-
quency band. The tolerance sensitivity of the Bragg reflector
was also studied by an optimization routine. In the optimiza-
tion, all the dimensions were allowed to have random tolerances
within 20 m and the target was to maximize the goal func-
tions in (4). The Pareto front is shown as Fig. 7(a). The reflec-
tivity becomes worse with the tolerance applied. The tolerance
will generally result in a larger phase spread while it also is pos-
sible to get an even smaller value. However, the difference is rel-
atively small, with a maximum change of 0.03. Fig. 7(b) shows
the comparison of the simulation results for the designed geom-
etry and the ones at points A and B in Fig. 7(a). At point A,
the radii of the third to sixth sections are nearly with maximum
tolerance of 20 m. It results in larger phase spread; however,
it only has a small effect on the reflectivity. The dimensions at
point B shows the last few sections have a bigger effect on the
reflectivity. With the appearance of a spike at 97 GHz, the phase
spread can be even smaller. Further simulations show that the
spike is mainly caused by tolerance from the second corrugation
section. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the spike appears when using
the designed geometry, but with tolerance at the second corru-
gation section, and it disappears when using the geometry with
tolerance at point B, except the designed radius at the second
corrugation section. The tolerance from the other corrugation
sections has less effect on the amplitude and the phase response
of the Bragg reflector.

B. Sidewall Coupler With Bragg Reflector

The input coupler composed of the reflector and the T-junc-
tion was simulated using CST Microwave Studio. A good
transmission of about 0.4 dB can be achieved over the fre-
quency band of 90–100 GHz using the designed dimensions of
the broadband reflector, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The simulation
of the coupler with the designed Bragg reflector showed an
average transmission coefficient of 0.4 dB over the frequency
band. When considering the tolerance, the average transmission
is still better than 0.6 dB, which meets the design criteria
of the coupler for the gyro-TWA. It also confirms that the
reflectivity of the Bragg reflector does not have a significant
impact on the coupler.

IV. CONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT

The reflector was manufactured using an electroforming
method. An aluminum former with the inner cross section of
the waveguide was firstly constructed by a computer numerical
control (CNC) machine and then copper was grown on it. The
aluminum mandrel was later dissolved away to form the copper
waveguide. Before electroforming, the dimensions of the re-
flector were measured and then simulated. The comparisons

Fig. 7. (a) Pareto fronts of the tolerance sensitivity. (b) Comparison of the per-
formance with designed parameters and the values at points A and B. (c) Detail
tolerance study on Section II.

of the designed and measured dimension of the broadband
reflector are shown in Table I. Almost all the radii of the
corrugation sections in the measurement are larger than the
designed values, and the averaged machining error was about
0.1 mm. Generally a well-calibrated CNC machine should be
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Fig. 8. Performance of the designed coupler and with tolerance at points A
and B.

Fig. 9. S-parameters of the optimized 16-section Bragg reflector.

able to achieve a machining accuracy of 20 m if operated
by an experienced technician.
From the simulation, although the magnitude of the reflection

has a different trend with the one designed, the phase spread of
the two structures are similar with a phase shift of about 17 .
This resulted in a shift of the central frequency. The measured
results shown in Fig. 9 agree well with the simulation results
using the actual dimensions. The spike at 95 GHz is mainly
caused by the tolerance at the second section.
With the actual dimensions, the center frequency of the band-

width is down shifted, which means the lower frequency side
has an even better transmission while the higher frequency side
becomes worse. From the analysis in Section II, it is possible to
shift the center frequency by reducing slightly the length of the
first section.
To measure the performance of the input coupler, a copper

block that contains a T-junction was machined. The connec-
tion of the components and the measurement setup are shown
in Fig. 10(a). A rectangular-to-circular convertor was used to
convert the mode of the rectangular waveguide (VNA
port) into the mode of the circular waveguide (port 2
of the T-junction). Two waveguide tapers were machined by

Fig. 10. (a) Measurement setup, (b) transmission coefficient, and (c) reflection
coefficient of the input coupler.

wire erosion to match the dimensions of the waveguide compo-
nents. The measured transmission and the reflection are shown
as Fig. 10(b) and (c), respectively. The input coupler has an av-
erage 1.0-dB transmission over the desired frequency band.
It is about 0.7 dB less than the designed performance. How-
ever, if considering the loss of the input coupler and the rela-
tively big machining tolerance, such performance is quite ac-
ceptable for use in the W-band gyro-TWA. It also proves that
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the reflector with periodic corrugations is not a tolerance-sensi-
tive waveguide structure. Therefore, with a smaller machining
tolerance this design could be used for higher frequency appli-
cations.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a sidewall single-hole coupler based on a rect-

angular-to-circular T-junction and a broadband Bragg-type re-
flector was designed and measured. The relations between the
bandwidth and the phase spread were analyzed numerically. It
was used as one of the goal functions to optimize the dimen-
sions of the broadband reflector. The measurement of the input
coupler showed an average 1.0-dB transmission over the de-
sired frequency band (90–100 GHz), which is acceptable to be
used in the W-band gyro-TWA experiment. The proposed input
coupler has much larger radius compared with the one using
a cutoff waveguide, therefore greatly relaxing the strict align-
ment requirement of the gyro-TWA. The proposed coupler has
potential for further improvements, such as using a more precise
CNC machine to reduce the machining tolerance. Also, as the
Bragg reflector has a relatively large tolerance allowance, it is
possible to simplify the geometry by combining similar radii to
reduce the machining difficulty, such as combining corrugation
sections 4 and 5, and corrugation sections 11–13.
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Design Study of a Fundamental Mode Input
Coupler for a 372-GHz Gyro-TWA I:

Rectangular-to-Circular Coupling Methods
Jason R. Garner, Liang Zhang, Craig R. Donaldson, Adrian W. Cross, and Wenlong He

Abstract— The design of two fundamental mode rectangular-
to-circular waveguide input couplers for a low-terahertz
gyrotron-traveling wave amplifier (gyro-TWA) is presented.
A T-junction input coupler with a Bragg reflector and a multiple-
hole directional coupler were optimized for operation between
360 and 384 GHz, the proposed gyro-TWA bandwidth. The
T-junction coupler and the multiple-hole coupler achieved the
respective bandwidths of 10% and 35%. The benefits and
potential limitations of the low-terahertz wave coupler topologies
are discussed alongside the challenging manufacturing methods
of the submillimeter-wave components.

Index Terms— Gyrotron-traveling wave amplifier (gyro-TWA),
mode coupling, terahertz input coupler, waveguide coupler.

I. INTRODUCTION

GYRODEVICES are the sources of coherent
electromagnetic (EM) radiation based on the cyclotron

resonance maser instability [1] capable of delivering high-
power microwave signals at high frequencies. Applications of
the gyrodevices include plasma heating [2], Radio Detection
and Ranging (RADAR) systems [3], and spectroscopes [4].

A W -band gyrotron-traveling wave amplifier (gyro-TWA)
has been developed at the University of Strathclyde for
use on a weather monitoring RADAR system. The W -band
device uses a threefold helically corrugated interaction
region (HCIR) [5] as opposed to a standard smooth bore cavity.
The HCIR couples the TE21 mode to the first spatial harmonics
of the TE11 mode to generate an operating eigenwave, improv-
ing the bandwidth range for the gyro-TWA operation [6].
Research on gyrodevices at the University of Strathclyde has
demonstrated excellent results in achieving high-power and
wide-frequency tunability. A W -band gyrotron backward wave
oscillator (gyro-BWO) achieved a maximum output power
of 12 kW when driven by a 40-kV, 1.5-A, annular-shaped
large-orbit electron beam [7]. The frequency tuning band
of 88–102.5 GHz was achieved through the adjustments of
the cavity magnetic field. The gyro-TWA incorporates the
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Fig. 1. Gyro-TWA schematic with 1—electron gun, 2—reverse coil
for magnetic cusp, 3—solenoid, 4—pillbox window, 5—input coupler feed
to HCIR, and 6—vacuum window at output horn.

TABLE I

TARGET GOALS FOR GYRO-TWA PERFORMANCE

components designed for the gyro-BWO. A schematic of the
gyro-TWA is shown in Fig. 1.

A gyro-TWA operated at a center frequency of 372 GHz is
being developed for the applications of electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) and dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) in
a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) system. High-power
(hundreds of watts) wide bandwidth (10%) gyroamplifiers are
ideal for pulsed EPR and DNP-NMR applications. A list of tar-
geted performance characteristics of the 372-GHz gyro-TWA
is presented in Table I.

Efficient coupling of EM radiation into the gyro-TWA
interaction cavity is important to the overall performance
of the gyro-TWA. At frequencies approaching the terahertz
region, the coupling process encounters tremendous difficul-
ties due to the submillimeter dimensions and the subsequent
increase in waveguide losses caused by a reduction in the skin
depth. In this paper, the theoretical and numerical designs of
two millimeter-wave couplers are presented. Discussion on
the manufacturability of the designs is given alongside the
selection of a coupler topology, deemed to be best suited
for high-frequency operation, to be taken forward and
implemented on a low-terahertz gyro-TWA.

0018-9383 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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A well-designed coupler topology can be utilized as a
method of coupling power into the interaction cavity and/or as
a method of radially extracting the generated EM radiation [8].
However, higher than expected reflections from the component
can result in stimulated oscillations in the cavity and loss of the
amplification characteristics. The design of the input coupler
is centered on the optimization of two parameters:

1) the transmission ratio from the input mode to the desired
cavity mode;

2) bandwidth of the passive structure.
The potential application of the input coupler designs will

be based on achieving a transmission of larger than −1 dB
in the frequency range of 360–384 GHz. The frequencies at
which the transmission falls below −1 dB will determine
the bandwidth of the passive component, with the percent-
age bandwidth determined by the deviation about the center
operating frequency. A waveguide reflector is also presented,
aiming to prevent the propagation of incident radiation to the
electron gun, while maximizing the beam tunnel diameter.

II. T-JUNCTION INPUT COUPLER

WITH BRAGG REFLECTOR

The proposed millimeter-wave coupler design is based
upon a rectangular-to-circular T-junction. The waveguide
T-junction transition has many practical applications, includ-
ing the structures use as a filter [9], a polarizer [10], and
in orthomode transducers [11]. Analytical methods can be
used in the optimization of a simple microwave structure,
also providing higher order mode information. Several ana-
lytical techniques for understanding a rectangular-to-circular
T-junction have been demonstrated using Fourier transform
and/or mode matching techniques [12].

The rectangular-to-circular T-junction has three parameters
available for optimization, which will affect the coupling of
the structure. The parameters in question are the rectangular
waveguide width and height, a and b respectively, and
the radius of the circular waveguide, R. Efficient coupling of
the TER

10 mode to TEC
11 is achieved when the wavelength of the

incident wave is approximately unchanged when transmitted
into the beam tunnel, i.e., when λR

g ≈ λC
g , where the R and C

superscripts denote the guide wavelength in the rectangular
and circular waveguides, respectively.

For a gyro-TWA system, practical design limitations are
often imposed on the magnitude of R, the radius of the beam
tunnel. For the gyro-TWA operated at the center frequency
of 372 GHz, the beam tunnel radius is 0.35 mm. In practice,
the beam tunnel radius is chosen to allow for transmission of
the desired mode to the interaction cavity and is made large
enough to allow for unhindered electron beam propagation.
The cusp electron gun for the high-frequency gyro-TWA pro-
duces an electron beam of 0.2 mm in radius. The parameters a
and b were numerically optimized using Computer Simulation
Technology (CST) Microwave Studio (CST-MS) to minimize
reflections at the input port with the optimized values of 0.55
and 0.50 mm, respectively.

The input coupler design requires the majority of the
input radiation to be transmitted to the interaction region.
To prevent wave propagation into the diode region of

Fig. 2. Side view of T-junction coupler with Bragg reflector.

TABLE II

PARAMETER SET FOR 372-GHz BRAGG REFLECTOR

the gyro-TWA, the use of a cutoff waveguide attached to
a rectangular-to-circular T-junction is a general solution to
improve the transmission coefficient over the operational
bandwidth. For lower frequencies, the step-down waveguide
reflector is a simple, practical method, which produces excel-
lent results. However, at frequencies approaching the low-
terahertz region, a cutoff waveguide can hinder the beam
transportation through the cavity due to the reduced waveguide
diameter at high frequencies. At the input coupler region of a
gyro-TWA, the Larmor radius of the electron beam is large due
to the small magnetic field magnitude relative to the center of
the interaction region. Therefore, it is beneficial to increase
the diameter of the waveguide structure within which the
electron beam can propagate, while ensuring a high reflectivity
of incident radiation.

A Bragg reflector [13] is a waveguide structure with radial
periodicity, which can be used as a method of providing
frequency selective feedback. A review of a Bragg reflector
design in the W -band is presented in [14]. The design process
was applied and an optimized reflection of ∼100% in the
desired frequency band was achieved for the condition that
the radii of the reflector sections are larger than R (Fig. 2).
The radii of the individual sections of the Bragg reflector,
listed sequentially from the section closest to the input coupler,
are shown in Table II.

The numerical scattering parameters of an optimized
TE10–TE11 T-junction low-terahertz coupler with a Bragg
reflector for R = 0.35 mm were simulated and are shown
in Fig. 3. The use of a Bragg reflector in the coupler geometry
has proved to be an effective method of achieving high
transmission over the desired bandwidth, while maximizing
the region through which an electron beam may propagate
unhindered. Therefore, no unnecessary reduction in the elec-
tronic efficiency of the gyro-TWA will occur as a result of
electron power loss in the waveguide wall. The waveguide
section length L was optimized at 0.12 mm to achieve
high coupling between 360 and 384 GHz with the attached
waveguide reflector.
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Fig. 3. Scattering parameters of a TE10–TE11 T-junction coupler with Bragg
reflector.

Fig. 4. L variation effect on T-junction coupler frequency response.

Transmission loss of larger than −1 dB was achieved over
a ∼10% bandwidth, which includes the operational frequency
range of the low-terahertz gyro-TWA. A coupler of similar
topology has been shown to achieve a bandwidth of 20% [15];
however, this design would only be applicable to a structure
where a small diameter waveguide reflector, in comparison to
the operating wavelength, is permissible. The Bragg reflector
was effective in preventing the transmission of significant
levels of radiation toward the electron gun with S31 of less
than −15 dB achieved over the desired bandwidth.

The T-junction coupler topology displayed a degree of
frequency tunability with a variation of the waveguide length
between the Bragg reflector and the near edge of the input
rectangular waveguide (L). The change in transmission fre-
quencies is shown in Fig. 4 for variations in length L
for the fixed values of a, b, and R. The frequency shifts
exhibited are a result of reflected wave phase changes from
the Bragg structure caused by changes in waveguide length.
An increase in L is shown to lower the center frequency
of the T-junction coupler alongside reducing the coupling
bandwidth.

To test the feasibility of the input coupler, a tolerance study
was undertaken. A review of the effect from 10 to 20 μm

Fig. 5. Effect of small R variations on T-junction coupler transmission.

Fig. 6. Effect of a variation on T-junction coupler center frequency.

changes to R on the input coupler transmission for the fixed
values of a and b is shown in Fig. 5. The resultant plot shows
that small variations in the interaction waveguide radius will
result in the degradation of the total coupling achieved by the
waveguide structure. The spark erosion technique, which can
be used to manufacture circular waveguides of submillimeter
radius, can achieve a tolerance of ±5 μm about the optimum
value. Fig. 5 suggests that a variation of 5 μm to R would
ensure that high coupling to the TE11 mode is still achieved
despite the radius discrepancy. A similar process involving
waveguide width and height variations for fixed R was under-
taken. The study highlighted that up to ±25-μm variations of
a about the optimum value of 0.55 mm will result in a center
frequency shift of ∼2 GHz with a minimal effect on coupling
strength (Fig. 6). Alternatively, Fig. 7 shows that ±25-μm
alterations to b will have no effect on the frequency response;
however, the coupling strength is reduced by ∼50% at the
center frequency. The Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
milling technique, used to manufacture waveguide channels,
has a low limit positional accuracy of ±1 μm. Therefore, if
a modern milling machine is used in the coupler design, the
frequency shift caused by a and b variations will not result in
the input coupler being unfit for operation at 360–384 GHz.
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Fig. 7. Effect of b discrepancies on transmission at 372 GHz.

Fig. 8. Power flow of four-port directional coupler with Port 1—input,
Port 2—coupled, Port 3—isolated, and Port 4—through.

III. MULTIPLE-HOLE INPUT COUPLER

A low-terahertz, rectangular TE10 to circular TE11,
multiple-hole input coupler was also evaluated through numer-
ical simulations. The multiple-aperture coupler is, unlike the
three-port designs described in Section II, a four-port device
consisting of two transmission lines electromagnetically cou-
pled through a series of common wall apertures. A commonly
used power flow schematic of a four-port network is shown
in Fig. 8. Directional couplers can be designed for arbitrary
power division with the common coupling factors of 3, 6,
10, and 20 dB commonly employed as a method of energy
extraction from a millimeter-wave cavity. The theory of small
aperture coupling between transmission lines [16] provides
a description of the field profile through an individual cou-
pling hole. A waveguide directional coupler consists of two
waveguides coupled through a series of apertures on a common
broad wall [17]; however, narrow wall coupling has also
been demonstrated [18]. EM coupling between rectangular
and circular waveguides is also feasible [19]. The design
of a rectangular-to-circular multiple-hole coupler, centered
at 372 GHz, is based on achieving a high coupling factor for
the desired mode and a high directivity. The coupling between
the rectangular and the circular transmission lines is defined
as the ratio of the power at the input port to the power at the
coupled port. The directivity is the ratio of the power at the
coupled port to the power at the isolated port. For an ideal
multiple-aperture coupler, the directivity would be infinite.
Choung et al. [20] show that the coupling (C) for a small
aperture with uniform displacement as

C =
∑i=N

i=1 ai cos
(

2i−1
2N−1

)
πθC

∑i=N
i=1 ai

(1)

Fig. 9. Coupling and directivity parameters of wanted and unwanted modes.

and, similarly, the directivity (D) as

D =
∑i=N

i=1 ai cos
(

2i−1
2N−1

)
πθD

∑i=N
i=1 ai

(2)

where θC and θD are the coupling and the directivity parame-
ters, respectively, defined as

θC = L

2π
(β1 − β2) (3)

θD = L

2π
(β1 + β2) (4)

where L is the coupling section length. The coupling length,
L, is defined by the product of the number of apertures and the
separation between adjacent apertures (2N ∗ s). For a 30-hole
coupling section, N = 15. The phase constant, β, is unique
to each of the rectangular and circular transmission lines.
For a circular waveguide of R = 0.35 mm, the phase
constants, β R

10 and βC
11, are matched when a ≈ 0.60 mm.

The separation between neighboring holes is equated as half
the radiation wavelength (s = 0.50 mm). The coupling (3)
and directivity (4) parameters for TEC

10 and TMC
01 are plotted

as a function of frequency in Fig. 9. For the analysis, β1 is
the phase constant in the rectangular waveguide and β2 is the
phase constant in the circular waveguide.

In order to achieve high coupling, the propagation of
unwanted modes must also be considered. For the TE11 mode
coupler, the three subsequent higher order modes (TM01, TE21,
and TE01) are also evaluated. The only unwanted mode that
will propagate is TMC

01. Therefore, the coupler design should
ensure that the TM01 mode has a lower coupling parameter
than the TE11 mode.

Fig. 9 shows that strong coupling to the TEC
11 mode is

achieved, while coupling to the TMC
01 mode is weak compared

with the desired mode. Maximum coupling is achieved for a
coupling parameter equal to 0 dB. The directivity parameter
of the TE11 mode is less than θD for the TM01 mode over the
entire frequency range; hence, TM01 is isolated. Therefore,
the TE11 mode would be dominant at the coupled port of the
four-port network.

The coupling strength of the TE11 mode into Line 2 varies
with the number of coupling apertures. In the analysis of (1),
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Fig. 10. Simulated transmission of 12-, 18-, 24-, and 30-aperture couplers.

Fig. 11. 3-D multihole geometry (L) and microwave field progression (R).

the coupling parameter (θC) and the coupling strength (ai)
are constant. Equation (1) suggests strong coupling for
N = 12 − 30. A coupling aperture radii array can improve the
coupling and directivity [21]; however, a distributive array will
enhance the manufacturing complexity, especially the aperture
size is small at high operating frequencies. Therefore, a linear
aperture distribution is employed. A numerical simulation is
carried out in a bid to analyze the TER

10–TEC
11 transmission for

12-, 18-, 24-, and 30-hole couplers (see Fig. 10) for optimized
hole radii.

Fig. 10 has indicated that the transmission from Fig. 9 for
the multiple-aperture coupler is comparable with the theoret-
ical prediction. However, a similar level of coupling can be
achieved for 18-, 24-, and 30-aperture couplers provided the
hole radius, R′, is optimized. For 18 apertures, R′ = 0.17 mm
whereas 24- and 30-aperture couplers are optimized with
R′ = 0.16 and 0.15 mm, respectively. The coupling strength
achieved with 12 apertures is less than the 18-, 24-, and 30-
aperture couplers; however, the magnitude of the coupling
strength is larger than −1 dB meaning it is within the target
boundaries set for the input coupler design. For all four
structures, the separation between Lines 1 and 2 is 0.05 mm.
The desired coupling response over the required bandwidth can
be achieved with 12 apertures. Therefore, subsequent designs
will use 12 coupling holes (Fig. 11).

The dimensions of the theoretically calculated parameters
are shown in Table III. The waveguide height (b) to waveguide
width (a) ratio is initially set at 2:1. Optimization of the

TABLE III

THEORETICAL AND OPTIMIZED PARAMETER SET

Fig. 12. Transmission variation as effected by aperture radius at 372 GHz.

Fig. 13. Transmission variation with increase in aperture height at 372 GHz.

transmission and reflection within the coupling structure is
carried out through parametric sweeps of the waveguide width
and height (a and b), the radius of the coupling apertures (R′),
and the spacing between Lines 1 and 2, i.e., the aperture
height. It is known that the spacing between the center of
adjacent coupling apertures (s) is ∼0.4 mm; however, the R′
value can be set for optimum performance within the upper
limit of s/2. The effect of R′ variation on the TER

10–TEC
11

coupling for a 12-aperture coupler is shown in Fig. 12. The
aperture height is determined by considering the potential
thickness of the metal sheet used to separate the rectangular
and circular waveguides in a practical coupler. The effect of
sheet metal thickness on the TE11 transmission to the coupled
port for a 12-hole structure is shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 14. Transmission and reflection of 372-GHz 12-hole input coupler.

Fig. 12 shows that coupling to the desired mode is enhanced
with increasing R′ up to 0.18 mm. The upper limit of
0.19 mm is dictated by the optimal pitch between the centers
of adjacent apertures (0.4 mm), allowing space for machining
of adjacent holes. The effect of increasing separation between
Lines 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 13, where a decrease in
energy delivered to the coupled port is evident with increased
separation. A metal thickness of 0.05 mm would be chosen
for a manufactured multiple-hole coupler. A sheet thickness
of this magnitude would allow for a high transmission to the
TEC

11 mode, while ensuring that a high mechanical stability is
achieved in the gap spacing. The CST-MS simulated scattering
of the optimized 12-aperture coupler is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 shows that an operational frequency range
of 121 GHz, equating to a bandwidth of over 35%, is achieved
with the 12-aperture coupler. Fig. 10, however, shows that
marginal increases in coupling strength can be achieved by
increasing the aperture number but additional length will
lead to higher losses in the waveguide structure. The fre-
quency range of the proposed fundamental mode gyro-TWA
(360–384 GHz) is enclosed within the operational bandwidth
of the 12-aperture input coupler and, therefore, is suitable for
the proposed application. The optimized parameter set is doc-
umented in Table III, showing that the theoretically calculated
set provided a good basis upon which to explore the coupler
design. The optimized structure has a waveguide height (b) of
0.36 mm, minimizing the reflections at the input port.

Due to the coupler operation at low-terahertz frequencies,
the dimensional tolerances on certain structural parameters of
the multiple-hole waveguide coupler are very sensitive. The
input waveguide (Line 1) will be considered. The height of
the input guide affects the coupling to the TEC

11 mode in
Line 2; however, the effect of b variations between 0.30- and
0.50-mm inclusive is minimal to the overall coupling strength.
Therefore, a larger tolerance can be applied to the b dimension
in the manufacture of the waveguide coupler. However, the
feasibility study highlighted a ∼20% reduction in the power
coupled to Port 2 with a 40-μm deviation from the optimum
value of a. A ±10-μm variation to the waveguide width, the
typical tolerance of a state-of-the-art CNC mill, would ensure
that the coupling coefficient is acceptable for the gyro-TWA.

Therefore, it is permissible to construct the 12-aperture coupler
with modern numerically controlled manufacturing techniques.

The waveguide line sheet separation of 0.05-mm thickness
will allow the microhole drilling technique to be used in
the manufacture [22]. The drilling process can micro-machine
apertures with a minimum diameter of 0.05 mm and an aspect
ratio of 7:1 in reference to the length of aperture required
to the diameter of the drill bit. Therefore, a hole of length
0.05 mm and R′ = 0.18 mm, values used in the multiple-hole
coupler simulation, is achievable.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The design of two fundamental mode rectangular-to-circular
input couplers has been presented. The design of the
T-junction coupler and the multiple-aperture coupler has
focused on achieving a high coupling factor from the TER

10
mode to the TEC

11 mode over a broad bandwidth. The use
of a Bragg reflector has proved to be an effective method of
providing frequency selective feedback of EM radiation at high
frequency.

The operational frequency range of transmission for the
T-junction input coupler is shown to be 352–390 GHz,
equating to a bandwidth of ∼10%. The bandwidth of the
T-junction design is limited because the required beam
input port diameter is relatively large compared with the
wavelength. The bandwidth of the multihole coupler is 35%
(289–410 GHz). The coupler exceeds the bandwidth exhibited
by the multiple-arm coupler of [19]. The use of a multiple-
aperture directional coupler means that the requirement for a
frequency selective wave reflector is eliminated. The 12-hole
coupler design has <10% of the incident radiation propagated
to Port 3.

Ohmic losses are not included in the simulations with a
perfect electrical conductor background employed. However,
at 372 GHz, the skin depth is ∼0.1 μm, which is comparable
with, or smaller than, the surface roughness. This will result
in increased ohmic loss. The effect of the surface roughness
and skin depth can be analytically evaluated with a reduced
electrical conductivity background material in CST-MS. While
there is no comprehensive measured conductivity as a function
of the surface roughness published at the operating frequency,
an arbitrary reduction factor of 12 was used to monitor the
potential losses within the designed couplers. The simulated
waveguide losses for the T-junction coupler are 0.25 and
0.42 dB for the multiaperture coupler at 372 GHz with a
respective corresponding bandwidth of 8% (357–387 GHz)
and 28% (301–399 GHz). Coupling degradation of this mag-
nitude would not pose a significant problem to either input
coupler operation.

To achieve strong TER
10–TEC

11 coupling, strict manufacturing
tolerances must be applied to the construction of the couplers
to achieve optimum coupling strength. The sensitivity of the
T-junction input coupler to variations in R means that strict
tolerances must be applied to this parameter. Similarly, the
12-aperture coupler is very sensitive to variations in the
aperture radius (R′) and the input rectangular waveguide
width (a). Therefore, manufacture of the low-terahertz passive
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components will present a significant challenge. However, due
to the large coupling bandwidth, which results in the coupler
performance being less sensitive to operational frequency
shifts, it is proposed a 0-dB 12-aperture directional coupler
would be used for a fundamental mode input coupler on a
372-GHz gyro-TWA.
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Design Study of a 372-GHz Higher
Order Mode Input Coupler

Jason R. Garner, Liang Zhang, Craig R. Donaldson, Adrian W. Cross, and Wenlong He

Abstract— The design of a higher order mode (HOM) input
coupler for a low-terahertz gyrotron travelling wave amplifier
is presented. A two-branch waveguide coupler based on the
even distribution of incident power is designed to couple the
rectangular TE10 mode to the circular TE61 mode. The opti-
mised tapered waveguide input coupler achieved an operating
frequency range of 359–385 GHz, equating to a bandwidth of 7%.
A prototype waveguide coupler scaled to W -band (75–110 GHz)
was manufactured. The vector network analyser measured return
loss of the HOM coupler is shown to be <10 dB at 90–96 GHz.
A transmission and phase measurement is presented to analyse
TE61 mode conversion in the coupler.

Index Terms— Gyrotron travelling wave amplifier (gyro-TWA),
mode coupling, terahertz input coupler, waveguide coupler.

I. INTRODUCTION

GYRO-DEVICES are the sources of coherent EM
radiation based on the cyclotron resonance maser

instability [1], capable of delivering high power microwave
signals at terahertz frequencies. The applications of the gyro-
devices include plasma heating [2], RADAR systems [3],
and spectroscopes [4].

A W -band gyrotron travelling wave amplifier (gyro-TWA)
has been developed at the University of Strathclyde for use on
a cloud profiling RADAR system. The W -band device uses a
threefold helically corrugated interaction region (HCIR) [5].
The HCIR couples the TE21 mode to the first spatial
harmonic of the TE11 mode [6] to generate an operating
eigenwave, improving the instantaneous bandwidth [7].
A W -band gyrotron backward wave oscillator with similar
setup compared with the gyro-TWA achieved a maximum
output power of 12 kW when driven by a 40 kV, 1.5 A,
annular-shaped large-orbit electron beam [8]. The frequency
tuning band of 88–102.5 GHz was achieved through cavity
magnetic field adjustments.

A gyro-TWA operating at a center frequency of 372 GHz
is being studied for the applications of electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) and dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) in
a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) system. High power,
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wide bandwidth (>5%) gyro-amplifiers are ideal for pulsed
EPR and DNP-NMR applications. If a threefold HCIR is used
in the device, the mean radius is ∼0.4 mm. A higher order
mode (HOM) operation is proposed to increase the cavity
dimensions and, hence, enhance the power handling capability
of the waveguide cavity.

The gyro-TWA will require the efficient coupling of the
TE61 mode into the interaction cavity. Minimal power loss at
the coupling interface will enable as much of the millimeter-
wave drive power to be available to the high-efficiency interac-
tion. The input coupler was designed focusing on the following
three parameters.

1) The bandwidth of the input coupler should span
the 360–384-GHz frequency range (∼7%).

2) Transmission loss from TER
10–TEC

61 should be <1 dB
over the desired frequency range.

3) The mode purity of the TE61 mode should exceed 90%.
By adding the HOM coupling requirement, the design of
the input coupler is more complex than designing a funda-
mental mode coupler, due to the possibility of lower order
mode (LOM) competition in the cavity. A TE11 field pattern is
readily excited and is the dominant mode within a cylindrical
waveguide. Therefore, to ensure high TE61 field purity,
a complex waveguide coupling geometry is required.

The design of a power dividing input coupler for a
372-GHz HOM gyro-TWA is presented. The numerical mod-
eling of a waveguide splitter input coupler with a linear taper
power divider is presented in Section II. The linear taper and
E-plane waveguide bend were simulated individually before
the full design of the waveguide channel was completed.
A tolerance study of the optimized waveguide coupler is dis-
cussed in Section III. A prototype waveguide coupler, scaled
to operate at 90–96 GHz, was manufactured. A discussion of
the coupler manufacture is included in Section IV and the
vector network analyzer (VNA) prototype testing is presented
in Section V. Section VI discusses the design of the coupler
at 93 and 372 GHz.

II. 372-GHz TAPERED WAVEGUIDE INPUT COUPLER

The design of a 372-GHz TER
10–TEC

61 waveguide coupler
employs the principal of incident wave power distribution to
couple to an HOM [9]. The waveguide splitter divides an
incident TE10 mode into equal signal intensities, propagating
with matched phase toward the cylindrical coupled cavity.
The possible modes, which may be coupled into the interaction
cavity, are dependent on the number of branches employed

0018-9383 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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TABLE I

WAVEGUIDE SPLITTER BRANCH NUMBER AND POTENTIAL MODES

Fig. 1. Schematic of a rectangular-to-square linearly tapered waveguide.

within the designed waveguide splitter. A table of branch
numbers and the relevant potential coupled modes, when equal
length waveguide branches are used, is shown in Table I.
By implementing the waveguide splitter, the generation of an
HOM in the interaction cavity is simplified due to a reduction
in mode competition.

The design of a waveguide TEC
61 input coupler can include

a waveguide splitter with two or three branches (Table I). The
three-branch splitter would result in less mode competition
inside the cylindrical cavity with a single lower order
TEm1 mode propagating within the cavity (TE31); however,
the phase matching of the three waveguide channels results
in added complexity to the coupler design and manufacture.
Therefore, a TER

10–TEC
61 input coupler with a two-branch

waveguide splitter was designed for a 360–384 GHz
gyro-TWA.

A tapered waveguide can be employed to provide an
impedance match between the two waveguides of similar
geometries without the complex manufacturing of step
discontinuities. Tapered waveguides have been designed with
linear or part-sinusoidal axial tapers with single E-plane
variations [10], or double tapers, which vary in the E- and
H -planes simultaneously [11]. A linearly or sinusoidally
tapered waveguide can be analytically examined using infinite
step discontinuities [12]. A 372-GHz waveguide taper with
a linear wall profile was designed for a rectangular-to-square
(impedance ratio, Z = 2.00) waveguide transition.

A rectangular-to-square waveguide taper is shown in Fig. 1.
The reflection coefficient (�) of a rectangular waveguide taper

supporting TE10 mode propagation can be defined as [11]

� = λg

L

[
K 2

0 + K 2
1

64π2 − K0 K1

32π2 cos(4πl)

] 1
2

(1)

where λg is the guide wavelength and L is the tapering section
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where a and b denote the waveguide width and height with the
subscripts 0 and 1 representing the initial and final magnitudes,
respectively. A variation of a is only witnessed for a taper with
an H -plane projection. For an E-plane rectangular-to-square
taper where a0 = a1 and b1 = 2 · b0, (1) simplifies to

� = λg

16π L

[
5 − 4 cos

(
4π L

λg

)] 1
2

. (5)

The analysis of (5) highlights a minimum reflection coefficient
when L ≈ N · λg , where N is a whole integer number. The
guide wavelength at 372 GHz is ∼1.10 mm; therefore, the
taper length is set at N · 1.10 mm. To minimize wall losses,
the taper length should be minimized. Therefore, N = 1.

A 372-GHz impedance matching tapered waveguide was
designed using CST Microwave Studio (CST-MS). The
waveguide width (a) was initially set at 0.60 mm with
a waveguide width-to-height (a:b) ratio of 1:2. The taper
length (L) was set at 1.10 mm. A parametric optimization
of a was performed to minimize reflections at the rectangular
input port (Port 1). The numerically simulated transmission
and reflection of a Z = 2.00 rectangular-to-square E-plane
waveguide taper is shown in Fig. 2. The topology of the
simulated waveguide taper is included in Fig. 2 (inset). The
waveguide width (a) was optimized at 0.570 mm, equating to
b0 = 0.285 mm and b1 = 0.570 mm, with the reflection at
Port 1 less than −27 dB over the desired operating bandwidth.
Therefore, the low reflection component may be used at the
incident port.

An E-plane waveguide bend is a fundamental compo-
nent of waveguide engineering. A rotation of a waveguide
about an angle, commonly between 15° and 90°, creates
a smooth-walled waveguide junction. The smooth E-plane
transition can be designed to be compact (small RIN) or broad
(large RIN) with small return losses. A smooth-walled 90°
E-plane waveguide bend with a = 0.570 mm and
b = 0.285 mm was designed using CST-MS. The waveguide
dimensions a × b coincide with the optimized tapered
waveguide. The inner radius of the E-plane bend (RIN) was
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Fig. 2. Simulated scattering of a 372-GHz rectangular-to-square waveguide
taper.

Fig. 3. Microwave field progression in xz plane (left) and yz plane (right)
for tapered waveguide splitter input coupler.

optimized to minimize reflections at the incident waveguide
port. All the values of RIN > 0.05 mm will result in
S11 ≤ −20 dB; however, a radius increase up to 0.25 mm
is shown to improve transmission. The radii selection is
then dependant on minimizing reflection at the center of the
operating bandwidth. The return loss from the E-plane bend is
<40 dB over the required 360–384-GHz operating bandwidth.

The 372–GHz-HOM tapered-waveguide input coupler is
designed using CST-MS to couple the TER

10 mode to the TEC
61

mode using the waveguide transition and E-plane waveguide
bend adjoined to a circular cavity of radius (R). The average
radius (R0) of the interaction cavity for the 372-GHz gyro-
TWA is 1.24 mm; however, due to the enhanced coupling
complexity to the TE61 mode, a small taper may be employed
between the input coupler and the cavity to permit maximum
coupling into the interaction cavity. Therefore, R can be
varied within 1.00 (cutoff radius of TE61 at 360 GHz) to
1.40 mm to support the desired TE61 mode and, hence, the
optimization of R may be carried out on the HOM input
coupler. The beam tunnel is coupled to the rectangular input
port from two discrete waveguide branches, which consist
of three E-plane bends adjoined to the tapered waveguide
transition. The two waveguide branches evenly split the signal
from the input port (Port 1), propagating the divided wave
in the ±x-direction before propagating the two synchronous
signals into the beam cavity. The 2-D progression of the
millimeter-wave propagation is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Numerical scattering of a TE10–TE61 tapered waveguide splitter
input coupler.

Fig. 3 (left) highlights coupling to the TEC
61 mode for an

optimized cavity radius (R) of 1.03 mm. The generated HOM
will be able to freely propagate toward the cavity and the
diode region unless Port 3, the port defined as being adjacent
to the electron gun, is terminated. The average electron beam
radius (RB) from the electron gun is 0.20 mm [13]; therefore,
due to the HOM cavity a cutoff waveguide [Fig. 3 (right)]
may be employed to prevent the propagation of incident radi-
ation into the diode, without intercepting the electron beam.
A parametric optimization of RC is performed with a range of
0.70–0.85 mm to cut off all modes higher in frequency than
the TE41 mode whilst ensuring a large beam tunnel diameter.

Fig. 4 shows the 372-GHz TER
10–TEC

61 tapered waveguide
splitter input coupler operating between 359 and 385 GHz.
The 3-D E-field progression on the conductor walls is shown
in the inset with port numbers defined. The bandwidth of the
input coupler equates to ∼7%. The cutoff waveguide reflector
(RC = 0.80 mm) is effective at preventing significant wave
power from propagating toward the electron gun with a signal
level of less than −15 dB for the dominant TE41 mode. The
distance between the near edge of the rectangular waveguide
branches and the waveguide reflector (L1) is 0.272 mm. The
coupler shows a high TE61 mode selectivity performance with
low magnitude coupling to subsequent LOMs and HOMs.
A gyrating electron beam will occupy ∼25% of the cutoff
reflector cross-sectional area; hence, the potential of electron
bombardment on the cavity boundaries is minimal and an
increased beam diameter may be employed. Return loss at the
input port (Port 1) is <12 dB over the operating bandwidth
of 360–384 GHz.

At 372 GHz, the skin depth of a millimeter-wave signal in
a copper waveguide is ∼0.1 μm. Hence, the depth at which
the signal propagates within the waveguide wall is comparable
to, or smaller than, the surface roughness. Therefore, ohmic
losses will increase with an uneven waveguide finish. With the
consideration of the surface effects on electrical conductivity,
a reduction factor was applied to the copper conductivity
(0.5 × 107 Sm−1). The coupling strength at 372 GHz,
numerically simulated with CST-MS, was shown to decrease
by 0.91 dB with a coupling strength of −0.77 dB for a perfect
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Fig. 5. Effect of a parametric variation on TE61 input coupler transmission
response.

electrical conductor background material and −1.68 dB for a
reduced conductivity copper background. A smooth surface
finish (Ra = 2–3 μm) must be achieved in manufacture to
ensure a high TE61 coupling factor.

III. TOLERANCE STUDY

A tolerance study was performed on the 372-GHz tapered
waveguide input coupler to test the feasibility of the coupler
performance with parametric discrepancies resulting from fab-
rication tolerances. Initially, the rectangular splitter waveguide
is analyzed. The parameters, which govern the waveguide
dimensions (a, b, L, and RIN) were varied from the optimum
value to test the tolerance range over which the coupler may
operate. A plot of waveguide width variation (a) for fixed
values of b and L is shown in Fig. 5.

The resultant change to the transmission coefficient for
a = ±20 μm highlights an operational frequency shift
of ∼0.5 GHz for a 10-μm variation. A frequency shift
of 0.5-GHz magnitude would not affect the coupler operation
at 360–384 GHz; however, larger magnitude, a, discrepancies
would result in a frequency shift that was out with the
desired bandwidth. The waveguide height (b) was varied
for fixed a and L. The investigation highlighted minimal
frequency or coupling strength response for �b = ±20 μm;
therefore, the waveguide height has no strict tolerance require-
ment. The taper length (L) is subsequently varied with no
detrimental effects on coupling performance for �L ±25 μm.
The waveguide bend radius (RIN) was investigated with the
optimum values of a, b, and L. For �RIN values of ±100 μm,
no effect on coupling strength or frequency response was
observed. However, an RIN increase will result in enhanced
waveguide losses due to an increase in propagation length.
The coupler performance, as a result of rectangular waveguide
discrepancies, remains broadly unaffected.

An investigation into the coupled cavity is subsequently
performed for R and L1. The cavity radius (R) should be
carefully manufactured to ensure a tight tolerance. Fig. 6
shows the effect of up to �R = ± 20 μm on the tapered input
coupler performance. The effect of R variations is shown to
have a significant effect on the coupler center frequency with

Fig. 6. TE61 input coupler transmission with R variations.

Fig. 7. Effect of L1 variation on input coupler transmission response.

a 10-μm discrepancy in R resulting in a 3-GHz shift. Hence,
the machining of R must be very precise.

A review of the L1 parameter was performed (Fig. 7).
Alterations resulting in 25 μm increases to L1 are shown to
decrease the center frequency by ∼2 GHz. The discrepancies
to L1, which result in a phase mismatch between the incident
and reflected wave at Port 3, is shown to affect the coupler
bandwidth and coupling strength with deviation from the
optimum.

IV. INPUT COUPLER MANUFACTURE

A W -band prototype TE61 tapered-waveguide input
coupler was manufactured to confirm the simulated reflection
results. The coupler was scaled to operate at 90–96 GHz
due to limitations on achievable tolerances using in-house
manufacture. The circular coupled waveguide was scaled
directly with a 4× dimension increase on the 372-GHz
design. The rectangular input waveguide was designed to
maintain the aspect ratio used in the 372-GHz design between
standard WR2.2 (a′ × b′) waveguide and a0 × b0. A tapered
section from standard W -band waveguide to the optimized
coupler waveguide is included in the scaled design.

The aluminum block was split into two discrete sections.
A waveguide channel was manufactured into each split block
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Fig. 8. Images of the manufactured split-block waveguide input coupler.

Fig. 9. VNA measurement setup with two- and four-block coupler.

using a three-axis computer numerically controlled (CNC)
milling technique. The tool path was machined into each split
block using a 0.60-mm end mill with half the waveguide
channel width (1.27 mm depth) milled into each aluminum
block. The length of the end mill cutter would prohibit
the machining of the full waveguide width into a single
block. The circular waveguide and waveguide reflector radii
(R = 4.10 mm and Rc = 3.20 mm) were subsequently drilled.
A flange connection was machined into the split-block coupler
to allow for direct attachment to the VNA. A series of threaded
rods were used to join the split-block structure to prevent
any loss of signal between the block faces. The manufactured
waveguide channel is shown in Fig. 8.

V. VECTOR NETWORK ANALYZER TESTING

The experimental study was performed on an Anritsu
37000D Lightning series VNA with attached Oleson
Microwave Labs heads to enable frequency measurements
in the range of 75–110 GHz. The images of the split-block
coupler attached to the VNA are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b).

A comparison of the prototype 94- and 372-GHz waveguide
coupler dimensions is shown in Table II. A discrepancy
between the designed and manufactured parameter sets was
highlighted with the precision measurement of the manu-
factured waveguide channel using a travelling microscope.
The manufactured parameter set is included in Table II.
A comparison of the 90–96-GHz waveguide coupler numerical

TABLE II

WAVEGUIDE COUPLER DIMENSION COMPARISON

Fig. 10. Simulated transmission and reflection of W -band split-block coupler
for design and manufactured parameter sets.

scattering with the designed and actual parameter set is shown
in Fig. 10. The parametric discrepancies are shown to down
shift the operating frequency range of the W -band tapered
waveguide coupler.

The HOM coupler numerical reflection for the designed and
actual parameter set and VNA reflection results are shown
in Fig. 11. Fig. 11 shows that the measured VNA reflection
from the rectangular input port (Port 1) is in good agreement
with CST-MS simulation results when open boundaries replace
waveguide ports at Port 2 and Port 3. The S11 reflection at
the input port is less than −10 dB between 90 and 96 GHz;
therefore, >90% of incident radiation is propagated into the
coupled waveguide.

A reciprocal waveguide coupler was manufactured to allow
for transmission and phase measurement. Therefore, the
waveguide mode can be evaluated. The four-block experi-
mental setup is shown in Fig. 9(c). The transmission of two
identical waveguide couplers back-to-back is shown in Fig. 12.
The average transmission loss is ∼3 dB, equating to an
individual coupler loss of −1.5 dB. The circuit loss in an
individual aluminum coupler block was measured at −1 dB;
therefore, high mode conversion is exhibited by the HOM
waveguide coupler.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of CST-MS and VNA coupler reflection results.

Fig. 12. Transmission of a W -band HOM input coupler.

Fig. 13. Theoretical and numerical dispersion of TE61 mode in coupler.

To confirm the mode of conversion, an additional waveguide
section of length 3.00 mm was manufactured and inserted
between the two couplers to measure the phase response.
The measured phase was then compared with the theoretical
phase response of the TE61 mode in a waveguide of radius
R = 4.10 mm. The theoretical and measured phase is shown
in Fig. 13. The phase measurement has close correlation
with the theoretical TE61 phase at 88–98 GHz; therefore,

the waveguide coupler is shown to have a high TE61 mode
conversion efficiency. The insertion loss (<10 dB) and phase
measurements suggest >90% transmission to the TE61 mode.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The design of a 372-GHz TER
10–TEC

61 input coupler for
a gyro-TWA has been presented. The design of the HOM
input coupler focused upon achieving a broadband coupling
with a high transmission coefficient, whilst ensuring the
TE61 mode was dominant within the coupled cavity. The
tapered waveguide input coupler was designed with low-loss
rectangular waveguide components. The tapered waveguide
was shown to have a return loss of <27 dB. The incident
split signal was coupled into a circular waveguide through
smooth walled E-plane waveguide bends. The waveguide
bends had a reflection coefficient of less than −40 dB over the
360–384-GHz operating bandwidth. The tapered waveguide
input coupler achieved an operating bandwidth of 7%
(359–385 GHz). A copper background with reduced conduc-
tivity caused a decrease in coupling by ∼1 dB. The reduction
factor of ∼12 was chosen as a representation of the wall
losses at terahertz frequencies and uncertainty in surface finish.
An investigation into the W -band aluminum prototype coupler
showed good agreement was achieved between numerical
and experimental data when a reduction factor of 10 was
employed.

A tolerance study of the TER
10–TEC

61 tapered waveguide
input coupler was performed to analyze the effect of manufac-
turing discrepancies on the coupler performance. The coupler
was shown to be stable with manufacturing discrepancies
associated to the rectangular splitter waveguide. A maximum
coupling change of 0.1 dB was observed for 20-μm variations
of acorresponding to a frequency shift of ∼0.5 GHz. An inves-
tigation into the coupled cylindrical beam tunnel, however,
highlighted a frequency and coupling strength sensitivity with
R and L1 variations. For �R = ±10 μm, a 3-GHz center
frequency shift was observed and for �L1 = ±25 μm the
center frequency was shifted by ∼2 GHz. A decrease in cou-
pling strength was also associated with R and L1 discrepancies
(Figs. 6 and 7). Therefore, to ensure high coupling over the
desired 360–384-GHz bandwidth, the beam tunnel must be
accurately manufactured with strict tolerances applied.

A W -band TE61 prototype coupler was manufactured to
allow for the VNA testing of the tapered waveguide input
coupler. A CNC milling technique was used to machine
a waveguide channel designed to operate at 90–96 GHz.
The waveguide dimensions were scaled from the optimized
360–384 GHz TER

10–TEC
61 tapered waveguide input coupler.

The two-piece aluminum split-block coupler design
allowed for the VNA testing of the coupler reflection.
The measured S11 reflection from the input rectangular port
(Port 1) of the coupler structure was shown to be less than
−10 dB between 90 and 96 GHz. The VNA measurement
agreed well with simulated data, suggesting that ∼90% of
incident radiation is transmitted into the circular coupled
waveguide. A transmission and phase measurement with a
reciprocal input coupler was presented. The phase difference
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analysis permitted the determination of the TE61 conversion
into the coupled waveguide with the measurement shown to
be in good agreement with theoretical TE61 phase over the
operating bandwidth.

The manufacturing technique outlined for the W -band HOM
input coupler may be used in the manufacture of a 372-GHz
waveguide coupler; however, the state-of-the-art micromilling
technology must be employed. High precision laboratories [14]
have the capability to machine waveguide channels of 0.1 mm
width with a positional accuracy of ± 0.3 μm using five-axis
micromilling machines and an appropriate end-mill tool piece.
A surface finish with Ra = ∼2 μm would ensure that ohmic
losses would be minimized. Therefore, the design of an HOM
power splitting waveguide coupler with waveguide sub-mm
a × b cross section (0.57 mm × 0.24 mm) is realistic.
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